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BENNIE KRUEGER
Prolific alto saxophonist, clarinet player, composer & bandleader Bennie Krueger (June 17 of 1899 – April 26 of 1967) did many recordings as 
sideman with the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, the Rega Orchestra, Louis Katzman, Sam Lanin, Dave Kaplan, Walter Gustave “Gus” 
Haenschen and Ben Selvin, and also recorded as leader of his own orchestra both under his own name & with several pseudonyms for several 
companies such as Gennett, Pathé Actuelle, Grey Gull, Emerson & of course, Brunswick, with whom he recorded more frequently.
The personnelography presented on this ocassion covers Bennie Krueger’s recording sessions for Brunswick with his own band, plus the first 
Cotton Pickers session he directed for Brunswick & the 10 Vocalion recording sessions of the Tennessee Tooters made after the Brunswick 
takeover from 1924 to 1925 that he directed alongside Rube Bloom. Also, in the same personnelography, you’ll find out recordings of the Brox
Sisters & Margaret Young with orchestral accompaniment by Krueger’s group (although in a small size). And two classic recordings from 
Bing Crosby accompanied by Bennie Krueger’s band can be found here too!
Some of these recordings went reissued on CDS, but they are also available on Youtube & other websites.
The vast majority of  the sessions were made at Brunswick’s New York recording studios located at 16th West 36th Street, which became 
Room 1 after moving to in their new recorrding studios located at the 799 Seventh Avenue in Manhattan, New York. In addition to the above 
mentioned Room 1, Room 2 was built on April of  1924 in the same place & started being used on July 19 of  1924, with the Chicago 
Brunswick recordings being possibly in a hotel ballroom or similar place 
(https://adp.library.ucsb.edu/index.php/resources/detail/198#ChicStudios) & the Vocalion recording session from late September of  1921 
being located at Vocalion's recording studios located at New York's 35th West 43rd Street.
And on these recordings Krueger used a wide variety of  top sidemen that you’ll find out here.

I have attempted to identify some of those musicians in this work having in mind the considerations above, to which you can add aural 
listening to most of the 122 sessions covered here.
Honestly, I hope that it hasn’t been in vain, but in any case, other suggestions & corrections are kindly welcome.

001 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. December, 1920
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; Dick Cherwin – bb.
4609/10 unknown title Br rejected not on LP/CD
4611/12 Singin’ The Blues Br 2066 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Matrices 4609 and 4610 are untraced, but are almost certainly a rejected title by Krueger”.
Thankfully, the 2nd title (written by J. Russel Robinson & famously known thanks to the Frank Trumbauer & Bix Beiderbecke recording for 
Okeh of  1927) wasn’t rejected, for that is the first issued Brunswick recording by Bennie Krueger’s orchestra, although as it was mentioned 
previously, Krueger also recorded on that same year for Gennett, Grey Gull & Pathé Actuelle.
Krueger also interpolated this tune on the ODJB recording for Victor as well.
At the time this recording was made, Krueger’s Orchestra was playing at Delmonico's Society Club.
The Krueger version is a nice example of  early jazz & dance band influenced by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra, but with one less saxophone & 
no drums or banjo here. However, Krueger’s arranging skills are also showing some nice promise, with for example, the sax lead on the 2nd 
verse’s 1st eight bars.
The personnel includes a young Herman “Hymie” Farberman (June 13 of  1900 – October 3 of  1981) on lead trumpet, who at the time of  this 
side was influenced by Jules Levy Jr., from which he would slowly develop into his own man from time to time.
The trombone is obviously Fred Schilling, who recorded with Mike Markel’s Orchestra for Okeh which also included Farberman (who in that 
case was sent by Bennie Krueger).
And we can hear Lester Morris’s piano, particularly behind Krueger & the violinist (Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg) on the 
2nd chorus with great measure.
Dick Cherwin’s tuba propells the rhythm section with a superb verve in one of  his recording debuts. No wonder Dick Cherwin became a 
superb studio man on the Brunswick-ARC recordings of  the 30s!
Bennie Krueger’s alto sax breaks on the 2nd chorus are among the best highlights you can find on this session, which was Krueger’s first 
recording session for Brunswick, opening one of  the many successful paths that Krueger crossed with no problem.
NOTE:
-Rust’s ADBD: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. t – tb – vn – vc – p – bj – bb, sb - d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. 2 t – tb – vn – vc – p – bj – bb, sb – d.

002 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. Mid-late December, 1920
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms (1), alt (2), ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – clt, alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman- d; Al Bernard – voc (1).
4856 Crazy Blues Br 2077 not on LP/CD
4859 Royal Garden Blues Br 2077 not on LP/CD

https://adp.library.ucsb.edu/index.php/resources/detail/198#ChicStudios
https://web.archive.org/web/20170709172546fw_/http://redhotjazz.com/cottonpickers.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20170709172546fw_/http://redhotjazz.com/cottonpickers.html


Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: The next matrix number traced is 4868 by Isham Jones (q.v.) [“Look For The Silver 
Lining” from c. December of  1920 – Brunswick 5045 & 2224] and the missing matrices may be two rejected titles by Krueger”.
We have the same personnel for “Singin’ The Blues” plus the superb addition of  alto saxophone Perry Billitzer & William Farberman on 
drums, setting the tonic to follow on the next sessions.
The 2 titles to be heard on this session are absolutely jazz oriented masterpieces of  the day, which are still performed to this day.
On the 1st title (written by Perry Bradford and popular among others thanks to Mamie Smith’s Okeh recording, which set out the Blues craze 
with no extra charge), we get to hear Perry Billitzer’s superb clarinet over the whole recording. Vocalist Al Bernard makes his first appearance 
on a Bennie Krueger recording for Brunswick, and his 2 vocal choruses (with Bennie Krueger’s nice C-melody sax obbligato on the 1st chorus 
& Perry Billitzer’s clarinet obbligato on the 2nd chorus) are proof of  that. And the New Orleans-influenced rideout of  the last chorus is one of
the best of  any Bennie Krueger recording.
The 2nd title was the well-known Clarence Williams & Spencer Williams tune that is still performed by many traditional jazz groups to this 
day (there are countless versions of  that tune).
Bennie Krueger’s recording is no exception, and among the highlights we can find out Krueger’s superb alto sax solo on the B flat major key 
blues section prior to the last ensemble chorus.
Krueger’s band hits 2 blues tunes with no problem on this superb session
NOTE:
-Rust’s ADBD: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan or
Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – Al Bernard - 
v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – 
Al Bernard - v.

003 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, late February/early March, 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, clt, ldr, arr; 
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d.
5109 Spread Yo’ Stuff Br 2083 not on LP/CD
5111/12 Wang Wang Blues Br 2083 not on LP/CD

Although Perry Billitzer isn’t present on this session, for the first time, Bill Arenburg’s banjo debuts there with no problem.
The 1st title was composed by Jules Levy Jr. & Walter Gustave Haenschen (the latter as “Paul Crane”). We get to hear Bennie Krueger’s 
wonderful clarinet work in addition to his superb C-melody saxophone on that side, and Krueger’s clarinet work on the last Trio section with 
Farberman’s trumpet break is full of  energy.
The 2nd title is the well-known “Wang Wang Blues” written by Henry Busse, Theron E. “Buster” Johnson & Gus Mueller popularized by Paul
Whiteman. The arrangement heard on this side is similar to Krueger’s recordings fo the same tune for Gennett & Olympic, with Krueger’s C-
melody saxophone & clarinet breaks on the verse. The 1st chorus with Krueger’s sax lead over the remaining horns is one of  the many 
highlights to be found on this title.
Krueger score another touchdown here again!
NOTE:
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

004 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early to mid April of 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, clt, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d.
5379 Satanic Blues Br 2105 not on LP/CD
5382 I Wonder Where My Sweet  Sweet Daddy’s Gone Br 2105 not on LP/CD

The same personnel for session 003 is heard again to full advantage on at least “Satanic Blues”. Too bad the 2nd title isn’t available online.
The 1st title is a superb version of  “Satanic Blues”, showcasing Bill Arenburg’s banjo & the rest of  the group on the forefront alongside Bennie
Krueger’s alto saxophone & clarinet work alongside the rest of  the band, with plenty of  breaks provided by Krueger & his sidemen, including 
Fred Schilling at his best form. 
The whole team makes it work with no pressure!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

005 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early June (1-10), 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, clt (1), ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc (2); Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d; Al Bernard – voc (1); Jens Bodewalt Lampe – arr (2).
5779/80 Dangerous Blues Br 2109 not on LP/CD
5783/84 Ain’t We Got Fun? Br 2109 not on LP/CD

The personnel for this session is the same as for session 004, but with a cello added for the first time in at least the 2nd title, proving that 
Bennie Krueger was one of  the first jazz bandleaders to include a cello on his band, predating the work of  Fred Katz, David Baker, Oscar 
Pettiford & Harry Babasin. And if  that’s not enough, Al Bernard returns on this session, which is the 2nd one on which he appears with 



Bennie Krueger for Brunswick, providing the superb vocal refrain on “Dangerous Blues” (composed by Billie Brown & Anna Welker Brown), 
which also features the harmonized clarinet-violin antics of  the first verse, that was written by Bennie Krueger himself. 
Bill Arenburg’s banjo breaks on the last chorus of  that title are another superb highlight alongside Lester Morris’s piano break on the same 
place, without forgetting of  course the rest of  the group, including Krueger’s impressive alto sax & clarinet work.
The 2nd title (written by Richard A. Whiting, Raymond B. Egan & Gus Kahn) is the well-known “Ain’t We Got Fun?” recorded among others
by the Benson Orchestra of  Chicago for Victor & Louis Mitchell’s Jazz Kings for the French branch of  Pathé. That tune was also present on 
the Paul Terry short “Popcorn” (1931) & even the Walt Disney short “Mickey Cuts Up” (1931) starring Mickey Mouse too!
Krueger’s version uses the tune’s stock arrangement by the legendary Jens Bodewalt Lampe, which was doctored up by Krueger himself  to 
showcase his talents & those of  their sidemen, by changing among other things the stock’s intro for one original one. Dig out the sax-violin 
duet led by Bennie Krueger on the 2nd chorus with the cello (probably played by Bennie Altschuler) playing the bass line for the first 16 bars 
complimented by Lester Morris’s music box-like piano obbligato, and also the ride out of  the last chorus with a superb Fred Schilling 
showcasing his own trombone complimenting Krueger’s alto sax obbligato for great measure. The “London Bridge Is Falling Down” quote  
heard in the coda is a playful touch to be praised.
Thanks again, Bennie Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

007 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid June (11-20), 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d; unknown - whistling.
6108 All By Myself Br 2130 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: The matrices inmediately following this are untraced and are probably two rejected titles 
by Krueger [JSLas2: very probably those of  session 008].”
Again, we have another single title session by Krueger, and the personnel is the same for the previous session, but with one unknown whistler 
present instead of  the cellist & Al Bernard.
The title heard here is the wonderful Irving Berlin tune “All By Myself ”, and Krueger takes a huge advantage from it on this wonderful 
arrangement that he created by altering the publisher’s stock arrangement.
Among the highlights of  that chart, dig out the whistler on the 2nd chorus with Bennie Krueger’s alto sax obbligato & the 3rd & last chorus 
with Farberman’s improvised straight muted trumpet obbligato on the first 16 bars before changing to open horn to lead the band back home 
on the tune’s last 16 bars.
Another tour de force for Krueger’s band well achieved!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

008 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late July (21-31) of 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d.
6149 Sweet Man O’Mine Br 2138 not on LP/CD
6153 Saturday Br 2130 not on LP/CD

A young Harry Reser replaces Bill Arenburg on this session, and his wonderful banjo playing leaves nothing to be desired on the 2 titles of  this
session.
The 1st title written by J. Russel Robinson gets a huge boost from the whole group, and Krueger’s alto sax solo on the 3rd chorus with Reser’s 
banjo behind him also complimented by Lester Morris’s piano breaks before the last ensemble chorus is a nice example of  that, without 
forgetting Fred Schilling’s trombone break on bars 15 to 16 of  that chorus.
The 2nd title was written by Harry Brooks & Sidney D. Mitchell, and it was covered among others by the Phil Ohman & Victor Arden duo for 
Victor & LeRoy Smith’s Orchestra for Vocalion.
Bennie Krueger’s band jumps at the chance of  playing that tune. Reser’s banjo playing before Bennie Krueger’s sax solo on the 2nd chorus 
leading into the 3rd & last ensemble chorus shows the Fred Van Eps influence, yet he is evolving into the banjo virtuoso he would eventually 
become.
Bennie Krueger’s boys did a superb job here with no trouble on this session again.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF: Harry Reser (bj) has been reported as being present on at least the 2nd title below.

009 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early September (1-10), 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reis or William Farberman – d; Al Moquin – arr (2).
6390 How Many Times? Br 2151 not on LP/CD
6393 Everybody Step Br 2151 not on LP/CD

Bill Arenburg returns here for great measure, and his power is felt on the 2 titles of  this session.
The 1st title written by J. Russel Robinson is “How Many Times?” (not to be confused with the Irving Berlin tune of  the same name from 
1926), recorded among others by the Bailey’s Lucky Seven with Harry Raderman & Loren McMurray for Gennett & Harry Raderman’s band 
of  Okeh (also featuring McMurray).

./the%20tune%E2%80%99s%20stock%20arrangement%20by%20the%20legendary%20Jens%20Bodewalt%20Lampe


The chase chorus between Krueger’s C-melody sax & Arenburg’s banjo on the 2nd chorus before the ensemble rideout on the last chorus is 
priceless (same applies to the breaks of  Farberman & Schilling), as it also applies with Lester Morris’s piano breaks of  the 2nd sixteen bars of  
the first chorus.
The 2nd title is from the pen of  Irving Berlin, who wrote it for his “Music Box Revue Of  1921”, and was recorded among others by Paul 
Whiteman for Victor, Joe Kayser for Gennett & Eric Borchard for the German label Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor.
Krueger’s recording is a tour de force on the tune’s stock arrangement by Al Moquin, which Krueger alters to showcase the band’s talents. 
Bennie Krueger’s C-melody saxophone solo on the 2nd chorus after the 2nd verse never misses the melody, and the band roars on the 3rd & 
last chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet (breaks included) bringing another hooray before the arrangement wraps up.
Touchdown for Bennie Krueger’s band again!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

010 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late September (21-30), 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, clt, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reis or William Farberman – d.
8071 Bimini Bay Voc 14253 not on LP/CD
8074/75 I’ve Got The Joys Voc 14253 not on LP/CD

As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

011 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid November (10-20), 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reis or William Farberman – d, sound effects (2).
6835/36 I’m Cuckoo Over You Br 2174 not on LP/CD
6838/39 Bow Wow Blues Br 2174 not on LP/CD

The personnel is for session 009, and Krueger’s band shines on the 2 titles.
On the 1st title written by Harry Brooks & Sidney D. Mitchell (recorded among others by Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for the NYRL group 
(including Paramount, Puritan, etc.)), the band launches into the verse after the “12th Street Rag” quote in the intro. 
That verse segues into the first chorus, which has Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax & the violinist (Kaplan or Greenberg) playing the melody. 
The 2nd verse has Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax breaks well distributed, showcasing his laughing effects before he brings out the melody 
(with some improvisation) on the 2nd chorus. The band roars again on the 3rd & last chorus for great measure before reaching to the coda.
The 2nd title is funnily enough the ODJB’s last Victor recording (which of  course had Bennie Krueger as well).
However, Bennie Krueger’s band tackles it with verve, and Bill Arenburg’s banjo work deserves a great appraisal, in addition to the funny dog 
sound effects provided by the drummer (Farberman or Reis).
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

013 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early to mid December (1-15), 1921, 1921
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer, alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman – d, sound effects (1).
6945 The School House Blues Br 2181 not on LP/CD
6948 I’ve Got My Habits On Br 2181 not on LP/CD

Same personnel for session 012 with Perry Billitzer joining Krueger’s band definitely by this time for the 2 brilliant titles from this session, on 
which Krueger now manages to obtain a superb full sound like in any other ocassion.
The first title was written by Irving Berlin for his “Music Box Revue Of  1922”.
And here, Krueger’s band tackles it with the usual verve, as it can be heard on the whole chart, whose highlights include Bennie Krueger’s C-
melody sax solo in the 3rd chorus & the ensemble rideout on the 5th and last chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s trumpet with 
Krueger’s superb sax breaks all over the house.
The 2nd title was written by Jimmy Durante, Bob Schafer & Chris Smith, and it was also recorded among others by Joseph Samuels’s (Synco) 
Jazz Band for Okeh, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion, the orchestra of  Jan Garber & Milt Davis for Columbia & Isabelle Patricola for 
Victor.
Krueger’s rendition shows several wonderful highlights such as Bennie Krueger’s C-melody taking the tune’s first chorus, the tune’s patter 
heard after the 2nd chorus that is played twice (first time by Krueger himself  & the 2nd time by the brass duo of  Farberman & Schilling) 
followed by the sax section on the 3rd chorus led by Perry Billitzer with breaks by both reeds, and the wild rideout by the entire band towards 
the end.
Verdict: Bennie Krueger’s band hits another home run with this session!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

https://cplorg.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16014coll17/id/1594/rec/2


014 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early to mid January (1-15), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt (1), sop (1);
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman – d.; Robert W. “Bob” Ricketts – arr (1).
7091 Carolina Blues Br 2192 not on LP/CD
7092 On The ‘Gin ‘Gin ‘Ginny Shore Br 2192 not on LP/CD

The personnel of  the previous session is also present on this one, and the 2 titles show superb proof of  their improving musicianship.
The 1st title was written by Dave Ringle and recorded among others by Mamie Smith’s Jazz Hounds for Okeh & Joseph Samuels’s Synco Jazz 
Band for Pathé Actuelle. Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by legendary Bob Ricketts to bring out the band’s 
talents with no extra charge, as it can be heard for example in the 2nd chorus played by Fred Schilling’s trombone with soprano sax & alto sax 
figures.
The 2nd title was written by Edgar Leslie & Walter Donaldson, and recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor & Joseph
Samuels’s Synco Jazz Band for Pathé Actuelle.
Bennie Krueger’s recording features several highlights such as the tune’s patter played as a chase chorus between Krueger’s C-melody sax & 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s straight trumpet with straight mute before he launches himself  into a superb solo on the 3rd chorus. The 
ensemble on the last chorus is a great show itself  before leading into the coda that includes a quote of  “How Dry I Am?” played by Schilling’s 
trombone.
Another superb job was done by Krueger’s band on this session.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

015 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid January (15-20), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman – d.
7151/53 Doo Dah Blues Br 2194 not on LP/CD
7155/56 Granny (You’re My Mammy’s Mammy) Br 2194 not on LP/CD

Although Perry Billitzer is absent on this session, Krueger’s band is still roaring on the 2 titles made at this fine session.
The 1st title written by Fred Rose & Eddie White (and recorded among others by Ford Dabney’s Syncopated Orchestra for the NYRL group) 
is an interesting example of  slow moving blues oriented tune although it’s form is a typical 32 bar tune, and we can dig out one of  the finest 
highlights of  Krueger’s recording in the C-melody saxophone & violin duet of  the 2nd chorus before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s trumpet 
with straight mute leads into the last half  of  the tune to finish out the tale.
The 2nd title is from the pen of  Joe Young, Sam M. Lewis & Harry Akst (despite the stereotipically racist & dated use of  the “Mammy” word 
prevalent on several tunes including it, including some of  these covered on this and other personnelographies) & was recorded among others 
by Clyde Doerr’s Orchestra for Victor & Ben Selvin’s (Bar Harbor Society) Orchestra for Vocalion.
Krueger’s recording is a well rendered arrangement that features again Krueger & the violinist taking a duet on the 2nd chorus while the 
rhythm section drives them all along. After the interlude by Krueger’s C-melody sax & Bill Arenburg’s banjo, the band takes the 3rd & last 
chorus with Krueger again offering some nice breaks for good measures.
Once again, Krueger’s band did an excellent job here!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

016 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late January (21-31), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reis or William Farberman – d.
7258/60 Cutie (Intro. I Found A Bud Among The Roses Br 2247 not on LP/CD

Bennie Krueger slides in with this wonderful version of  the Rudolf  Friml tune “Cutie”, which also manages to include a wonderful chorus of  
“I Found A Bud Among The Roses” played in F major key by Fred Schilling’s trombone, who showcases his warm side even if  it’s just reading
the melody. 
By the way, both tunes were written for the musical play “The Blue Kitten” from 1922, which was also brought to the UK on 1925.
Krueger & Friml bring a superb combination on this single title session!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

017 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early  February (1-10), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reis or William Farberman – d.
7300/02 Jimmy, I Love But You Br 2247 not on LP/CD

https://www.ibdb.com/broadway-production/the-blue-kitten-12725
https://library.indstate.edu/about/units/rbsc/kirk/PDFs/db1922_carolina_blues.pdf


Krueger’s Orchestra strikes out again with a superb rendition of  this Frank Capie & Albert Trembla tune recorded among others by Paul 
Whiteman for Victor & Eric Borchard for Schallplatten-Grammophon/Polydor in Germany.
Among the highlights of  this recording, dig out the 2 sax & trombone trio on the 2nd chorus with the violin obbligato for great measure before
the last ensemble chorus.
Krueger was again advancing slowly but sure on his skills as bandleader, saxophonist & arranger, and his band (as well as several other groups 
with whom he worked as sidemen) were helpful on this path, this session being no exception.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

018 THE BROX SISTERS with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid February (11-20), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; 
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln;  Lester Morris - p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reis or William Farberman – d; 
Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox – voc.
7481 The School House Blues Br 2268 not on LP/CD

As you’ll see, Bennie Krueger’s band was also hired to back some of  the best vocalists, entertainers & vocal groups, and this single title session 
is the first session on which Krueger’s group meets the Brox Sisters for the first time.
The personnel for this single title is back to the old early 1921 sessions. And what a great title to hear again, which is the vocal recording of  
Irving Berlin’s “The School House Blues”, already recorded by Krueger’s own group (see session 013).
In addition to showcasing the Brox Sisters themselves, the band has also his own moments as well.
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – 
The Brox Sisters (Kathlyn, Dagmar (sometimes known as “Bobby”, Lorraine (sometimes spelt Lorayne or Lorrayne), v.

019 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late February (21-28), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reis or William Farberman – d, slide whistle (2).
7551 Poor Little Me Br 2246 not on LP/CD
7554 Don’t Leave Me Mammy Br 2246 not on LP/CD

Bennie Krueger’s band returns to it’s full lineup for another interesting session.
The 1st title belongs to the pen of  Benny Davis, and was also recorded among others by Sam Lanin for Gennett & Ben Selvin’s (Bar Harbor 
Society) Orchestra for Vocalion.
Among the highlights of  Krueger’s version we can find the sax duet on the 2nd chorus with straight muted brass section backgrounds & the 
rideout ensemble heard on the 3rd & last chorus with Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax improvised obbligato before the coda.
The 2nd title is from the pen of  Henry W. Santly & Con Conrad, which was recorded among others by Vernon Dalhart for Victor, the vocal 
duo of  Charles Hart & Elliott Shaw for Columbia and Harry Raderman’s Orchestra for Edison.
Among the highlights of  the Krueger recording, we’ll get to hear Perry Billitzer’s alto sax & the slide whistle lead on the 2nd chorus with 
Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax obbligato behind them, the interlude passage that quotes the opening verse of  “I Wish I Was In Dixie” that 
eventually settles on the 3rd & last chorus by the ensemble led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s trumpet showing some traces of  his future 
playing style that will eventually come.
Again, Bennie Krueger scores a superb goal with the full orchestra on this session.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

020 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early March (1-10), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d; Arthur Lange – arr (1).
7690/91 Pick Me up And Lay Me Down In Dear Old Dixieland Br 2258 not on LP/CD
7693/94 Little Tin Soldier Br 2258 not on LP/CD

Ready? Set? Go! That’s what Bennie Krueger’s band did at least on the 1st title of  this session.
The 1st side side was written by Harry Ruby & Bert Kalmar, and it was recorded several times by Clyde Doerr’s Orchestra for Victor, the Don 
Parker Trio for Edison & Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for Okeh, among other artists.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Arthur Lange, which he doctored up again to showcase among other things the 
talents of  his sidemen. And among the highlights of  the Krueger recording we get to hear the 2nd verse with some passages by the sax duet & 
Schilling’s tromboone written by Krueger himself  and the 4th & last chorus played in D major key by the entire group with Krueger’s C-
melody sax on bars 17 to 28 of  the tune.
Another touchdown by Krueger’s band is on the order!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.



021 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid March (11-20), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman – d.
7723 Do It Again Br 2260 not on LP/CD
7725 Teasin’ Br 2260 not on LP/CD

As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

022 THE BROX SISTERS with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late March (21-31), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; Dick Cherwin – bb; 
Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox - voc.
7791 Some Sunny Day Br 2268 not on LP/CD

If  you see what does mean Bennie Krueger, the Brox Sisters & Irving Berlin, then this single title session is perfect for you.
That title written by Berlin himself  was also recorded among other s by Paul Whiteman for Victor, Marion Harris & Ray Miller for Columbia 
(in separated versions), Vincent Lopez for Okeh, Dave Kaplan’s band for Edison (as the Atlantic Dance Orchestra) & Isham Jones’s Orchestra 
for Brunswick. 
This vocal version again showcases the Brox Sisters at their best energy and also has some wonderful moments by the entire group as well.
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – 
The Brox Sisters (Kathlyn, Dagmar (sometimes known as “Bobby”), Lorraine (sometimes spelt Lorayne or Lorrayne)), v.

023 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late April (21-30), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt, bsx (1);
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d; Frank E. Barry (1), Louis Katzman (2) - arr.
7920 Stumbling Br 2258 not on LP/CD
7922 I’m Just Wild About Harry Br 2258 not on LP/CD

Two great hits are present on this session by Krueger’s band.
The 1st was written by Zez Confrey & recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor, Harry A. Yerkes’s S.S. Flotilla 
Orchestra for Vocalion, Joseph Samuels’s Orchestra for Gennett & the NYRL, and of  course, Vincent Lopez’s Orchestra for Okeh & Edison 
(the latter as Broadway Dance Orchestra).
Krueger’s recording, which uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Frank E. Barry, has several nice surprises such as Perry Billitzer’s bass 
saxophone present on the 2nd verse & the 2nd stop-time chorus, doing there a superb job. And in addition to Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax 
solo on the 3rd chorus full of  slap-tongue techniques, the entire group repeats the tune’s last 16 bars before the funny coda played by Krueger 
& Billitzer that finishes the whole chart.
The 2nd title was written by the spectacular duo of  Eubie Blake & Noble Sissle for their musical “Shuffle Around”, the first financially 
successful Broadway play to have African-American writers and an all African-American cast, and it was recorded among others by Paul 
Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor.
Bennie Krueger’s version uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Louis Katzman as a springboard for some of  the band’s finest fantasies on this 
world.
Dig out Fred Schilling’s straight trombone solo with the sax duet sustained background on the 2nd chorus, Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax 
solo with violin obbligato in the 3rd chorus & the double timed last ensemble chorus with banjo breaks by Bill Arenburg that are also the icing 
of  a fine musical cake.
Thanks again, Bennie Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

024 MARGARET YOUNG with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid May (11-20), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg – bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d; Margaret Young - voc.
8146/48 Stumbling Br 2284 not on LP/CD
8149 Nobody Loves Me Now Br 2284 not on LP/CD

Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra backs vocalist Margaret Young on this session for the first time, although Krueger & Farberman also recorded as 
sidemen with Young on sessions led by Walter Gustave Haenschen (then using the Carl Fenton name at the Brunswick until July of  1927).
The 1st title is a nice vocal recording of  the Zez Confrey tune covered on session 023, but in arranged by Krueger F major key to provide a 
suitable key for Margaret Young to sing.
The 2nd title was written by Felix Arndt (from “Nola” fame) & Billy Tracey, and Margaret Young manages to deliver the tune on a superb 
recording that shows why she may have learned a bit from Bert Williams, before the last chorus that features Bennie Krueger’s alto sax on his 
best form just before Margaret Young returns from bar 25 to the end.
Another nice combination

https://library.indstate.edu/about/units/rbsc/kirk/PDFs/db1922_im_just_wild.pdf
https://library.indstate.edu/about/units/rbsc/kirk/PDFs/db1922_georgia_a_sunny.pdf


-Rust & Debus’s CED:  Margaret Young, v acc. by studio orchestra.

025 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late May (21-31), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Lester Morris – p; 
Bill Arenburg –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; William Farberman - d; Jens Bodewalt Lampe (2) – arr.
8165/66 Swanee Bluebird Br 2281 not on LP/CD
8168 Sweet Indiana Home Br 2281 not on LP/CD

Personnel reverts to session 023 for great results.
And the clarity of  the acoustical Brunswick recording system is revealing, as it can be heard on the 2 titles of  this session.
The 1st title was written by Con Conrad & Cliff  Friend, and it was recorded among others by the Benson Orchestra Of Chicago for Victor, 
Victor Vorzanger’s Broadway Band for british ACO, etc.
Bennie Krueger’s band gets away with that title, and among the several highlights of  this recording, we can hear Fred Schilling’s trombone on 
the 2nd verse’s first 8 bars, Bennie Krueger’s C-melody saxophone solo on the 3rd chorus before the band’s last ensemble chorus.z
The 2nd title was written by Walter Donaldson & was recorded among others by Clyde Doerr’s Orchestra for Victor, the California Ramblers 
for Little Wonder, the Columbians for Columbia, etc.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Jens Bodewalt Lampe, and among the highlights of  this side, dig out Bennie 
Krueger’s alto saxophone solo on the 2nd chorus, the tune’s patter played by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet (who is now 
showing traces of  his style) & the violinist (Herman Kaplan or Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg) plus a little 1 bar piano break by Lester Morris that
segues into the last ensemble chorus before the band reaches to the coda with Bill Arenburg’s nice banjo breaks for good measure.
Krueger wins again thanks to the help of  his band!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman, Benny Bloom , t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as – 
Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb ,sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

026 COTTON PICKERS New York, c. mid June (11-20), 1922
Phil Napoleon – tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – clt, ldr, arr;
Frank Signorelli – p; Bill Arenburg –bjo; John “Pop” Helleberg – bb; William Farberman – d; Ross Gorman (1) – arr.
8270/71 Hot Lips Br 2292 Timeless CBC 1-029
8272/74 State Street Blues Br 2292 Timeless CBC 1-029

Mark Berresford’s liner notes from “The Cotton Pickers 1922 – 1925”: “Contrary to published discographies [that listed Loren McMurray as 
the clarinet player, John Cali as the banjoist & Jack Roth as the drummer], this writer believes that the personnel of  the first two sides under 
this name, rather than being an augmented Original Memphis Five, was in fact made under the direction of  Bennie Krueger. Krueger was one 
of  the best known saxophonists of  the day and his orchestra was a big seller on Brunswick - he also freelanced with the Brunswick house band 
and it is reasonable to assume that he would be a prime candidate to approach to supply a scaled-down group to record instrumental blues 
numbers. For the first session Kreuger hired the Original Memphis Five's Phil Napoleon (who occasionally recorded with Kreuger's band) and 
trombonist Miff  Mole, possibly with the group's pianist Frank Signorelli, to which he added his regular sidemen banjoist Bill Arenburg, tuba 
player John Helleberg and drummer Willie Farberman. Although Krueger is best known as a saxophonist, he occasionally played clarinet, and
the thin tone and low register slap tonguing on “Hot Lips” is entirely consistent with known examples of  his clarinet style on other 
recordings.”
I agree wholeheartedly with Mark Berresford, and the wonderful result can be heard on the 2 titles of  this session..
We know our old friend Phil Napoleon from his presence on the personnelography of  Louis Katzman’s Edison sides (present on Katzman’s 
Jazz-O-Harmonists recording session from January 31 of  1924), and his powerful, clean (if  at times unadventurous) style coupled with some 
legitimate training shows up very well.
And both Miff  Mole & Frank Signorelli appear in a personnelography for the first time. In fact, Mole knew Krueger when they played together
as members of  banjoist Edwin Taylor Williams’s Acme Sextette in late 1918, to play an engagement at Healy’s Golden Glades (Krueger had 
played with Ross Gorman’s band before) [http://www.vjm.biz/179-om5-part-2.pdf - http://www.vjm.biz/optima---part-4---internet.pdf - 
https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/bixography/viewtopic.php?p=53710#p53710].
The 1st title is from the pen of  trumpeter Henry Busse, pianist Henry Lange & songwriter Lou Davis, and it was recorded among others by 
Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra (with Henry Busse, of  course) for Victor, the California Ramblers for Vocalion, Jack Hylton for british 
Zonophone, Victor Vorzanger’s Broadway Band for british ACO, Joseph Samuels’s (Tampa Blue) Jazz Band for Okeh & Joe Lanin’s Jazz Band
with trumpeter Clarence J. Gransie for the french branch Pathé.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Ross Gorman (the man who also arranged Whiteman’s original version for Victor), 
although heavily altered to showcase the full talents of  the group. 
Among the highlights of  this recording, we get to hear the stop time chorus with Bennie Krueger’s clarinet solo in low register featuring a high 
amount of  slap tongue techniques that is followed by a confident Miff  Mole taking over Krueger from bar 17 to the end of  that chorus. This is 
followed by the 3rd chorus featuring the ensemble up until Phil Napoleon’s trumpet break from bar 15 to 16 before Bennie Krueger rolls his 
clarinet for the last 16 bars of  the tune, shortly followed by the last half  chorus by the full ensemble.
The 2nd title written by Spencer Williams & Babe Thompson (and recorded among others by Joseph Samuels’s (Synco) Jazz Band for Pathé 
Actuelle) gets also a similar treatment, showcasing the entire group at their best, with superb breaks by Krueger, Napoleon & Mole.
This session is another proof that Krueger could play the clarinet as well as the saxophone!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition): Phil Napoleon, t – Miff  Mole, tb – Loring McMurray, cl – Frank Signorelli, p – John Cali, bj – John Helleberg, bb –
Jack Roth, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Phil Napoleon, t – Miff  Mole, tb – Loring McMurray, cl – Frank Signorelli, p – John Cali, bj – John 
Helleberg, bb – Jack Roth, d.

027 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late June (21-30), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger –  alt, bar, ldr, arr;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Mornay D. Helm - arr.
8289 Kicky-Koo – Kicky-Koo (You For Me – Me For You) Br 2293 not on LP/CD

https://library.indstate.edu/about/units/rbsc/kirk/PDFs/db1922_hot_lips.pdf
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Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Some copies of  Brunswick 2293 show the title for matrix 8289 as merely “KickyKoo””.
Although we have no 2nd sax, we’re lucky that the personnel is now setting in.
And with Reser replacing Arenburg and Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg becoming now Krueger’s lead violinist, this is the beginning of  something 
big.
And if  that’s not enough, we have a newcomer on the drumkit in the person of  Sid “Happy” Reiss. Another newcomer is probably George 
LeClair at the piano.
This slightly altered lineup gets its debut with a great tune from George W. Meyer, which was recorded among others by the Bailey’s Lucky 
Seven for Gennett.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Mornay D. Helm, yet it features several unexpected but wonderful twists such as 
Bennie Krueger’s first time using a baritone sax in the 2nd chorus with Greenberg’s violin obbligato before the last chorus by the ensemble led 
by Herman “Hymie” Farberman. 
The melody of  “Aloha Oe” gets a nice paraphrase by the full ensemble with Farberman’s trumpet break as a nice surprise thrown in.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

028 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late June (21-30), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
8378 Barcarolle (Tales Of Hoffman) Br 2293 not on LP/CD

Bennie Krueger’s band gives with the lineup of  session 028 a superb variant of  the jazzing the classics trend in Krueger’s own arrangement of  
Offenbach’s “Barcarolle” from “Tales Of  Hoffman”, complete with stop-time while Krueger plays an oblbigato on his C-melody saxophone.
Irresistible, right? I agree. Krueger deserves a big applause for this recording, and the same goes to his brave sidemen as well!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

029 THE BROX SISTERS with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late June (21-30), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; 
Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox – voc; Arthur Johnston -arr.
8391 Kicky-Koo – Kicky-Koo (You For Me – Me For You) Br 2305 not on LP/CD

As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records) – 
The Brox Sisters (Kathlyn, Dagmar (sometimes Known as “Bobby”), Lorraine (sometimes spelt Lorayne or Lorrayne)), v.

030 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early July (1-10), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
8426 Who’ll Take My Place (When I’m Gone)? Br 2303 not on LP/CD
8428 Struttin’ At The Strutters’ Ball Br 2303 not on LP/CD

To the personnel of  session 028, we add the return of  Perry Billitzer as the 2nd saxophone player, and on the first title written by Ray Klages &
Billy Fazioli (recorded among others by Clyde Doerr’s Orchestra for Victor, Ray Miller’s Orchestra for Columbia & Mike Markel’s Orchestra 
for Okeh), the Krueger band takes a super tour de force with no extra charge.
And how? It’s very simple: Krueger doctored up the publisher’s stock arrangement, which has among several highlights the 2nd chorus 
featuring the saxophone duo of  Krueger & Billitzer, the 3rd chorus in E flat major key showcasing Harry Reser’s powerful chordal banjo 
breaks on the first 16 bars followed by Bennie Krueger’s stop-time C-melody sax solo, and of  course, after the modulation to C major key, the 
entire band takes the 4th & last chorus thanks to the energetic enthusiasm of  Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with Krueger’s C-
melody sax solo taking some nice breaks to showcase his virtuoso self.
The 2nd title was written by the great Spencer Williams, and it was recorded among others by Mike Markel’s Orchestra for Okeh & the 
Original Memphis Five for the NYRL group (including Paramount, Puritan, etc.).
Among the highlights of  Krueger’s version, we can hear a fine piano solo probably played on the 2nd chorus by George LeClair, Bennie 
Krueger’s C-melody sax solo on the 3rd chorus & the last ensemble chorus performed by the whole band with Herman “Hymie” Farberman 
taking a superb trumpet break.
Once again, Krueger & the band win over the enemy on this session!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

031 THE BROX SISTERS with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York,         c. mid-late July (11-30), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;

https://cplorg.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16014coll17/id/8044
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Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; 
Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox – voc; Arthur Johnston - arr.
8479 Away Down South Br 2305 not on LP/CD

As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records) – 
The Brox Sisters (Kathlyn, Dagmar (sometimes known as “Bobby”), Lorraine (sometimes spelt Lorayne or Lorrayne)), v.

032 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early August (1-10), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ten (2), ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt, clt (2);
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Ted Eastwood (1), Ferd(i)e Grofé (2) - arr.
8553/54 Blue Br 2315 not on LP/CD
8556/57 Haunting Blues Br 2315 not on LP/CD

Krueger is back again with 2 titles that were also recorded one month later by Loren McMurray’s California Thumpers for Gennett.
The 1st title was written by Grant Clarke, Edgar Leslie & Lou Handman, and it was also recorded by the Paul Whiteman jazzy subset known 
as the Virginians led by Whiteman’s star alto saxophonist & clarinet player Ross Gorman for Victor, Joseph Samuels’s Orchestra for the NYRL
group (including Paramount, Puritan, etc.), Al Jockers’s Orchestra for Cameo, Benny Goodman for Brunswick on 1928 (with the title as “Blue
And Broken-Hearted” in reference to the tune’s lyrics) & many more people.
Bennie Krueger uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Ted Eastwood on his recording, but as usual, doctored up with his own intro replacing 
the stock arrangement’s intro & the 2nd verse that appears after the stock arrangement’s special chorus before leading into the 3rd & last 
chorus to finish out the story.
The 2nd title was written by trumpeter Henry Busse & songwriter/composer Walter Hirsch (the melody itself  was Busse’s improvised 
obbligato behind the 2nd chorus of  Paul Whiteman’s Victor recording of  “Gypsy Blues”), and it was also recorded among others by Vincent 
Lopez’s Orchestra (as the Broadway Dance Orchestra) for Edison.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement written by no more and no less than the one and only Ferd(i)e Grofé!!!
Yet he alters that stock arrangement by substituting the stock’s intro with the well-known opening notes of  “Mysterious Pizzicato”, altering the
sax duet a bit for the 1st chorus, and after the 2nd verse, Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet gets a superb hot solo with wah-wah 
mute on the 2nd chorus, and the surprise comes on the 3rd & last chorus, where Perry Billitzer takes his clarinet on the wing thanks to his own
obbligato (and even manages to take a hot 2 bar break there as well)!!!
This session is another proof that Krueger was also experimenting a bit on his charts again, even if  it was within them through simple 
manipulation.
Thanks again, Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

033 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early September (1-10), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt, bsx;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lee Terry – arr (2).
8687 Boardwalk Blues Br 2327 not on LP/CD
8691 Mr. Gallagher And Mr. Shean Br 2327 not on LP/CD

Bennie Krueger’s band strikes again on the 2 titles of  this session with the personnel from the previous session. And the label of  Brunswick 
2327 states that the horn section & Dick Cherwin used Buescher instruments (!!!!).
The 1st title was written by J. Russel Robinson & Roy Turk for the “Boardwalk Revue of  1922”, and recorded among others by the Country 
Club Orchestra for Cameo.
Krueger’s recording has again many highlights including Perry Billitzer’s bass sax, present on the intro, some one bar breaks from the 2nd 
chorus & the last bars of  the coda.
The 2nd title is the famous “Mr. Gallagher And Mr. Shean” from the “Ziegfeld Follies Of 1922”, recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s 
Orchestra for Victor, Harry A. Yerkes’s S.S. Flotilla Orchestra for Vocalion, etc.
Again, there are several superb moments on Krueger’s recording (which uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Lee Terry) such as 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s wah-wah muted trumpet solo on the 2nd solo, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo on the 3rd chorus before the 
ensemble ride out of  the last chorus. Perry Billitzer also gets to showcase his funny bass saxophone on that title as well.
Another home run for Krueger & his band!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

034 THE BROX SISTERS with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York,         c. mid September (11-20), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; 
Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox – voc.
8728 Early In The Morning Br 2330 not on LP/CD
8744 Do I? Br 2330 not on LP/CD
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As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  BBennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown 
vc (who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records) 
– The Brox Sisters (Kathlyn, Dagmar (sometimes known as “Bobby”), Lorraine (sometimes spelt Lorayne or Lorrayne)), v.

035 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid October (11-15), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
8990 It’s Getting Dark On Old Broadway Br 2340 not on LP/CD

This exciting single title session has a Louis A. Hirsch, Gene Buck & Dave Stamper tune on Krueger’s hands, who manage to do a superb 
performance.
Krueger’s C-melody sax solo on the 2nd chorus answered by Harry Reser’s banjo is one of  the recording’s highlights, as it happens with the 
last chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s now developing snappy trumpet (in open horn) with soli passages from the 2 sax section & 
trombone trio.
What an impressive session!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

036 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid-late October (16-25), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt (2);
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox – voc (1).
9042 Come On Home Br 2360 not on LP/CD
9045/46 Some Of These Days Br 2340 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Brunswick 2360 as THE BROX SISTERS [with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS 
ORCHESTRA]”.
The Brox Sisters appear on the vocal recording of  the 1st title, backed by Krueger’s Orchestra, and together, they manage to provide a superb 
performance as it happened on other sides they did together.
On the 2nd title (written by Shelton Brooks & recorded among others by Sophie Tucker (the lady who made it famous), Louis Armstrong, Cab
Calloway, etc.), Krueger’s group (with Perry Billitzer added again) manages to deliver a superb slow tempo rendition with their best energy. 
And among the highlights of  that side, we can find the stop-time solo of  Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax on the 2nd chorus, before the last 
chorus that starts with Bennie Krueger’s straight rendering of  the melody on the first 14 bars before Herman “Hymie” Farberman takes the 
driver’s seat to led the band back home thanks to his 2 bar straight-muted trumpet break.
Not bad for another session led by Krueger’s band!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj –  unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records) – 
The Brox Sisters (Kathlyn, Dagmar (sometimes known as “Bobby”), Lorraine (sometimes spelt Lorayne or Lorrayne)), v.

037 THE BROX SISTERS WITH BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA    New York, c. late October (26-31), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p;
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; 
Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox – voc; Arthur Johnston - arr.
9093 Bring On The Pepper Br 2360 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Brunswick 2360 as THE BROX SISTERS [with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS 
ORCHESTRA]. One other unknown and rejected title was also recorded at this session”.
The arrangement of  this Irving Berlin tune from his “Music Box Revue 1922-1923” provided by Arthur Johnston for Krueger’s group & the 
Brox Sisters is another superb example of  a vocal recording from the 1920s on the spot, and they make it work with no trouble.
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

038 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid November (11-20), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt, bsx;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; Lester Morris – p (1); 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Frank E. Barry (1), Lee Terry (2) - arr.
9229 Dumbell Br 2354 not on LP/CD
9230 The Thief Br 2354 not on LP/CD

Krueger’s band is back to business again on this session, and the result can be heard on its 2 titles with no extra charge.
The 1st title was written by Zez Confrey & recorded among others by Vincent Lopez’s Orchestra (as the Broadway Dance Orchestra) for 
Edison, Joseph Samuels’s Orchestra for the NYRL group (including Paramount, Puritan, etc.), etc.
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Krueger’s version, while using the tune’s stock arrangement by Frank E. Barry, also includes several touches of  his own, such as the piano duet
by Lester Morris & George LeClair on the 2nd chorus & the ensemble rideout on the last chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s wah-
wah muted trumpet before the coda that starts with the piano duo of  Morris & LeClair that eventually ends in the last 4 bars of  the tune as 
performed by the ensemble.
The 2nd title was written by Fred Fisher (the man who wrote “Chicago”, “Ach, Louie!”, etc.) & recorded among others by Emil Coleman’s 
Orchestra for Vocalion.
Krueger uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Lee Terry on this fine recording, that has several highlights such as the band going 
from the 2nd verse to the Trio section of  the stock arrangement, Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax solo in low register with Harry Reser’s banjo 
driving behind him, and the last ensemble chorus by the full orchestra that goes back home thanks to Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s trumpet 
with open horn.
The progress made by Krueger’s band on this session is slowly growing for good, and this session is proof  of  that.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

039 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late November (21-30), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – ten;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lee Terry - arr.
9262/63 Where The Bamboo Babies Grow Br 2362 not on LP/CD

Bennie Krueger’s band rips it off  in this superb recording of  this Walter Donaldson tune.
Again, Krueger uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Lee Terry as a springboard for one of  his finests excursions reminiscent of  a good 
rollercoaster. Among the recording’s highlights we can get Bennie Krueger’s alto sax breaks on the last bars of  the 2nd verse & the last 
ensemble chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s ever developing snappy trumpet.
The banjo glissandos of  Harry Reser on the coda are another proof of  what a superb band was Krueger’s group.
Hooray for Bennie Krueger’s band!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – unknown vc 
(who may be Bennie Altschuler) – unidentified p – Harry Reser, bj – unidentified bb (no drummer shown but one is present on the records).

040 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. early December (1-10), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – alt, bsx;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
9372 Nothing But Br 2376 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “Matrices following this (9373 to 9375) possibly cover an untraced, rejected title by Krueger [likely 
“Open Your Arms, My Alabamy” from the next session below]”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

041 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. late December (21-31), 1922
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – ten;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
9494 Open Your Arms, My Alabamy Br 2376 not on LP/CD
9496 Nothing But (Nuthin’ But) Br 2376 not on LP/CD

The Krueger band shows many additional advances on this recording session.
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s trumpet is now slowly reaching into his final form regarding his playing his style, and Bennie Altschuler gets 
added to Krueger’s band for great measure.
The 1st title was penned by George W. Meyer, Joe Young & Sam M. Lewis, and was recorded among others by Zez Confrey’s Orchestra for 
Victor, Dave Kaplan’s Melodists for Edison (for details about Kaplan’s recording, read the personnelography of  Kaplan’s Edison dance band &
jazz sides from the same author), the Bailey’s Lucky Seven for Gennett & Max Terr’s Orchestra for Pathé Actuelle.
Krueger’s recording shows many superb highlights, for example the interlude played by the horn sections that leads into the 2nd verse which 
showcases Farberman’s playing. After the 2nd chorus by the sax section of  Krueger & Billitzer (now on tenor sax), the ensemble takes a wild 
spin on the last chorus with Bennie Krueger’s alto sax break on bars 15 & 16 of  the tune added for great measure.
The 2nd title is from the pen of  Henry Busse, Ferd(i)e Grofé & Sam Ward, and it was recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra 
(with Busse & Grofé) for Victor, Finzel’s Arcadia Orchestra Of  Detroit for Okeh, Joseph Samuels’s Orchestra for the Plaza group (later 
renamed as ARC)., Emil Coleman’s Montmartre Orchestra for Vocalion & Sam Lanin’s Orchestra (as Lanin’s Arcadians) for Pathé Actuelle.
Krueger’s recording uses the publisher’s doctored up stock arrangement, and among the highlights of  this side, we get to hear Fred Schilling’s 
trombone solo in the 2nd chorus with Bennie Krueger’s alto sax obbligato in low register, the sax duo of  Krueger & Billitzer on the 3rd chorus 
& Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy straight muted trumpet solo complimented by Fred Schilling’s straight muted trombone in the 4th 
chorus before the rest of  the band joins for the 5th & last chorus, which also includes an alto saxophone break from Bennie Krueger.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
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-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

042 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, c. mid to late January (11-31), 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – ten;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Frank E. Barry (1) - arr.
9717 You’ve Got To See Mamma Every Night Br 2390 not on LP/CD
9718 Lovin’ Sam (The Sheik Of Alabam’) Br 2391 not on LP/CD

The band still trots along on this session, and the 2 titles are proof  that Krueger & his men were still kicking out.
The 1st tune from the pen of  Billy Rose & Con Conrad was recorded among others by Gene Fosdick’s Hoosiers for Vocalion, Joseph 
Samuels’s Orchestra for the Plaza group (later renamed ARC), the Tennessee Ten for Victor & Efim Schachmeister for the German label 
Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor.
Krueger uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Frank E. Barry as a springboard to showcase among other things the talents of  his fellow 
sidemen.
Among the highlights of  Krueger’s version, we get to hear for example Bennie Krueger’s C-melody sax duet with Harry Reser’s banjo (with a 
great use of  his chordal voicings coupled with some breaks) in the 2nd chorus, Fred Schilling’s hot trombone solo in the 3rd chorus with 
Krueger’s C-melody sax obbligato full of  slap tongue techniques (it’s the Krueger & Schilling show, yeah!), the tune’s patter played 3 times 
(Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s straight muted trumpet on the first time, Krueger’s C-melody sax on the 2nd time & the entire ensemble on 
the 3rd time), Krueger’s C-melody sax solo in the 4th chorus, and Farberman’s trumpet with open horn taking the driver’s seat (as Edward 
Mitchell says) to drive the whole band back home to the coda (with some nice breaks to spice it out).
The 2nd tune is from no one and no less than the ever wonderful duo of  Milton Ager & Jack Yellen, and it was recorded among others by 
Gordon Stretton’s Orchestre Syncopated Six for the french branch of  Pathé in Paris.
Bennie Krueger’s recording, like the Gordon Stretton version (& many others), uses the publisher’s stock arrangement, but omitting the special
novelty chorus in favo(u)r of  featuring his C-melody sax on the 2nd chorus before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with 
straight mute leads the band back home.
Well done, Bennie Krueger & company! You did it before and you’ll do it again!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

043 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, February 16, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr; Perry Billitzer – ten;
unknown – bsn; Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lee Terry – arr.
9933/36 Wet Yo’ Thumb Br 2403 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Extra: 2 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
This session also includes a bassoon player for the first time, although not a steel guitar player as listed on Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. 
Shirley’s ADBORAF.
Nevertheless, this single title session offers us a unique version of  this title by Lew Cooper & Harry Akst that is drawn from the tune’s doctored
up stock arrangement by Lee Terry, and one of  the highlights is the 2nd chorus with stop time bassoon solo. Again, Krueger did also use a 
bassoon player in a jazz context even before Illinois Jacquet added the bassoon to his arsenal of  instruments (including his tenor sax), although
much later.
Nice work again, Mr. Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d. Unknown bassoon & stg [steel guitar] present on this 
title (studio musicians).

044 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, February 21, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – ten;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d, sw; Paul F. Van Loan – arr.
9961 You Know You Belong To Somebody Else Br 2403 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Extra: 2 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Although the bassoon is out, the band still trots out its stuff, and the result of  this single title session can be heard in this recording of  the 
Eugene West & James V. Monaco tune “You Know You Belong To Somebody Else”.
Krueger uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement from trombonist, bandleader composer & arranger Paul F. Van Loan, and among the 
many highlights of  that recording, dig out the duet between Fred Schilling’s trombone & Sid “Happy” Reis on the 2nd chorus before the 
ensemble rideout led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with straight mute on the last chorus, which shows that Farberman’s 
evolution is nothing short of  a great development on his playing.
Well done, Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

045 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 19, 1923

https://library.princeton.edu/you-know-you-belong-somebody-else
https://library.princeton.edu/wet-yo-thumb
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Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
10138 Wild Papa Br 2419 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
This single title session is almost certainly the debut of  Krueger’s first composition that he wrote with Lou Davis. And John Cali’s romping 
rollicking banjo replaces Harry Reser, who at the time of  this recording went with Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra to tour the UK & record there.
Among the highlights of  this arrangement we can dig out for example, the 2nd verse with piano breaks by George LeClair leading into Bennie 
Krueger’s C-melody sax solo on the 2nd chorus before the ensemble rideout of  the last chorus with outstanding contributions by Herman 
“Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet & Fred Schilling’s trombone to the collective ensemble as usual.
Now that’s an interesting session that deserves a big applause.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d. 1 unknown musician omitted.

046 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 22, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Perry Billitzer – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; James C. McCabe – arr (1).
10165 Apple Sauce Br 2419 not on LP/CD
10166/67 Wild Papa Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Though the 2nd title (a remake of  matrix 10138 from session 045 made on March 19 of  1923) was rejected, the opposite is true with the 1st 
title.
That one was written by Abe Lyman, Gus Arnheim & Arthur Freed, and was recorded among others by the Bailey’s Lucky Seven.
Bennie Krueger’s recording (which uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by James C. McCabe) has several highlights such as George 
LeClair’s wonderful piano solo in the 2nd chorus before Bennie Krueger’s alto sax takes 3rd & last chorus’s first 16 bars followed shortly by the
entire band led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s now developed snappy trumpet with open horn towards the end.
Nobody can’t deny that Krueger’s band still has it, and that more wonderful things will be following soon.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

047 THE BROX SISTERS with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 7, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; Arthur Johnston – p, arr; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lorraine Brox, Dagmar “Bobby” Brox, Kathlyn Brox – voc..
10303 Little Boy Blues Br 2427 not on LP/CD
10306 Down Among The Sleepy Hills Of Tennessee Br 2427 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Brunswick 2427 as THE BROX SISTERS [with BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS 
ORCHESTRA]”.
Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men, plus saxophone, banjo, and piano. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
We have the smaller version of  Bennie Krueger’s orchestra again turning out a superb collaboration with the Brox Sister & their piano 
accompanist Arthur Johnston (who later became a great songwriter of  his own, as it can be seen on his tune “Pennies From Heaven”, for 
example) providing the harmonized vocal parts of  the 2 titles that were also arranged by Bennie Krueger himself, and the 2 titles are great 
proof of  the collaboration’s finest result.
The 1st title was written by J. Russel Robinson, Roy Turk & Addy Britt, and was recorded by Jack Ford’s Arcadia Peacock Orchestra of  St. 
Louis twice for Victor (rejected version) & Okeh. And the tune’s arrangement provides a fine showcase for the Brox Sisters & Arthur Johnston,
in addition to bringing out some of  the finest moments by Krueger & his band as well.
The 2nd title is a superb vocal version of  the Joe Young, Sam M. Lewis & George W. Meyer that was recorded among others by Dave Kaplan’s
band (as Kaplan’s Melodists) for Edison, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion, the Great White Way Orchestra for Victor & Isham Jones’s 
Orchestra for Brunswick.
The vocal Brunswick recording by the Brox Sisters & Bennie Krueger’s band is another superb vocal arrangement made by the joint 
collaboration between Krueger & Johnston, and together, they manage to make it work very smoothly.
Another triumph for the Brox Sisters & Bennie Krueger’s band here!
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Ruby Greenberg, vn – Bennie 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Arnold Johnson, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – The Brox Sisters, v.

048 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 21, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, sop, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
10439 Some Day You’ll Cry Over Someone (As I Have Cried Over You) Br 2435 not on LP/CD
10441 Don’t Be Too Sure Br 2435 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Marion Harris was in the studio recording on this date and may have been accompanied 
by Krueger”.
Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 9 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.

https://library.indstate.edu/about/units/rbsc/kirk/PDFs/db1922_apple_sauce.pdf


Krueger’s band gets livelier than ever.
The 1st title written by Milton Charles (and recorded among others by Harry A. Yerkes’s S.S. Flotilla Orchestra for Columbia directed by 
Richard “Dick Barton) is a superb sweet dance band arrangement showcasing Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin duet with Bennie Krueger’s 
alto sax on the 2nd chorus among it’s highlights.
The 2nd title was written by Henry R. Cohen & Hal Billings, and it was recorded among others by Mike Markel’s Orchestra for Okeh, the 
Great White Way Orchestra for Victor & Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion.
Among the highlights of  Krueger’s recording, dig out George LeClair’s piano breaks on the 2nd verse followed by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax 
solo in the 2nd chorus with Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with straight mute answering him on bars 7 & 8 and bars 23 & 24 
before Farberman removes the mute & leads the whole band in the 3rd and last chorus back home with a superb trumpet break at no extra 
charge and Bennie Krueger’s 1 & half  bar alto sax break bringing the story to a close.
Another superb session that among other things finds Farberman’s playing now consolidated here alongside the work by Krueger & the rest of  
the band.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d. One unknown musician replaces Johnson 
[likely the unknown saxophonist].

049 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, May 14, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Louis Katzman - arr.
10644 Long-Lost Mama (Daddy Misses You) Br 2445 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
The Harry Woods tune is part of  this single title session by Bennie Krueger’s band, and in Krueger’s recording, he uses the tune’s stock 
arrangement by Louis Katzman, who also recorded it with his band as the Jazz-O-Harmonists for Edison.
Among some of  the recording’s highlights, we can dig out for example the tune’s patter played twice (by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s 
snappy trumpet with straight mute on the 1st time & Bennie Krueger’s alto sax on the 2nd time), Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo on the 2nd 
chorus & the entire band’s wild rideout on the last chorus.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

050 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, May 16, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc, voc; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
10663/66 Yes! We Have No Bananas Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – Bennie 
Altschuler, v (he may be the ´cellist in the orchestra).
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

051 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, May 21, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Billy Jones – voc; Lee Terry - arr.
10703 Yes! We Have No Bananas Br 2330 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Bennie Krueger’s band remade this Frank Silver & Irving Cohn title without Bennie Altschuler, but Billy Jones’s vocals compensate 
Altschuler’s absence alongside the rest of  the band.
Krueger’s recording (which uses the tune’s doctored stock arrangement by Lee Terry) has several highlights such as the interpolation of  “O 
Sole Mio” by Krueger & Jones themselves before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet takes the lead on the last ensemble chorus 
with breaks from Krueger & Farberman spiced up all the way.
What a great job by Bennie Krueger’s band & Billy Jones!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – Billy Jones, voc. 9 musicians used.

052 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, May 25, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
10751 Morning Willl Come Br 2451 not on LP/CD

https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/katzman-finding-aid.pdf


Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

053 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, May 29, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Harry A. Powell – arr (2).
10769 First, Last And Always Br 2451 not on LP/CD
10772 I Cried For You (Now It’s Your Turn To Cry Over Me) Br 2453 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 2 men. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Although no copy of  the 1st title is available online, we’re lucky that the opposite is true for the 2nd title.
Written by Abe Lyman, Gus Arnheim & Arthur Freed, it went to have a life of  its own thanks to several recordings by Ben Selvin’s Orchestra 
for Vocalion, the Collegians (with Spiegle Willcox) for Victor, Teddy Wilson’s Orchestra with Billie Holiday for Brunswick (the famous ARC 
era from the 30s), etc.
Bennie Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement from Harry A. Powell, but it’s significantly doctored up with the addition of  the 
superb majestical intro that segues into the verse, the tune’s altered special chorus (in this case, the 2nd chorus) in A flat major key full of  some
nice surprises such as Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet break with straight mute on bars 11 & 12 before modulating back to F 
major key for the last ensemble chorus, energetically led by Farberman’s trumpet with additional contributions from Krueger & Schilling to the
ensemble.
All of  this beneffited from the addition of  a third alto saxophone for the first time.
No wonder Bill Challis claimed to have copied Krueger's lines from records when he was learning to play saxophone, although he may have 
absorbed Krueger’s arranging techniques (and those from Walter Gustave Haenschen) as well.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

054 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, July 6, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Fred Hoff – arr (2).
11042 Love (My Heart Is Calling You) Br 2330 not on LP/CD
11046 Mad (‘Cause You Treat Me This Way) Br 2330 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men. Extra: Bennie Kreuger [sic]. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Although no copy of  the 1st title is available online, the opposite is true for the 2nd title, written by Jimmy McHugh & Bobby Heath that is 
better known to jazz buffs thanks to the New Orleans Rhythm Kings recording for Gennett, and also Ben Bernie’s Orchestra for Vocalion.
Bennie Krueger uses the tune’s stock arrangement from Fred Hoff  on this fine recording which has several highlights, including Krueger’s alto 
sax solo with piano accompaniment by George LeClair before Herman “Hymie” Farberman leads the band back home on the 3rd and last 
chorus.
Thanks again, Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

055 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, September 14, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
11295/97                  That Big Blonde Mamma Br rejected not on LP/CD
11298/300 Lou’siana Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men, plus violin and saxophone. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

056 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, September 21, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, unknown – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; 
Billy Jones, Ernest Hare, Charles Hart, Elliott Shaw – voc (2); Ted Eastwood (1), Mornay D. Helm (2) – arr.
11388 Wonder If She’s Lonely Too Br 2485 not on LP/CD

https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf
https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/bixography/viewtopic.php?p=23917#p23917


11391 That Old Gang Of Mine Br 2485 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 2 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
With the return of  Harry Reser fresh back from his British tour with Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra, the Krueger band keeps going forward, as it 
can be heard on the 2 titles of  this session, which of  course is the first session that included Billy Jones, Ernest Hare, Charles Hart & Elliott 
Shaw here. It’s like the 2 Happiness Boys joined forces with the 2 stars from the Crescent Trio forming an interesting vocal quartet well 
employed by the New Jersey jazz saxophonist’s band to provide a superb session.
Of course, a 2nd trumpeter is one of  the extras added for this session.
The 1st title was written by Willy White & Bernie Grossman & recorded among others by Byron H. Warner’s Seven Aces for Okeh & Charles 
Dornberger’s Orchestra for Victor.
Krueger’s recording, which uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Ted Eastwood, has among his best highlights the ensemble 
rideout of  the 3rd & last chorus, to name a few.
The 2nd title was written by Ray Henderson, Billy Rose & Mort Dixon, and it’s still popular thanks to several hundreds of  recordings made 
among others by Louis Katzman’s Orchestra as the Ambassadors for Vocalion.
Krueger’s recording (which uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Mornay D. Helm) has many highlights, such as the above mentioned vocal 
quartet from Jones, Hare, Shaw & Hart in the 2nd chorus, and Bennie Krueger’s superb 16 bar hot alto sax solo in the 3rd & last chorus before 
Farberman leads the band back home with his snappy trumpet.
Bennie Krueger & company scores a touchdown again with no extra charge!
-Rust’s ADBD:  not listed.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

057 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, November 21, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – alt, ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
11932 Old Fashioned Love Br 2528 not on LP/CD
11937 Out Of Sight, Out Of Mind Br 2528 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
The unknown 2nd trumpet, but the band still stays on a happy mood.
Get a load of  Fred Schilling’s 16 bar hot trombone solo in the 3rd & last chorus of  the James P. Johnson & Cecil Mack tune, for example, as 
one of  the highlights of  Krueger’s version of  that tune.
And on Bennie Krueger’s recording of  the 2nd title (written by Oscar Levant), dig out Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin on the 1st chorus 
before the 2nd verse, Krueger’s C-melody sax solo on the 2nd chorus in low register & the ensemble rideout led by Herman “Hymie” 
Farberman in the 3rd and last chorus (get a load of  Farberman’s rips) with Krueger’s superb alto saxophone breaks inserted for great measure.
Another touchdown scored by Krueger & company well done.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

058 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, November 30, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr;
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Billy Jones – voc (2); Ross Gorman – arr.
12004/06 Linger Awhile Br rejected not on LP/CD
12009 So This Is Venice! Br 2549 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the PM.”
Krueger’s band still kicks out several asses on this session despite the fact that the 2nd title was rejected, though luckily remade on the next 
session (see session 059).
Luckily, the 2nd title was  issued, and we can hear it in all its glory, for it was written for the “Ziegfeld Follies Of  1923” by Edgar Leslie, Harry
Warren & Ross Gorman (one of  Bennie Krueger’s first employers) by using one of  the melodic motives of  Ambroise Thomas’s “Carnival Of  
Venice”. It was recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra with Billy Murray, Henry Busse & Ross Gorman for Victor (Whiteman 
introduced it at the “Ziegfeld Follies Of 1923” minus Murray), Ben Selvin’s Orchestra with Irving Kaufman for Vocalion, Guy Lombardo’s 
Royal Canadians with Lebert Lombardo, Jack Miles & Carmen Lombardo for Gennett, Joseph Samuels’s Orchestra for the Plaza group (later 
renamed ARC), and of  course, the legendary Charles L. “Doc” Cooke’s Orchestra with Freddie Keppard & Jimmie Noone for Gennett (this 
version is very well-known among the trad jazz musicians & collectors alongside the rest of  the jazz buffs).
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Ross Gorman, although the Brunswick files list Harry Warren as the arranger, which
is wrong since Warren only wrote the melody alongside Leslie & Gorman, and the latter arranged it for Whiteman’s band, who in addition to 
playing it at the above mentioned 1923 edition of  the “Ziegfeld Follies” also played at their famous “Experiment In Modern Music” concert 
from February 12 of  1924 that also introduced George Gershwin’s legendary “Rhapsody In Blue” (with Gorman playing his famous glissando 
opening).
Back to the Krueger recording, among the many highlights of  his version we can dig out Billy Jones’s superb vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus 
employing a superb parody of  the Italian dialect while Krueger’s alto takes a superb obbligato before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy 
trumpet leads the band in a spirited rideout heard in the 3rd & last chorus with Krueger’s laughing alto sax effects & Farberman’s trumpet 
horse neigh effects trade some licks from bars 17 to 24. 
The coda is also an homage to the early jazz tradition thanks also to the crash cymbal work by Sid “Happy” Reiss.
Once again, thanks, Krueger, Jones, Farberman, Schilling, Greenberg, Altschuler, LeClair, Reser, Cherwin & Reis for this great session!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – Billy Jones,
v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

https://imslp.org/wiki/Le_carnaval_de_Venise_(Thomas%2C_Ambroise)
https://imslp.org/wiki/Le_carnaval_de_Venise_(Thomas%2C_Ambroise)


059 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, December 6, 1923
Marty Berger – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Dick Cherwin – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d, chimes; Frank E. Barry - arr.
12045/47 Linger Awhile Br 2526 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 1 man. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Krueger’s band remade this title that was previously rejected from the November 30 of  1923 session (see session 058 for more details).
The tune in question was “Linger Awhile”, which was written by Vincent Rose & Harry Owens , and recorded among others by Paul 
Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor, Emil Coleman’s Orchestra for Vocalion, Fletcher Henderson’s Orchestra for Edison, Alex Hyde’s New York 
Orchestra for german Vox, Herbert Fröhlich/Glad’s orchestra (as the Bohéme Orchester) with Willy Weiss for german Beka (with the tune as 
“Mein Liebling Heißt Mädi” thanks to the german lyrics provided by Fritz Löhner-Beda), Bern(h)ard Etté’s Orchestra with Billy Williams’s 
alto sax for german Vox & the small Duke Ellington group led by cornettist Rex Stewart for Bluebird on 1941 with Ben Webster & Jimmy 
Blanton.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored stock arrangement by Frank E. Barry, and among the highlights of  this recording, dig out Sid 
“Happy” Reis’s chimes at the beginning of  the verse, Bennie Krueger’s straight alto saxophone in low register on the 2nd chorus in A flat 
major key before the band returns to F major key for the last chorus, which has a different lead trumpet instead of  Farberman, probably played
by Marty Berger, his section mate from the bands of  Walter Gustave Haenschen as Carl Fenton & Mike Markel.
Anyway, it’s a superb single title session to hear.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

060 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, December 12, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; Harry Reser –bjo, uke (2); 
John “Pop” Helleberg – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lee Terry – arr (2).
12089 Steppin’ Out Br 2563 not on LP/CD
12091/92 Say It With A Ukulele Br 2549 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men, plus saxophone [Bennie Krueger] and banjo/ukulele [Harry Reser]. Session 
indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Bennie Krueger’s band rips out on this superb session for good, and the presence of  Krueger, Greenberg & Reser is confirmed in the files.
And if  that’s not enough, a newcomer (whose presence is also confirmed in the files) is here for great measure. That’s tuba player John “Pop” 
Helleberg, who also worked on the Brunswick studios as sideman with several jazz & dance bands (in addition to accompanying many 
vocalists, vocal groups & other entertainers), as well as other studios in the same capacity. And before that, John “Pop” Helleberg was part of  
John Philip Sousa’s band (which also included his brother August Christian “Gus” Helleberg as well).
With such people here, we can expect a nice session like the previous 59 sessions we saw, but also they can be better too.
The 1st title was written by John Howard & Con Conrad, and got the luck of  being recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra for 
Victor, Fletcher Henderson’s Orchestra for Emerson, Al Jolson with Isham Jones’s Orchestra for Brunswick & Ted Lewis’s (Jazz) Band for 
Columbia.
Krueger uses the publisher’s stock arragement as a platform for showcasing the talents of  his fellow sidemen such as Herman “Hymie” 
Farberman, who brings out a superb hot straight muted trumpet solo in the 1st chorus with ensemble backbeat on bars 1 to 8 & bars 17 to 24. 
After the band’s 2nd verse, Bennie Krueger manages to take an stomping hot alto saxophone solo in the 2nd chorus coupled with a nice 2 bar 
break on bars 15 to 16. The tune’s patter includes Fred Schilling’s trombone break. The ensemble takes the tune’s last 16 bars thanks to 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with open horn bringing the arrangement to a fine end.
Art Conrad wrote the 2nd title, which was recorded among others by the California Ramblers as the Varsity Eight for Cameo, Billy Jones & 
Ernest Hare for Okeh, Frank Crumit for Columbia, Charles Hart & Harvey Hindermeyer for Edison as Bailey & Bent, Louis Katzman’s 
Orchestra as the Ambassadors with Irving Kaufman for Vocalion, etc.
Bennie Krueger’s band uses the tune’s stock arrangement from Lee Terry, which is doctored up by the leader with surprisingly wonderful 
results. 
And if  we have in mind the fact that the Brunswick recording sheets for the 2nd title of  this session states that this selection has ukulele 
passages by Harry Reser (who is also on the Jones & Hare Okeh recording), then it’s even better. Reser’s ukulele work can be heard in the 1st 
chorus with the ensemble playing the melody in stop-time mode and Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus. In the latter, Harry 
Reser throws a superb ukulele chordal break in bars 15 to 16. After that chorus, Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leads the red 
hot rideout in the 3rd & last chorus on which Krueger’s alto sax takes a nice break here to sparkle this arrangement for good. [JSLas2: No 
wonder Harry Reser wrote two ukulele methods titles “Harry Reser’s Ukulele Method & Song Folio” & “Harry Reser's Let's Play the Uke: A 
Method and Collection for Standard and Baritone Ukuleles”, for he was one of  the many people that could play it as well as the plectrum 
banjo, tenor banjo, mandolin & guitar!!!] 
Thanks again, Bennie Krueger & company! Keep it strutting!
-Rust’s ADBD & JRR (6th edition):  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, 
as - Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William 
Farberman, d. (JSLas2: Rust’s JRR lists the same personnel as the ADBD, but with Sam(my) Lewis replacing Schilling on the December 12 of
1923 session & the pianist being either Lester Morris or George LeClair, and the tuba player being either Dick Cherwin or John Helleberg (for 
other titles covered on Rust’s JRR).)
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. 8 musicians plus Ruben Greenberg, vn – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, 
bb.

061 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, December 15, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John “Pop” Helleberg – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Harry A. Powell - arr.
1210/21 Sleep Br 2551 not on LP/CD

https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf
http://www.traditionalmusic.co.uk/ukulele-harry-reser/
https://library.princeton.edu/steppin-out-0
https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf
https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf
https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/adbm-finding-aid.pdf


Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men, plus saxophone [Bennie Krueger] and banjo [Harry Reser]. Session indicated as 
recorded in the AM”.
The Earl Burtnett and Adam Geibel title that they wrote under the pseudonym of  Earl Lebieg and was recorded among others by Fred 
Waring’s Pennsylvanians for Victor, Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for Okeh, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion, Dajos Béla’s Orchestra for 
german Odeon & Alex Hyde’  s New York Orchestra for german Vox   is the subject of  this fine single title session. 
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Harry A. Powell with wonderful results.
And they turn it into a wonderful performance whose highlights include the sax section duet tackling the 2nd chorus with Reuben “Ruby” 
Greenberg’s violin obbligato on which he quotes “Just A Song Of Twilight” (probably written in the stock arrangement). After the ensemble 
interlude, Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leads the whole band into a great ensemble rideout heard in the 3rd & last chorus. 
The coda has Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin getting a little bit bluesy towards the coda’s ending, which is accentuated by Sid “Happy” 
Reiss’s final cymbal crash.
Verdict for this session: Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra takes the cake again!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

062 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, December 19, 1923
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt, ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John “Pop” Helleberg – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
12135/37 Dancin’ Dan Br 2551 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men, plus saxophone [Bennie Krueger] and banjo [Harry Reser]. Session indicated as 
recorded in the AM.”
Krueger’s band is on its most lively mood on this single title session, which consists of  the William Tracey & Jack Stanley tune “Dancin’ 
Dan”, recorded among others by Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians for Victor, Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for Emerson & Edison (the latter as the 
Merry Sparklers), the Black Dominoes for Gennett, Margaret Young for Brunswick, Isabelle Patricola with Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for 
Vocalion & Bernie Cummins’s Toadstool Inn Orchestra for Gennett.
Krueger’s recording uses the publisher’s doctored up stock arrangement with superb results, as it can be heard on George LeClair’s piano 
breaks in the 1st verse, Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy straight muted trumpet hot solo from the 1st chorus (bars 1 to 24) with Fred 
Schilling’s trombone break, the 2nd verse with Krueger’s alto sax breaks, the sax duet with Krueger’s alto sax in low register heard in the 2nd 
chorus and the ensemble rideout of  the last chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with open horn featuring also 
Krueger’s impressive alto saxophone obbligato over the ensemble, with Farberman taking a superb break from bars 15 to 16.
And Sid “Happy” Reiss’s crash cymbal in the 4th beat before the orchestra repeats bar 32 of  the last chorus reinforces the tune & 
arrangement’s coda for good.
Well done, Bennie Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

063 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, January 11, 1924
Phil Napoleon, Benny Bloom - tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten, ob (2); 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
John Cali –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Arthur Lange (1), Mornay D. Helm (2) - arr.
12261/63 Home In Pasadena Br 2562 not on LP/CD
12264/66 Chili-Bom-Bom Br 2562 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men, plus cornet [Phil Napoleon] and saxophone [Bennie Krueger]. Session indicated as 
recorded in the AM”.
As a great treat, we have the great Phil Napoleon taking the lead & hot trumpet chair on this session in addition to Benny Bloom joining for 
the first time as the 2nd trumpet.
John Cali returns here for great measure.
And if  that’s not enough, John “Pop” Helleberg’s son John Helleberg Jr. replaces him in the tuba chair. This can be confirmed by one of  the 
many interviews that James A. Drake had with Ben Selvin & Walter Gustave Haenschen (who were among Bennie Krueger’s employers): 
“John Helleberg, Jr., had replaced his father in recording sessions by 1924. They added that when the Westrex system replaced the Dennison 
acoustical recording machines, Helleberg, Jr. switched from the tuba and Sousaphone to the string bass (Helleberg confirmed this in my 
interview with him.)”.
The 1st title is the well-known “Home In Pasadena” written by Harry Warren, Edgar Leslie & Grant Clarke, and recorded among others by 
Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor, the Savoy Havana Band for british Columbia, the Savoy Orpheans as the Romaine Dance Orchestra for
british HMV, Willy Metchske’s Orchestra as Arpád Varosz for german Homocord & Eric Borchard’s (Atlantic) Jazz Band for german 
Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor.
Krueger’s recording gets the advantage of  using the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Arthur Lange, and among the highlights, we can 
hear Phil Napoleon’s trumpet in the 3rd chorus alongside Fred Schilling’s trombone, and after modulating to C major key, the band gets into 
the spirited rideout of  the last chorus led by Napoleon’s vigorous trumpet work.
Walter Donaldson & Cliff  Friend are responsible for writing the 2nd title that was recorded among others by Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for 
Pathé Actuelle, Bert Firman’s Orchestra for british Zonophone, Jack Hylton’s Orchestra for british HMV & the Savoy Havana Band for british 
Columbia & british Regal (the latter using the pseudonym of Corona Dance Orchestra).
Krueger uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Mornay D. Helm, which he alters to showcase his talents and those of  his sidemen as well.
Among the highlights, we can find out the oboe played by the unknown tenor sax in the 1st chorus, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax taking a D 
minor key oriental interlude with an improvised solo before the 2nd chorus, and of  course, Phil Napoleon’s trumpet leading the rideout heard 
in the 3rd and last chorus which again, features the oboe played by the unknown tenor saxophonist.
You can’t go wrong with Bennie Krueger’s band on sessions like this one.

https://library.princeton.edu/chili-bom-bom
https://library.indstate.edu/about/units/rbsc/kirk/PDFs/db1923_home_in_pasadena.pdf
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-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. 8 musicians present plus Phil Napoleon, t- Ruben Greenberg, vn – John 
Helleberg, bb.

064 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, January 28, 1924
Phil Napoleon – tpt; Charles Panelly/Panelli – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; 
Billy Jones, Ernest Hare – voc (2); Fred Hager & Justin Ring (as Milo Rega) – arr (3).
12400 31st Street Blues Br 2571 not on LP/CD
12404 There’s Nobody Else But You Br 2571 not on LP/CD
12406 Twelve O’Clock At Night Br 2572 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 9 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM [1st title] & PM [last 2 titles]”.
Although there’s no 2nd trumpet, we are still benefitted from the presence of  trumpeter Phil Napoleon and the vocal duo of  Billy Jones & 
Ernest Hare (now known as the Happiness Boys at the time this session was made) on this session.
And if  that’s not enough, the Miff  Mole-influenced trombone heard on these titles is to my ears the work of  Charles Panelly/Panelly, who was
brought to the session by Phil Napoleon. Harry Reser returns here as well.
This session is one of  Bennie Krueger’s only sessions that had 3 titles, but as usual, we get a great picture there.
The 1st title was written by Wendell Hall & Harry Geise   (and published by Joe Davis),   and it was recorded among others by Tommy De 
Rose’s New Orleans Jazz Band with Sidney Arodin & Harry Gluck for the Plaza group (later renamed ARC), Fletcher Henderson’s Orchestra 
for Pathé Actuelle & the Original Memphis Five with Napoleon & Panelly/Panelli for Emerson & the Plaza group (later renamed ARC).
Both men are on Krueger’s recording of  this title, which uses the publisher’s stock arrangement with superb results. Among the highlights of  
that recording, dig out Phil Napoleon’s straight muted hot trumpet solo backed by Charles Panelly/Panelli’s trombone (also with straight 
mute) in the 3rd chorus, Bennie Krueger’s hot alto saxophone solo in low register on the 4th chorus & the great ensemble rideout in the 5th & 
last chorus with Napoleon’s trumpet with open horn at the lead and even providing a superb hot break for great measure.
The 2nd title was written by L. Wolfe Gilbert, and recorded among others by Joe Raymond’s Orchestra for Victor & Nathan Glantz’s 
Orchestra for the Plaza group (later renamed ARC).
Krueger’s recording uses the publisher’s stock arrangement rearranged by the leader with great results, and among the highlights of  that 
recording, we can dig out the vocal refrain provided by Billy Jones & Ernest Hare & the last chorus that starts with Bennie Krueger’s alto sax 
taking the duet’s melody complimented by Charles Panelly/Panelli’s trombone leading into Krueger’s superb alto sax break before he passes 
the torch to Phil Napoleon, whose trumpet leads the whole band back home with additional contributions from Panelly/Panelli & Krueger to 
the ensemble as well.
And surprise, the 3rd & last title from this session is the well-known “Twelve O’Clock At Night”, which was written by Lou Handman, Billy 
Rose & Herman Ruby. It was recorded among others by Sophie Tucker for Okeh, Al Jolson for Columbia, Justin Ring’s Orchestra as the 
Yellow Jackets for Okeh, Ted Lewis’s (Jazz) Band for Columbia, Arthur Lange’s Orchestra for Cameo, the Savoy Orpheans for british 
Columbia, Nat Star’s Orchestra for british Homochord, etc.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement written by Fred Hager & Justin Ring as Milo Rega, and it receives several modifications 
such as the deletion of  the special chorus & the reharmonization of  part of  the coda towards the end.
Alongside these modifications, dig out the sax duet led by Bennie Krueger with Charles Panelly/Panelli’s trombone in the 2nd chorus before 
Phil Napoleon’s trumpet takes the lead in the ensemble rideout of  the 3rd & last chorus towards the above mentioned coda wrapped by Sid 
“Happy” Reiss’s crash cymbal at the end.
Once again, thanks to Krueger, Jones, Hare, Napoleon, Panelly/Panelli & the rest of  the band!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – Billy Jones,
Ernest Hare, v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. 9 musicians present plus Phil Napoleon, t – Ruben Greenberg, vn – John 
Helleberg, bb – Billy Jones, Ernest Hare, v.

065 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, February 27, 1924
Phil Napoleon, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Billy Jones, Ernest Hare – voc; Lee Terry - arr.
12576/78 Why Did I Kiss That Girl? Br 2576 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 9 men, plus banjo [Harry Reser]. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
The return of Benny Bloom as the 2nd trumpet & Fred Schilling’s trombone is markedly evident on this single title session.
And Jones & Hare are here again providing the vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus of this title from Ray Henderson & Robert King (which was 
among others recorded by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor, Joseph Samuels’s Orchestra with Arthur Hall for the Plaza group (later 
rename ARC), Efim Schachmeister’s Orchestra for german Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor, the Savoy Havana Band with Cyril Ramon 
Newton for british Columbia, etc.) in addition to the interpolation of “London Bridge Is Falling Down”.
The recording itself uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Lee Terry with great results.
The ensemble rideout led by Phil Napoleon’s trumpet in the last chorus is one of the many highlights of this fine recording.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d – Billy Jones,
Ernest Hare, v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – Billy Jones, Ernest Hare, v.

066 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 3, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d, glockenspiel; Sophus Jergensen – arr.
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12603/05 I Wonder Who’s Dancing With You Tonight? Br 2576 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men, plus banjo [Harry Reser]. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Farberman returns on this fine rendition of  the Mort Dixon, Ray Henderson & Billy Rose tune (recorded among others by Joe Raymond’s 
Orchestra for Victor, Arthur Lange’s Orchestra for Cameo, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion, Charles Hart for Columbia, Vincent Lopez’s 
Orchestra for Okeh, etc.) that is the subject of  this nice single title of  this session, session on which the birth of  the brass section made up by 
Farberman, Bloom & Schilling is born.
Bennie Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Sophus Jergensen doctored up by Krueger himself, with surprisingly beautiful
results shown as for example the trick chorus between the brass section & the sax section with Fred Schilling’s trombone answering both. 
The minor key interlude played by Fred Schilling’s trombone leads to the 3rd & last chorus, which is a superb ensemble rideout led by Herman
“Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet complimented by Bennie Krueger’s well executed alto saxophone 2 bar break. 
Don’t forget to dig out Sid “Happy” Reiss’s contribution with the glockenspiel in the intro & the after beat wood block work on the verse as 
well.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj, u – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

067 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 4, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
12798/800 Deep In My Heart Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men. Greenberg-Helleberg. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

068 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 7, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Bennie Altschuler – vlc; George LeClair – p;
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Warren Luce – sw (2); Lee Terry – arr (1).
12808/11 In The Evening Br 2605 not on LP/CD
12812/14 Deep In My Heart Br 2605 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men, plus whistler [Warren Luce]. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Krueger’s band is up to good on the 2 resulting titles of  this session.
The 1st title belongs to the pen of  Walter Donaldson, and among the many versions of  that tune, the recording of  Jean Goldkette’s Orchestra 
for Victor sure rings in the memory of  any jazz buff.
In the case of  Bennie Krueger’s recording, he doctored up the tune’s stock arrangement by Lee Terry to showcase the talents of  his sidemen 
with no extra charge.
The “Good Night Ladies” & “Old Folks At Home” quotes in the intro lead into the 1st verse by the ensemble, who also tackles the 1st chorus 
with no trouble. After the 2nd verse by the ensemble, Bennie Krueger takes a superb hot alto saxophone solo in the 2nd chorus with Lester 
Morris & George LeClair’s piano duo. The interlude features an impressive trumpet solo by Herman “Hymie” Farberman with straight mute 
followed by the ensemble’s interpolation of  “Good Night Ladies” with Bennie Krueger’s alto sax roaring over them.
The 3rd & last chorus has Benny Bloom taking the hot trumpet lead in the first 14 bars with Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet 
obbligato with straight mute is soaring over the ensemble (with a high octave predating a bit Louis Armstrong’s use of  his high register 
between one & 2 years later, influenced of  course by Benjamin Albert Rolfe (aka B.A. Rolfe)) before the 2 bar piano break by George LeClair 
passes the torch to Farberman, whose snappy trumpet (now with open horn) takes again the driver’s seat (informal term used in a 
metaphorical context by Edward Mitchell to refer to the main instrument taking the melody) to lead the band back home.
Warren Luce’s swanee whistle/slide whistle is well featured in Krueger’s recording of  the Moe Schenk & Dorothy Terriss title (which was 
recorded among others by Franklyn Baur, Theo Karle, Allen McQuahe, etc.), particularly in the 2nd chorus.
The 8 bar violin interlude by Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg with sax & rhythm section organ effect is followed by the straight muted brass section 
passage from bars 9 to 12 & later, the sax & rhythm section finish the interlude on bars 13 to 14 leading into the 3rd & last chorus by the entire 
ensemble led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with straight mute towards the end.
Krueger’s band wins again here!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – Warren Luce, whistler.

069 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 26, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten, ob; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Phil Ohman – p; Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
12935/37 Tell Me, Radio Br 2619 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
The Abner Silver & Sidney D. Mitchell tune (recorded by Leo Reisman’s Orchestra for Columbia & Earl Rickard for Okeh among others) is a 
fine subject for this fine title session.

https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf


In addition to the oboe interlude vamp played by the unknown tenor saxophonist before the 1st verse, dig out the sax section in the 2nd chorus
& the ensemble rideout in the 3rd & last chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet towards the end.
Pianist Phil Ohman (whose presence is confirmed in the Brunswick files listed on Ross Laird’s Brunswick discography via the DAHR) also 
appears here for the first time, as he was under contract with Brunswick alongside his piano duo partner Victor Arden, who will also be 
mentioned on this work.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

070 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 26, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Phil Ohman – p; Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lee Terry - arr.
13010 Savannah (The Georgianna Blues) Br 2619 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
The personnel is again the same as for the previous session, with Farberman, Krueger, Greenberg, Ohman, Reser & Helleberg Jr. confirmed as 
being present according to the Brunswick files listed on Ross Laird’s Brunswick discography via the DAHR. 
Fred Fisher wrote “Savannah (The Georgianna Blues)”, which happens to be the only title made on this session which incidentally, happens to
be the only one held at Brunswick’s New York recording studios on April 26 of  1924. 
Bennie Krueger does the same wonderful tricks on this side, on which he uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Lee Terry doctored up by 
Krueger himself, and in addition to his usual alto saxophone work with great quality you can hear in his hot solo from the 2nd chorus, we can 
hear Harry Reser’s banjo in the first 14 bars of  interlude after the 1st chorus as well as the hot trumpet breaks by Benny Bloom in bars 7 to 8 
and 15 to 16 the 3rd & last chorus happily lead out by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet. The coda designed by Krueger for his 
version of  that title is really cool! 
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

071 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, June 4, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten, ob (1); 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; Harry Reser –bjo; 
John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; William Schulz – arr (1).
13206/08 Wait’ll You See My Gal Br 2634 not on LP/CD
13209/12 Easy Goin’ Man Br 2634 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Tje band still trots along nicely on the 2 resulting titles of  this session, even with the return of  George LeClair.
The 1st title was written by Lucky Wilbur & Jerry Sullivan, and was recorded among others by the Benson Orchestra Of Chicago directed by 
Don Bestor at the time of  this session for Victor (which also had the vocal recording by the Shannon Four), the Georgia Melodians for Edison,
Fletcher Henderson’s Orchestra for the Plaza group (later renamed ARC), the Excellos Five with Louis DeVries, Henry van Den Bossche & 
Bob Kierberg for german Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor, etc.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by William Schulz with glorious results. 
Fred Schilling’s 16 bar hot trombone solo before the 2nd verse is clearly a fun one, as it happens with the sax duo led by Bennie Krueger’s alto 
sax in the 2nd chorus coupled with Krueger’s alto sax break on bars 15 to 16.
The hot ensemble rideout in the 3rd & last chorus by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet coupled with the uknown saxophonist 
doubling on oboe with Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin playing fifths that emulate a bagpipe is one of  the other highlights of  Krueger’s 
version.
The 2nd title was written by Turner Layton & Darl MacBoyle for the Broadway revue “Runnin’ Wild” (the same one that featured “Old 
Fashioned Love” & “Charleston”), and Krueger’s recording is likely the only known recording. Dig out Fred Schilling’s trombone solo in the 
2nd chorus before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leads the band back home in the 3rd & last chorus followed by the coda that
includes Bennie Krueger’s alto saxophone break.
Another superb recording session well done by Krueger & his men well done!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

072 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, June 30, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair, Phil Ohman – p; Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; 
Sid “Happy” Reiss – d, sound effects; Billy Jones, Ernest Hare - voc.
13451 Ray And His Little Chevrolet Br 2641 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men, plus saxophone [Bennie Krueger], cornet [Herman “Hymie” Farberman], banjo 
[Harry Reser], and piano [Phil Ohman]. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Phil Ohman returns for this fine single title session that includes this Billy Baskette, Bernie Grossman & Jack Stanley tune.
In addition to Billy Jones & Ernest Hare’s vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus, dig out the 3rd & last chorus by the ensemble led by Herman 
“Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet on the first 16 bars followed by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo with the piano duo of  George LeClair & 
Phil Ohman in the last 16 bars up until the coda.
Don’t forget the claxon provided by Sid “Happy” Reiss as well.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf


-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – Billy Jones, Ernest Hare, v.

073 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, July 1, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Red Nichols - cnt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; 
unknown – ten; Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Phil Ohman – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo, gtr (1); John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Frank E. Barry - arr.
13463 June Night (Just Give Me A June Night, The Moonlight And You) Br 2641 not on LP/CD
13465 Maytime Br 2641 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 6 men, plus saxophone [Bennie Krueger], cornet [Herman “Hymie” Farberman”], banjo 
[Harry Reser], and piano [Phil Ohman]. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Legendary jazz cornet player Red Nichols recalled recording “Maytime” with Krueger’s band, although he claimed that the session was made 
in St. Louis, also claimed by Red Nichols specialist Stan Hester via his son Stephen Hester, who also mentioned that it was processed in 
Chicago.
Paradoxically speaking, the Brunswick files for this session list “Maytime” & its session mate as being made in New York, but in any case, Red
Nichols’s presence on this session is definitely confirmed.
Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley’s ADBORAF mentioned the following topic that serves to reinforce Nichols’s claim: “Red Nichols 
(c) was with Krueger for several weeks about this time. He may well be on the 2 following sessions [regarding sessions 075 & 076], but this is 
unconfirmed”. It’s possible that Johnson & Shirley’s   were referring to the time that Red Nichols joined Bennie Krueger’s band in St. Louis for   
6 weeks after leaving Dick Bowen's band in Walled Lake, which they may have forgotten to include. However, Nichols also went to record 
with Krueger’s band in New York [see session 074 from July 24 of  1924 for more details]. And on August of  1924, Red wasn’t present on the 2
Bennie Krueger sessions held on that month [sessions 075 & 76, on which the 2nd trumpet is Benny Bloom], for he was recording with Sam 
Lanin’s Orchestra. (Information again supplied by Stan Hester & his son Stephen Hester plus Woody Backensto.)
Once explained, let’s get down to business.
The first title was written by Cliff  Friend and Abel Baer, and it was recorded among others by Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians for Victor, Ted 
Lewis’s (Jazz) Band for Columbia, Arthur Lange’s Orchestra for Cameo, Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for the Plaza group (later renamed ARC),
Emerson & Edison (the latter featuring Herman “Hymie” Farberman & Harry Reser among the personnel), Willy Metchske’s Orchestra under
the pseudonym of Jenö Fesca for Homocord & Eric Borchard’s (Atlantic) Jazz Band for german Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored stock arrangement by Frank E. Barry with superb results.
Among the highlights of  this recording, get a load of  the violin & guitar duet by Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg & Harry Reser tackling the tune’s 
last 16 bars before the 2nd verse, the sax section duet in the 2nd chorus, and the exciting last chorus by the entire band towards the stock 
arrangement’s coda.
The 2nd title was written by Vincent Rose & B. G. “Buddy” DeSylva, and recorded among others by Lewis James for Columbia, Fred 
Waring’s Pennsylvanians for Victor, Paul Specht’s (Hotel Alamac) Orchestra for Columbia, Vincent Lopez’s (Hotel Pennsylvania) Orchestra 
for Okeh, etc.
Krueger’s recording also uses the tune’s doctored stock arrangement by Frank E. Barry, again with interesting results.
Among the highlights of  Krueger’s rendition, dig out Fred Schilling’s trombone with the answer by Farberman’s snappy trumpet & Nichols’s 
cornet with straight mutes in the 1st chorus, the sax section soli in the 2nd chorus after the 2nd verse & the last ensemble chorus led by 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with Bennie Krueger’s alto sax tackling bars 17 to 24 towards the end of  the arrangement for 
good.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

074 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, July 24, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Red Nichols - cnt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p (2); Victor Arden, Phil Ohman – p (1); 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Billy Jones – voc (1); Fred K. Huffer (1), Louis Katzman (2) - arr.
13602/04 Charley, My Boy Br 2667 not on LP/CD
13606 Pleasure Mad Br 2667 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra 3 men. Total - 11 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Bennie Krueger’s orchestra is in a very hot form on the 2 titles of  this session.
The Ted Fio Rito & Gus Kahn title (recorded among others by the California Ramblers for Columbia & Pathé, Eddie Cantor for Columbia, 
Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion, Harry Reser’s Orchestra as the Okeh Syncopators for Okeh (which also included Herman “Hymie” 
Farberman among the personnel), etc.) is a show for the whole band with Harry Reser’s banjo showing off  his skills in the intro of  the Krueger
recording that uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Fred K. Huffer. In addition to Billy Jones’s marvelous vocal refrain in the 2nd 
chorus, Phil Ohman & Victor Arden show off  their marvelous piano duet in the 3rd chorus before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy 
trumpet takes the lead in a hotter way that can be heard in the 4th & last chorus plus Bennie Krueger’s alto saxophone wailing up in the 25 to 
32 with no extra charge.
The other star of  this session is the legendary “Pleasure Mad” (aka “Viper Mad”) written by no more and no less than the legendary jazz 
soprano saxophonist & clarinet player Sidney Bechet & songwriter Rousseau Simmons. It was recorded many times all around the world, and 
if  anybody wants to ask which version can also serve as the introduction to that tune, listen for example to the Charlie Creath’s Jazz-O-
Maniacs recording for Okeh & violinist Eddie Mitchell’s Orchestra from Columbus, Ohio with Albert Plotz’s trombone for Gennett.
Bennie Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Louis Katzman, also doctored by Krueger himself  with imaginative results.
Among other highlights, dig out the 2nd chorus featuring a wah-wah muted cornet solo by Red Nichols on his Louis Panico mode (with a hint
from Joe “King” Oliver on his playing as well) with Bennie Krueger’s alto sax obbligato full of  slap tongue before Krueger tackles the 3rd 
chorus with a superb alto sax solo, and of  course, the last ensemble chorus led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet towards the 
end, with the advantage of  having Fred Schilling’s trombone taking a nice 2 bar break there as well.
-Rust’s ADBD & JRR (6th edition):  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, 
as - Herman Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p [Lester Morris or George LeClair, p in Rust’s JRR] – Bill Arenburg, bj – 
Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.

http://www.yestertunes.com/html/Book2FullP-S.html
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-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Victor Arden, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – Billy Jones, v.

075 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, August 1, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
13656/59 I Wonder What’s Become Of Sally? Br 2682 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 2 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
This single title session is the session on which Benny Bloom returns as the 2nd trumpet.
The title cut in question is the Milton Ager & Jack Yellen tune “I Wonder What’s Become Of Sally?”, recorded among others by Harl Smith’s 
(Lido Venice) Orchestra for Pathé Actuelle, Ted Lewis’s (Jazz) Band for Columbia, Vincent Lopez’s Orchestra for Edison as the Broadway 
Dance Orchestra, Al Jolson for Brunswick, etc.
Among the highlights of  this recording (which uses the publisher’s stock arrangement of  the fox trot version), dig out Fred Schilling’s straight 
trombone solo in the 2nd chorus (played in B flat major key), Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus & the ensemble rideout led by 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet heard in the 3rd and last chorus with Krueger’s alto sax solo tackling bars 17 to 24 of  the tune 
for good & Harry Reser’s chordal banjo licks heard at great effect in their stop-time part.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

076 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, August 6, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Fred Schilling – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Arthur Lange - arr.
13683/85 Susquehanna Home Br 2641 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 2 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Krueger’s band rip roars on this single title session, which happens to be Fred Schilling’s very last session here.
The title tackled in question was written by Dave Ringle & recorded among others by Jack Shilkret’s Orchestra for Victor, the California 
Ramblers for Columbia, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion & Bobby Hind’s London Sonora Band for german Favorite.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Arthur Lange with great results, and among it’s highlights, dig out the 2nd chorus by 
the ensemble in stop-time mode with George LeClair’s piano breaks, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax & Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin duo 
tackling the 3rd chorus & after the stock arrangement’s interlude, the 4th & last chorus by the entire band with Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s 
snappy trumpet leading the ensemble & taking himself  a great break, complimented by Krueger’s 2 alto sax breaks with his famous slap 
tongue technique thrown in for good.
Well performed, Krueger & company! Keep trotting along!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Fred Shilling, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan 
or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Fred Shilling, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn –
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

077 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, October 28, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Sam(my) Lewis – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; Harry Reser –bjo; 
John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Lee Terry - arr.
14087/89 Hot-Hot-Hottentot Br 2758 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 2 men. Total - 10 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
A new trombone takes over Schilling’s chair from this session onwards. It’s the crazy trombonist Sam(my) Lewis, who at the time of  this 
recording was also working with Ben Selvin’s Orchestra, in addition to recording with other groups led by Sam Lanin, Bob Haring & many 
others, and even backing Eddie Cantor!!!
The tune tackled in question on this single title session is Fred Fisher’s “Hot-Hot-Hottentot”, recorded among others by Roger Wolfe Kahn’s 
Orchestra for Victor, Johnny Sylvester’s Orchestra for Pathé Actuelle, Jimmy O’Bryant’s Washboard Band for the NYRL group (including 
Paramount, Puritan, etc.) & Dave Harman’s Orchestra for Edison.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Lee Terry, and presents Fisher’s melody with a great applomb that had 
nothing to desire than for more applause.
Among the highlights of  that recording, dig out the saxophone trio led by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax in the 2nd chorus, the stock’s interlude 
passage with Sid “Happy” Reiss’s cymbal crash in the 3rd beat of  bars 4 & 8, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 3rd chorus & the ensemble 
rideout of  the 4th & last chorus by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet who manages to take a well executed lively break on bars 
15 to 16, without forgetting Bennie Krueger’s use of  what later became known as the bebop scale on his alto saxophone obbligato heard at the 
beginning of  bar 17.
Not bad for Krueger’s group as well as for Sam(my) Lewis’s nicely done debut as sideman with Krueger’s band!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Sam Lewis, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan or 
Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Sam Lewis, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn – 
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

https://jazz.tulane.edu/sites/default/files/jazz/collections/files/John%20Robichaux%20Performance%20Library%20Index.pdf
https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf


078 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, November 10, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Sam(my) Lewis – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; Harry Reser –bjo; 
John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; William Conrad Polla (1), Lee Terry (2) - arr.
14165½/67 He’s The Hottest Man In Town Br 2758 not on LP/CD
14168/71 Hot-Hot-Hottentot Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 4 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Although the 2nd title was rejected (very probably because any of  the takes of  “Hot-Hot-Hottentot” cut on October 28 of  1924 served enough 
to merit their eventual issue on Brunswick 2758), the 1st title was issued alongside the resulting title of  session 077.
That 1st title was written by Jay Gorney & Owen Murphy, and was recorded among others by George Olsen’s Orchestra for Victor, Fletcher 
Henderson’s Orchestra for Columbia, Alex Hyde’s New Yorker Jazz Band for german Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor (which also had 
Efim Schachmeister’s version of  the same tune), etc.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by William Conrad Polla, which brings out imaginative results thanks to 
the whole group.
Among the highlights of  that recording, the ensemble interlude combining a written passage from the last bars of  each A section, Bennie 
Krueger’s hot alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus & the ensemble rideout heard in the last chorus with breaks by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s 
snappy trumpet & Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone, both with straight mute. The “Mama Loves Papa” quote in the coda wraps this tune’s 
arrangement for good reinforced by Sid “Happy” Reiss’s crash cymbal in the 4th beat of  the 2nd bar of  the coda in an effective way.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Sam Lewis, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan or 
Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Sam Lewis, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn – 
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

079 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, November 18, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Sam(my) Lewis – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Sam(my) Feinsmith – alt, bcl (1); unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; Harry Reser –bjo; 
John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Ted Eastwood – arr (2).
14230/32 I Want To See My Tennessee Br 2279 not on LP/CD
14233/35 No-One Knows What It’s All About Br 2779 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 4 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
This is Bennie Krueger’s last November of  1924 session for Brunswick, and the results here are nothing short of  excellent in view thanks also 
to the presence of  Sam(my) Feinsmith as the 2nd alto saxophone player.
The 1st title was written by Milton Ager & Jack Yellen, and recorded among others by the California Ramblers for Columbia, Jean Goldkette’s
Orchestra for Victor, Sam Lanin’s Orchestra for Okeh, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for the NYRL group (including Paramount, Puritan, etc.), etc.
Among the highlights of  Krueger’s recording (which uses the publisher’s stock arrangement), dig out Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s hot 
snappy trumpet with straight mute plus Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone tackling bars 17 to 24, the tune’s patter played by Sam(my) 
Feinsmith’s bass clarinet in B flat major key in the first 8 bars followed by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax on bars 9 to 16 before he leads the sax 
section in the 3rd chorus with a superb sax soli on the 1st sixteen bars before going on solo with the brass section background. After the 
modulation to C major key, Farberman leads the entire ensemble in the tune’s last 16 bars towards the end.
Billy Rose & Harry Woods wrote the 2nd title of  this session, that was also recorded among others by Frank Crumit for Victor, the California 
Ramblers as the Varsity Eight for Cameo, Jack Shilkret’s Orchestra for Victor, Billy Jones & Ernest Hare for Okeh & Edison, Alex Hyde’s New
Yorker Jazz Band for german Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor.
Krueger’s version includes the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Ted Eastwood, and the results can be considered very swinging in a 
good sense.
After the vo-do-de-o styled intro & the verse, we get to hear the sax section led by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax in the 1st chorus with the straight 
muted brass section answering with that vo-do-de-o riff  on bars 7 to 8 & bars 15 to 16. Harry Reser’s banjo shines out in the 2nd chorus 
(particularly on the tune’s bars 7, 8, 15 & 16). And if  that’s not enough, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax takes a wailing hot solo in the 3rd chorus 
before the band modulates back to A major key for the last chorus by the entire band led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet 
with the saxophone section taking the bridge before the brass section led by Farberman injects a little bit of  energy with their written passage 
heard on bars 25 to 28 which ends out with Farberman’s snappy trumpet leading the band back home to wrap up the entire chart.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Sam Lewis, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan or 
Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Sam Lewis, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn – 
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

080 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, December 18, 1924
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Sam(my) Lewis – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Larry Abbott – alt, sop; Lucien Smith – ten, sop; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg, Maurice T. Milcke – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
14522/24 Hello, ‘Tucky! Br 2798 not on LP/CD
14525/27 I Ain’t Got Nobody To Love Br 2798 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men. Extra: 3 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
The sax section of  Larry Abbott & Lucien Smith appear together with Bennie Krueger’s band for the first time in this session, probably 
brought by Sam(my) Lewis. Their contribution to the 2 resulting titles of  this session are great, even though they’re only playing the section 
parts. And the same goes to violinist Maurice T. Milcke, who is also present on this session.

https://library.princeton.edu/no-one-knows-what-its-all-about
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The first title was written by B. G. “Buddy” DeSylva, Joseph Meyer & James F. Hanley for the 1924 edition of  “Big Boy”, and introduced by 
Al Jolson in the same show. Jolson was also one of  the very first artists to record that title, in this case for Brunswick (also featuring Krueger, 
Farberman & Reser). Other versions include the Savoy Orpheans for british HMV & Ben Bernie’s (Hotel Roosevelt) Orchestra for Vocalion.
Krueger’s recording has several highlights such as Krueger’s alto sax break in bars 15 to 16 of  the 2nd chorus & the spirited ensemble rideout 
led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet heard in the 3rd & last chorus.
The 2nd title was written by Sam Coslow & Abner Silver, and it went to have several recordings such as those by Ted Lewis’s (Jazz) Band for 
Columbia, the small California Ramblers subset known as the Goofus Five for Okeh & Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for Gennett (which also 
had Herman “Hymie” Farberman & Harry Reser among the personnel).
Bennie Krueger’s recording of  that title uses the publisher’s stock arrangement with superb taste thanks to Krueger’s rearranging techniques.
Among the highlights of  that recording, dig out the sax section in the 2nd chorus, the interlude by the band before the last chorus, which is a 
superb ensemble rideout led by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with the sax section led by Bennie Krueger tackling the bridge 
prior to arriving into the coda with Krueger quoting a bit of  Irving Berlin’s tune “What’ll I Do”. Well done, Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Sam Lewis, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan or 
Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Sam Lewis, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn – 
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

081 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, December 23, 1924
LeRoy “Roy” Johnston - tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Louis Chassagne – bb; Ward Archer– d; Elmer Schoebel – arr (1).
152W Prince Of The Wails Voc 14952 Hep CD 1081
155W I Ain’t Got Nobody To Love Voc 14952 Hep CD 1081

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 5 men, plus Kreuger [sic] and Reser. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
This is the debut of  Bennie Krueger’s small group under this name for Vocalion, which was now absorbed by Brunswick. In fact, the 
Brunswick recording sheets compiled in Ross Laird’s Brunswick discography via the DAHR mention that the recording sheet for this session is
marked 'Recorded for Aeolian'.
And before we proceed to describe this session, let’s explain the history about this name.
Columbia was the first label to use the name “Tennessee Tooters” for the May 21 of  1924 session recorded by an small group led by African-
American pianist & composer Porter Grainger with vocalists Roscoe Wickham & Sterling (St. Clair) Grant doubling on kazoos & banjoist 
Sam(uel) Speed, also African-American men.
The case is that 7 months later the name was forgotten by everybody except the Brunswick executives, who resurrected it for 9 small group 
recordings made for its now subsidiary Vocalion, in addition to using it on 2 recordings by the Cotton Pickers, 2 recordings by Charley 
Straight’s Orchestra & the Vocalion pressings of  the September 20 of  1926 session by Louis Katzman’s Orchestra (subject to be tackled in a 
future personnelography of  Katzman’s Vocalion & Brunswick recordings some day in the future).
The identity of  the leader of  the 9 Vocalion recording sessions from December 23 of  1924 to November 20 of  1925 has some theories, one of  
them implying that Sam Lanin was the organizer, the other being that it was the Original Memphis Five plus Red Nichols, but neither of  these 
2 theories are true.
And what’s more, the leader hasn’t even been listed in the Brunswick files.
However, we’re lucky to know that Bennie Krueger was in addition to being the star bandleader of  the Brunswick catalogue (which he 
honourably shared with Isham Jones, Gene Rodemitch, Vic Meyers, Abe Lyman, Ray Miller, etc.) also recorded with Walter Gustave 
Haenschen’s Brunswick house orchestra as the Carl Fenton Orchestra (as did Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Harry Reser, Reuben “Ruby” 
Greenberg (who eventually purchased the rights of  the Carl Fenton name when Haenschen left Brunswick between July & August of  1927), 
John “Pop” Helleberg & his son John Helleberg Jr., Maurice T. Milcke & many more people) and the Ambassadors (Brunswick era Vocalion 
sides directed by Louis Katzman that used Haenschen’s Brunswick house orchestra both under this name & many other pseudonyms such as 
the Floridians), not to mention his presence as sideman in a few recordings by Margaret Young, Isham Jones, Gene Rodemitch, Al Jolson & 
many other bandleaders & entertainers (including vocalists & vocal groups). 
Having in mind that Krueger also directed the first Cotton Pickers session for Brunswick (see session 026 for more details), it’s no surprise that 
the Brunswick executives brought him the idea of  being the leader of  an small group bearing the Tennessee Tooters name (theory also 
suggested by Mike Thomas: http://www.mgthomas.co.uk/Soundfiles/US%20Dance/US-Dance-Soundfiles.htm). And being aware of  the 
presence of  a young pianist named Rube Bloom that was also a brilliant composer of  his own (check out “Song Of  The Bayou”, “Soliloquy”, 
“That Futuristic Rag”, “The Man From The South With A Big Cigar In The Mouth” & “Day In, Day Out”, for examples of  Bloom’s 
composing talents), and that was also working & recording with Ray Miller’s band for Brunswick both with the regular working group & the 
3rd incarnation of  the Cotton Pickers led by Frank Trumbauer (who was Ray Miller’s then star saxophone soloist), Krueger hired him as the 
pianist for that small group, and of  course, made him as the co-leader if  we also have in mind that his brother Mickey Bloom (also a superb 
trumpet player) recalled having recorded with that group in some sessions that included Red Nichols in one of  the letters that he wrote to Stan 
& Stephen Hester.
And wait, there’s more. Rust’s Jazz (& Ragtime) Records & Johnson-Shirley’s American Dance Bands On Record & Film listed the drummer 
as being Harry Lottman (which is also the case with the Cotton Pickers sides from 1924 to early 1925), but that’s absolutely wrong, in view of  
an explanation offered by Mark Berresford that shows that the drummer on those Cotton Pickers sides from 1924 to early 1925 was Ward 
Archer (Berresford explains that Bloom also directed the Cotton Pickers sessions from August 21 of  1925 to January 17 of  1926: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20140428014807/http://vjm.biz/discographical-ramblings.html), and in view of  this fact, a similar case is 
clearly made with the Tennessee Tooters sides for Vocalion from 1924 to 1925. Thus the drummer for this and the next 6 sessions is 
undoubtedly Ward Archer.
And there’s no mystery when it comes to the trumpet soloist, the trombonist & the tuba player, for as they’re drawn from Ray Miller’s 
Orchestra, we are lucky to have LeRoy “Roy” Johnston, Miff  Mole & Louis Chassagne.
It was through this way that this small group was now established for some of  Vocalion’s exciting small group jazz sessions of  their Brunswick 
era.
Once this part history was explained, let’s get down to business when it comes to describing the tunes recorded on this session.
The 1st title was written by legendary jazz pianist, composer, arranger & bandleader Elmer Schoebel, and it got the luck of  being recorded 
among others by Ralph Williams’s Rainbo Orchestra with Henry Winston’s piano for Victor, the Cotton Pickers (led by Frank Trumbauer with
Rube Bloom’s piano) for Brunswick, Fletcher Henderson’s Orchestra with Coleman “Bean” Hawkins, Buster Bailey & Don Redman for the 
NYRL group (including Paramount, Puritan, etc.), Frankie Quartell’s Orchestra for Okeh, the small California Ramblers subset known as the 
Little Ramblers for Columbia, Bob Haring’s Orchestra with Earl Oliver, Sam(my) Lewis & Harry Reser for Cameo, Elmer Schoebel’s 
Orchestra with Frank Teschemaker for Brunswick, etc.
As for the Krueger (and Bloom) rendition, it uses the tune’s stock arrangement written by Schoebel himself  as a platform for an inventive 
excursion by the whole group. LeRoy “Roy” Johnston’s trumpet opens the tune’s verse (A strain) with an inventive improvised solo over the 12
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bar blues sequence, followed by Miff  Mole’s trombone tackling the tune’s bars 13 to 16 leading the band into an adventure of  collective 
improvisation. 
After the reprise of  the intro, we have Bennie Krueger’s alto sax taking the B strain’s melody with his own touch (dig out the slap tongue 
techniques he employs) followed by Rube Bloom’s inventive piano solo taking turns with that same melody. Lewis’s crazy trombone takes the 
chorus’s melody of  what can be termed as the Trio strain, first time in low register and 2nd time in upper register. 
The band takes the B strain to finish out the arrangement for good, complete with breaks by LeRoy “Roy” Johnston & Miff  Mole, all of  it 
enlivened by Krueger, Bloom, Reser, Chassagne & Archer with no problem. (Consult this copy of  the piano & voice sheet music of  that tune 
for verification: https://yorkspace.library.yorku.ca/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10315/27498/JAC005708.pdf ?sequence=3&isAllowed=y).
Krueger had recorded the 2nd title on his December 18 of  1924 session [see session 080 for more details], but he had no problem in revisiting 
it, for it was now his small group’s show.
And on Krueger’s Vocalion small group recording, it again also used the publisher’s stock arrangement.
With Rube Bloom’s piano intro, the band starts with the verse thanks to LeRoy “Roy” Johnston’s lead. After the first ensemble chorus, the 
band takes the 2nd verse before Bennie Krueger’s alto sax launches into an improvised solo taken in low register that can be heard in the 2nd 
chorus. Johnston takes the lead for the last ensemble chorus, which is also includes Harry Reser’s excellent banjo break with chordal voicings 
heard on bars 23 to 24 of  the tune’s bridge.
Verdict: this session is one of  Krueger’s superb forays into the small hot jazz group world, and with a lineup like the one of  this session, we 
can’t definitely go wrong!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition): Red Nichols, t - ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as – Lucien Smith, ts – Rube Bloom, p – Harry Reser, bj – 
Joe Tarto, bb – Harry Lottman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  ?Red Nichols, t - ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as - ?Rube Bloom, p – Harry Reser, bj – Joe Tarto, 
bb - ?Harry Lottman, d.

082 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, January 22, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, LeRoy “Roy” Johnston - tpt; Sam(my) Lewis – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, sop, ldr, arr; Larry Abbott – alt, sop; Lucien Smith – ten, sop; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Phil Ohman – p; Harry Reser –bjo; 
John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Arthur Lange (1), Louis Katzman (2) - arr.
14662 Peter Pan (I Love You) Br 2816 not on LP/CD
14665 Everything You Do Br 2816 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men, plus saxophone [Bennie Krueger], banjo [Harry Reser], and piano [Phil Ohman]. 
Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
We’re on board to another nice session with Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra, which in addition to our pals from the December 18 of  1924 session 
(minus Maurice T. Milcke) we have LeRoy “Roy” Johnston borrowed from the band of  Ray Miller for this session. And Phil Ohman returns 
here with great success, even though he replaced George LeClair for this session
The first title was the famous “Peter Pan (I Love You)” from Ray Henderson & Robert King that was recorded among others by Justin Ring’s 
Orchestra as the Yellow Jackets for Okeh, Leo Reisman’s Orchestra for Columbia, Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians for Victor, Bern(h)ard Etté’s 
Orchestra with Howard Ossmond/Osman M(a)cFarlane & Billy Williams for german Vox (with the german lyrics provided by Fritz Löhner-
Beda as “Schöne Frau, Wo Wohnst Du?”), Alex Hyde’s New Yorker Jazz Band for german Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor, Ben Selvin’s 
Orchestra (also including Larry Abbott & Lucien Smith) for Vocalion, etc.
Krueger used the tune’s stock arrangement by Arthur Lange on his version, and doctored up to showcase his talents and those of  his band.
The rearranged stock arrangement shows that after the intro that quotes the verse’s opening notes, we have the 1st chorus with Bennie 
Krueger’s alto sax leading the sax section for the first 16 bars, Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone taking bars 17 to 24 with the sax section 
background before the ensemble finishes the entire chorus to lead into the verse. The 2nd chorus (now in B flat major) has Larry Abbott’s 
soprano sax leading the sax section (Krueger knew of  Abbott’s abilities thanks to Sam(my) Lewis, who told him about these abilities, so he 
wrote it with him in mind) before the stock’s modulation to G major key. There’s a wonderful interlude passage provided by Reuben “Ruby” 
Greenberg’s violin with the entire group that is a fine showcase for Krueger’s arranging techniques which could bring a nice combination of  
the Romantic & Impressionistic Classical Music eras before leading into bars 5 to 8 of  the stock arrangement’s intro that segues into the 3rd 
chorus featuring Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo with Phil Ohman’s piano & the rest of  the rhythm section behind him.
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leads the ensemble when they reprise bars 17 to 32 of  the tune towards the end for good.
The 2nd title was written by Abe Olman & Walter Hirsch. Although a bit forgotten, we’re lucky that it was recorded among others by Harry 
Raderman’s Orchestra for Edison & alto saxophonist Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra (with Herman “Hymie” Farberman & Larry Abbott among 
the personnel).
On Bennie Krueger’s recording, he doctored up the tune’s stock arrangement written by Louis Katzman, obtaining imaginative results of  a 
sharp quality.
The rhythmic 8 bar intro gives place to the 1st chorus by the ensemble with the sax section led by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax tackling bars 17 to 
24 of  the tune. After the verse played by the brass section (bars 1 to 4 & bars 9 to 12) alternating with the sax section (bars 5 to 8 & 13 to 16), 
the band modulates to F major key for the 2nd chorus that starts with Larry Abbott leading the soprano sax section (bars 1 to 2 & 5 to 6) 
answered by Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone with straight mute (bars 3 to 4 & bars 7 to 8), the brass section exchanging a trick chorus with 
the sax section before Bennie Krueger’s alto sax tackles bars 17 to 32 of  the tune. After the modulation to G major, LeRoy “Roy” Johnston 
takes a bluesy trumpet solo with derby mute (bars 1 to 4 & 9 to 12) with the sax section answering him on bars 5 to 8 & the ensemble finishing 
the interlude just in time for the 3rd & last chorus. From that chorus, Bennie Krueger takes a superb alto sax solo that doesn’t miss the melody 
from bars 1 to 16 before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leads the band back home to the stock arrangement’s ending for good.
Again, Krueger’s band are still at their peak in top form, and all of  this is proven again in this session. Thanks, Mr. Krueger & Co.!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Sam Lewis, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan or 
Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Sam Lewis, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn – 
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

083 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, January 23, 1925
LeRoy “Roy” Johnston – tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger, alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Harry Reser – bjo; John Helleberg Jr. - bb; Ward Archer - d; Lee Terry (1), Will Vodery (2) - arr.
256W Hot-Hot-Hottentot Voc 14967 Hep CD 1018
259W How Come You Do Me Like You Do? Voc 14967 Hep CD 1018
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Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men, plus Kreuger [sic], Reser, and Helleberg. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
We’re off  to the 2nd & equally exciting session by Bennie Krueger’s small subset known as the Tennessee Tooters with pianist Rube Bloom as 
the co-leader. 
And again, it does have Miff  Mole. There’s a controversy regarding Miff  Mole’s presence that has to do with the fact that Red & Miff  didn’t 
start recording together until August 3 of  1925 with Ross Gorman’s (Earl Carroll Vanities) Orchestra for Columbia, fact which is true. 
Let’s quote Albert Haim on his article “Red and Miff: Their First Recording Session Together” again as a reminder: “The first recording 
session of  Miff  and Red together listed in Rust’s Jazz Discography is from ca Aug 25, 1924 with Bailey’s Lucky Seven, a recording band under
the direction of  Sam Lanin. Rust lists several more records of  Red and Miff  in 1924 and 1925 with the Arkansas Travellers, Bailey’s Lucky 
Seven and the Tennessee Tooters. However, Red Nichols’ expert Steve Hester reports that “Both Red and Miff  insisted they did not record 
together until the Gorman sides. Later they both said possibly a session or two with Lanin in 1923” but there are no recordings of  Miff  and 
Red together with Lanin in 1923.
The first recording session of  Red and Miff  together took place on Aug 3, 1925 in New York in the Columbia recording studios. It was also the
first recording session of  Ross Gorman and His Earl Carroll Orchestra”. 
Trumpeter   Milton “Mickey” Bloom’s letters to Stan & Stephen Hestern also confirm this fact, and also mentioned that the Tennessee Tooters   
sessions were led & contracted by his brother Rube Bloom (although Krueger also collaborated as the leader, with Bloom serving as the co-
leader and arranger). He got it right with the fact that the trombonist on 3 of  the sessions was Sam(my) Lewis (who of  course was on the 
September 15 of  1925 session by the Tennessee Tooters led by Krueger), but the trombone solo in the 2nd title & the trombone break heard in 
bars 15 to 16 of  the 1st title doesn’t have none of  the traits of  Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone playing (although Sam(my) Lewis also 
absorbed several of  Miff  Mole’s to expand his own voice, much like Harry Raderman, Charles Panelly/Panelli, Lawrence Brown, Tommy 
Dorsey, Abe Lincoln, Dicky Wells, Jimmy Harrison, Jack Teagarden & other trombonists of  the era) here.
And wait, there’s more to the history. A page of  a self  published book of  hot choruses & breaks (published in several editions for instruments 
in Bb key, Eb key, treble clef  & bass clef  to judge from the scan shared in the LeonBismarkBixBeiderbecke Facebook group by John 
Castleman) has the following words: “Hear the Vocalion record “How Come You Do Me Like You Do?” as played by the Tennessee Tooters 
[in reference to the 2nd title issued on Vocalion 14967] & the Brunswick record “Prince Of The Wales” [it’s “Prince Of  The Wails”, regarding 
Brunswick 2766] as played by the Cotton Pickers under the personal direction of  “Miff ” Mole. If  you have not received Series No. 1, write for 
particulars. “Miff ” Mole. 151 W. 85th Street. New York City”.This is also another evidence that Miff  Mole is indeed the trombonist on the 
January 23 of  1925 session covered here. 
And having in mind that Miff  Mole was again working with Ray Miller’s Orchestra, we know that the band had 2 trumpet players in the 
person of  LeRoy “Roy” Johnston & Charles Rocco, and the former is again here.
We have talked about the origins of  that 1st title written by Fred Fisher on session 077. 
And one of  the common elements that the Tennessee Tooters version of  that title shares with Krueger’s recording of  4 months ago is that they 
use the tune’s stock arrangement by Lee Terry, who is listed in the Brunswick files as the tune’s arranger.
The stock arrangement’s intro is replaced by a new 8 bar intro played by the ensemble. Bennie Krueger’s alto sax now takes the verse in low 
register before the band launches into the 1st chorus which has LeRoy “Roy” Johnston’s superb trumpet break on bars 7 to 8. 
The tune’s patter is now filled with Rube Bloom’s marvelous piano breaks on bars 4 & 8. And like the Brunswick version, Bennie Krueger 
takes the hot alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus, but this time in a low register. The whole band leads into the collective rideout of  the 3rd & last 
chorus with Miff  Mole taking the above mentioned break from bar 15 to 16. 
The band plays a 4 bar coda over the G major chord after finishing that chorus, and the coda is promptly wrapped up by Sid “Happy” Reiss’s 
cymbal for good.
The 2nd title was written by Roy Bergere & Gene Austin, and it became a superb early trad jazz & swing era standard thanks to several 
recordings, Fletcher Henderson’s Orchestra with Louis Armstrong for the Plaza group (later renamed ARC) & the various Original Memphis 
Five versions for Victor, Columbia & Pathé Actuelle, to mention a few of  these sides.
Legendary African-American composer & arranger Will Vodery is listed in the Brunswick files as the arranger for the Tennessee Tooters 
recording, which leads us to think in this case that the tune’s stock arrangement significantly rearranged by both Krueger & Bloom was likely 
written by him.
And talking about that recording, dig out for example Rube Bloom’s superb piano solo in the 2nd chorus (with a nice allusion to “Down 
Home Rag”), Bennie Krueger’s enthusiastic reading of  the patter with his alto sax, Miff  Mole’s masterful & superb hot trombone solo in the 
3rd chorus (which he later played again in a short film with Walt Roesner’s Capitolians from 1928 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zk2WJ9vgl7A) & in Mole’s own recording of  “How Come Yo Do Me Like You Do?” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nVD4dL5H1mI) from February 9 of  1944 for Jazzology) and Krueger’s hot alto sax solo in the 4th chorus before LeRoy “Roy” Johnston 
leads the full band back home in the last chorus to the point that he takes several breaks on bars 9 to 12 of  the tune.
What an interesting session to hear again!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  Red Nichols, t – Miff  Mole, tb – Bennie Krueger, as – Lucien Smith, ts – Rube Bloom, p – Harry Reser, bj – John 
Helleberg, bb – Harry Lottman, d – Lee Terry, Will Vodery, arr.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  ?Red Nichols, t – Miff  Mole, tb – Bennie Krueger, as - ?Lucien Smith, ts - ?Rube Bloom, p – Harry Reser, bj 
- ?Gus Helleberg, bb - ?Harry Lottman, d.

084 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, February 16, 1925
LeRoy “Roy” Johnston - tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, ar; Rube Bloom, p, ldr, arr; 
Frank DiPrima –bjo; Louis Chassagne – bb; Ward Archer – d, train whistle (2); Louis Katzman – arr (1).
373/75W Everybody Loves My Baby Voc 14985 Hep CD 1018
376/77W Jacksonville Gal Voc 14985 Hep CD 1018

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
The Brunswick recording sheets & ledgers compiled by Ross Laird via the DAHR don’t list in this occasion the number of  musicians, but in 
addition to Bennie Krueger & Rube Bloom, we hear again LeRoy “Roy” Johnston’s trumpet, Miff  Mole’s trombone & Ward Archer’s drums 
on the 2 resulting titles of  this session.
And a newcomer has arrived on this session in the person of  Frank DiPrima’s banjo, who like Johnston, Mole, Bloom, Chassagne & Archer 
was a member of  Ray Miller’s Orchestra.
The 1st title was written by Spencer Williams & Jack Palmer, and it’s very well-known as part of  the repertoire of  many early trad jazz bands 
thanks to several recordings, including those of  Clarence Williams’s Blue Five with Eva Taylor & Louis Armstrong for Okeh, the small 
California Ramblers subset for Okeh under the pseudonym of  the Goofus Five, Jack Hylton’s Orchestra for british HMV & british Columbia 
(the latter as Hannan Dance Band), Leslie Jeffries’s Rialto Orchestra for british ACO, Adolfo Rafael Avilés’s Jazz Band for argentinian Disco 
Nacional Odeón, the Stomp Six with Muggsy Spanier, Guy Carey, Volly de Faut & Ben Pollack for Autograph, etc.
Bennie Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored stock arrangement by Louis Katzman as a springboard for a lively chart that among other 
things, includes LeRoy “Roy” Johnston’s trumpet solo in the 3rd & last chorus with stop-time mode (on bars 1 to 4 & 9 to 12), in addition to 
Krueger’s improvised alto sax in the 2nd chorus followed by Miff  Mole’s trombone break.
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The 2nd tune was written by Fred Rose, and among the many recordings it yielded, we can find out the Cotton Pickers for Brunswick & the 
Original Memphis Five for Columbia, Pathé Actuelle & Columbia’s budget label Harmony (as the Savannah Six).
Krueger’s recording has the advantage of  Sid “Happy” Reiss using the train whistle in the intro. And among the highlights, dig out the 
extraordinary solo work by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax in the trio section, also reprised by the straight muted brass duo of  LeRoy “Roy” 
Johnston & Miff  Mole with the former taking a nice series of  2 bar breaks, the second reading of  strain B with Charleston rhythm before the 
trio section gets reprised by the full band for the last time with Miff  Mole taking his turn with his own trombone breaks for good.
Another fine session by Krueger, Bloom & their men to the fore!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  Red Nichols, t - ?Vincent Grande, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - Lucien Smith, ts - Rube Bloom, p - John Cali, bj - Joe 
Tarto, bb - Harry Lottman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  ?Red Nichols, t - ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as - ?Lucien Smith, ts - ?Rube Bloom, p – Harry 
Reser, bj – Gus Helleberg, bb - ?Harry Lottman, d.

085 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, February 24, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Sam(my) Lewis – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Larry Abbott – alt; Lucien Smith – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Arthur Lange - arr.
14957/60 Lady Of My Cigarette Br 2842 not on LP/CD
14961/64 Florida Br 2842 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 11 men. 'String bass not counted - per B.K.'s instructions'. Session indicated as recorded in 
the PM”.
Bennie Krueger’s band retains the personnel for session 086 but with Benny Bloom back in the 2nd trumpet chair, a similar thing applying to 
pianist George LeClair.
The 2 arrangements of  this session are the stock arrangements by Arthur Lange, and good results can be expected, even when Bennie Krueger 
doctored up these stocks.
The 1st tune was written by Merle T. Kendrick & Ethelbert Fernandez, and it was also recorded among others by Louis Katzman’s Orchestra 
as the Ambassadors for Vocalion & Andrew Nolte’s Orchestra for Rivermont (the only current version of  this forgotten tune).
Krueger’s recording includes several highlights such as Sid “Happy” Reiss’s tom tom work in the intro & the verse, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax 
leading the sax section in the 1st chorus, the 3rd chorus (in A flat key major) featuring Bennie Krueger’s alto sax in low register from bars 1 to 
16 followed by Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone reading the melody in an expresive mode & the ensemble rideout of  the last half  chorus led 
by Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with straight mute bringing the band back home.
The 2nd tune was written by Abel Green & Jesse Greer, and it was recorded among others by Jack Stillman’s Orchestra for Edison (also 
featuring Farberman & Reser), Bob Haring’s Orchestra for Cameo (also featuring Farberman), the Savoy Orpheans for british HMV, Howard 
Lanin’s Orchestra for Columbia & Alex Hyde’s New Yorker Jazz Band for german Schallplatten Grammophon-Polydor.
Krueger’s recording has some superb highlights including Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus.
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, whose snappy trumpet leads the band back home in the last 8 bars of  the 3rd & last chorus, is also present on 
the Jack Stillman & Bob Haring recordings of  that tune as well.
Verdict: thanks again for a fine session, Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Sam Lewis, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman Kaplan or 
Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Harry Reser, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Sam Lewis, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, vn – 
Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

086 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 16, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Larry Abbott – alt; Lucien Smith – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Billy Jones – voc (2); Arthur Lange (1), William J. C. Lewis (2) - arr.
15193½/95 Yearning (Just For You) Br 2859 not on LP/CD
15196/98 Don’t Bring Lulu Br 2859 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 13 men. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Krueger’s Orchestra was at this time playing at the Parody Club. They had just replaced 
Ted Lewis who was going to San Francisco”.
Now recently installed at the Parody Club (48th Street Broadway) while Ted Lewis’s (Jazz) Band was touring San Francisco, Bennie Krueger’s 
Orchestra has also a new face in the trombone chair. 
His name is Vincent Grande, who of  course wrote the legendary “A Blues Serenade” with clarinet player Jimmy Lytell. Grande also recorded 
with the Original Indiana Five, the Original Memphis Five & Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra among many other groups.
The 1st title was written by Joe Burke & Benny Davis & recorded among others by Roger Wolfe Kahn’s Orchestra for Victor, Harry Reser’s 
Syncopators for Columbia, Jack Hylton’s Orchestra for british HMV, Paul Godwin’s Orchestra for german Schallplatten Grammophon-
Polydor, Ben Bernie’s (Hotel Roosevelt) Orchestra for Vocalion, etc.
Among the highlights of  Krueger’s recording (which uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Arthur Lange (2 excerpts of  it being shown on pages
122 & 126 of  his book “Arranging For The Modern Dance Orchestra)), dig out Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin solo in the 1st chorus, for 
example.
The famous hit written by Lew Brown, Ray Henderson & Billy Rose (and recorded among others by Jan Garber’s Orchestra for Victor, Nathan
Glantz’s Orchestra for Gennett (which also included Herman “Hymie” Farberman), Bern(h)ard Etté’s Orchestra  Howard Ossmond/Osman 
M(a)cFarlane & Billy Williams for german Vox, Leslie Jeffries’ Rialto Orchestra with John Thorne for ACO, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for 
Emerson & Vocalion, etc.) is the 2nd title of  this exciting session.
Bennie Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s doctored stock arrangement by William J. C. Lewis as a platform to showcase the talents of  vocalist
Billy Jones as well as the rest of  the band.
And in addition to Jones’s superb vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus, dig out Vincent Grande’s marvelous trombone work in bars 9 to 12 of  the 
verse (even when he sticks to the melody), Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the half  chorus with wah-wah muted brass before Herman 
“Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet (with open horn) leads the band from the stock arrangement’s false modulation to the end of  the 3rd & 
last chorus. The “London Bridge Is Falling Down” quote is an effective coda to an stupendous chart that is duly closed by Sid “Happy” Reiss’s
crash cymbal heard at the 3rd beat of  the coda’s last bar.
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Now that’s an stupendous session looking forward for what’s going to come.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Harry Reser, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, Phil Ohman, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

087 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, March 25, 1925
LeRoy “Roy” Johnston - tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Frank DiPrima –bjo; Louis Chassagne – bb; Ward Archer – d; Louis Katzman (1), Leroy Walker (2) - arr.
599/601W Those Panama Mamas (Are Ruinin’ Me) Voc 15004 Hep CD 1018
602/04W Red Hot Henry Brown Voc 15004 Hep CD 1018

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 6 men, plus Krueger”.
Miff  Mole returns for this session, and his trombone shows a great degree of  confidence that can be heard in the 2 resulting titles of  this 
session. 
Same goes for Frank DiPrima, who is back with his banjo for the 2nd time on a Tennessee Tooters session.
Published discographies previously listed Harry Gluck as the trumpet player, but he was working with Frank Dailey’s (Meadowbrook) 
Orchestra at the time this recording was made, and due to the fact that Bloom & several of  Ray Miller’s sidemen were employed by Krueger 
on this and previous sessions of  the Tennessee Tooters, let’s say that Johnston, DiPrima, Chassagne & Archer are here again.
The 1st title was written by Irving M. Bibo & Howard Johnson, with several recordings being granted such as those of  the Green Brothers 
Novelty Band for Edison, the Cotton Pickers with Miff  Mole & Rube Bloom for Brunswick, George Olsen’s Orchestra for Victor, the 
California Ramblers as the Varsity Eight for Cameo plus their small subset Little Ramblers for Columbia, Eddie Cantor for Columbia, Sam 
Lanin’s Orchestra for Okeh (as the Arkansaw Travelers), etc.
Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement from Louis Katzman that was doctored up by both Krueger & Bloom to showcase their 
talents and those of  their sidemen.
Dig out for example Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus with Rube Bloom’s piano driving the rhythm section behind him, and the last 
ensemble chorus featuring Miff  Mole’s trombone breaks on bars 1 to 2 & 5 to 6. And Rube Bloom’s improvised 3 bar piano solo up to the 
ensemble’s last chords (hit on bars 2 & 3) is a superb delight to hear.
The 2nd title (written by Fred Rose & also recorded by Ray Miller’s Orchestra for Brunswick, Henry Busse’s Buzzards for Victor, etc.) is also 
the star of  this session, and Krueger’s recording benefits from Leroy Walker’s stock arrangement, also doctored up by Krueger & Bloom.
Among its highlights you can hear Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus, Rube Bloom’s piano solo in the 3rd chorus after the 2nd 
verse, followed by Miff  Mole’s hot trombone solo in the 4th chorus, and last but not least, the wild rideout led by LeRoy “Roy” Johnston in 
the 5th & last chorus to wrap up this chart.
Another strong session by Krueger & his men to the fore.
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  Harry Gluck, t – ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as – Rube Bloom, p – John Cali, bj – Harry Lottman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Harry Gluck, t - ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as - ?Rube Bloom, p – Harry Reser, bj - ?Gus 
Helleberg, bb – ?Harry Lottman, d.

088 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 30, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; Harry Reser –bjo, uke (2); 
John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Billy Jones – voc (1); Harry A. Powell - arr.
15332/34 Oh Vera! Br 2872 not on LP/CD
15335/37 Twilight, The Stars And You Br 2872 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 12 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Although Larry Abbott & Lucien Smith are replaced by an unknown tenor saxophonist, we’re off  to another superb session by Bennie 
Krueger’s Orchestra, and moreover with 2 superb titles written by Nacio Herb Brown and also using the tune’s stock arrangements by Harry 
A. Powell, doctored up by Krueger himself  for good.
In addition to Billy Jones’s enthusiastic vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus of  the 1st title, dig out the interlude passage by the group before 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet takes the driver’s seat for the 3rd & last chorus reaching into the coda promptly wrapped up by
Sid “Happy” Reiss’s crash cymbal at the end. 
The 2nd title has also many nice surprises such as the ukulele work by Harry Reser in the 2nd chorus & the superb 2nd verse that starts in D 
major key in the first 8 bars before reaching into F major key for the next 8 bars before Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leads 
the band back home in the 3rd & last chorus.
As a matter of  fact, Herman “Hymie” Farberman is also present on the recording of  the 2nd title by Bob Haring’s Orchestra for Cameo & 
Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for Gennett.
Well done again, Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – unknown, u – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – Billy Jones, v – Harry A. 
Powell, a.

089 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, April 8, 1925
LeRoy “Roy” Johnston - tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Frank DiPrima –bjo; Louis Chassagne – bb; Ward Archer – d; Harry L. Alford & Carlton Colby (1), Elmer Schoebel (2) - arr.
664W Jimtown Blues Voc 15022 Hep CD 1018
666W Kansas City Stomps Voc 15068 Hep CD 1018

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 6 men, plus saxophone. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Just arrived in the 5th session of  the Tennessee Tooters led by Krueger & Bloom, and the 2 titles of  this session are classic early jazz 
masterpieces.
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The 1st tune written by Charlie Davis has several spots in Krueger & Bloom’s recording (using the tune’s stock arrangement by Harry L. 
Alford & Carlton Colby, though the Brunswick files list Elmer Schoebel as the arranger for that title), such as Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 1st 
B strain followed by the ensemble tackling the B strain for the 2nd time with Miff  Mole’s well executed trombone break, the first reading of  the
Trio section with Rube Bloom’s nice piano breaks followed by the 2nd Trio section starring Krueger’s alto sax with Vincent Grande’s stop-time
trombone solo, LeRoy “Roy” Johnston’s derby muted trumpet solo over B strain followed by Rube Bloom’s piano vamp before the entire band 
tackles the A strain for one last time.
The 2nd tune is a real classic from the pen of  the legendary Ferdinand Joseph Lamothe Morton, or better said, Jelly Roll Morton, and the 
Krueger & Bloom recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Elmer Schoebel.
Among the many fine moments of  that version, dig out the B strain played first by Bennie Krueger’s alto sax followed by Rube Bloom’s 
prodigious piano solos before the entire band tackles again the A strain, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo over the A strain with Rube Bloom’s 
piano backing him after the first reading of  the Trio section by the entire band, which of  course returns again in a livelier way, with LeRoy 
“Roy” Johnston’s trumpet with wah-wah mute tackling the hot solo in the 2nd time of  the Trio strain.
You can’t go wrong with Krueger, Bloom & the entire band with sessions like this!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  Harry Gluck, t – ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as – Rube Bloom, p – John Cali, bj – Harry Lottman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Harry Gluck, t - ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as - ?Rube Bloom, p – Harry Reser, bj - ?Gus 
Helleberg, bb – ?Harry Lottman, d.

090 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 10, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Sam(my) Feinsmith – alt; Maurice Pierce/Pearce – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
15497/99 By The Light Of The Stars Br 2894 not on LP/CD
15500/02 Hot Coffee Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 12 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Although the 2nd title was rejected, the opposite is true with the 1st title, but had that 2nd title been released, it would have been the debut of  
Bennie Krueger’s first recording of  his own tune “Hot Coffee”, which luckily he remade it on January 21 of  1926.
Back to the 1st title, it came from the pen of  George A Little, Arthur Sizemore & Larry Shaw, was recorded among others by Jan Garber’s
Orchestra for Victor, the Savoy Orpheans for british HMV, Sam Lanin’s Orchestra for Cameo as the Broadway Broadcasters,
Harry Reser’s Syncopators for Columbia (which on that session was Ben Selvin’s Orchestra under Reser’s direction, and it
will be covered in a personnelography of  Reser’s sides for Columbia as leader in the future, if  time allows, of  course) & of
course, Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra for the Emerson-Grey Gull group & Edison (the latter as the Tennessee Happy Boys).
Bennie Krueger’s recording uses the publisher’s doctored up stock arrangement with excellent results, and among it’s highlights we can find 
out the sax trio in the 1st chorus between the 2 verses, the stop-time piano solo by George LeClair with the ensemble playing the bridge in the 
2nd chorus, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in low register during the half  chorus, and Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with 
straight mute leading the band back home in the 3rd & last chorus.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

091 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 16, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt (1,2); Vincent Grande – tb (1,2); 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Sam(my) Feinsmith – alt (1,2); Maurice Pierce/Pearce – ten (1,2); 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln (1,2); George LeClair – p (1,2); Phil Ohman – p (2,3,4);
Harry Reser –bjo (1,2); John Helleberg Jr. – bb (1,2); Sid “Happy” Reiss – d (1,2); Charles N. Grant – arr (2).
15663/65 Tell Me More (Intro. Kickin’ The Clouds Away) Br 2910 not on LP/CD
15666/68 Why Do I Love You? Br 2910 not on LP/CD
15669/71 Titina Br rejected not on LP/CD
15672/74 At The End Of The Road Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 11 men (titles 1 & 2). Session indicated as recorded in the AM (titles 1 & 2) & in the PM 
(titles 3 & 4)”.
Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Matrices following these (15669-15674) are saxophone solos by Krueger accompanied by 
Phil Ohman (p) recorded in the same day”.
With the presence of  Sam(my) Feinsmith & Maurice Pierce/Pearce from Louis Katzman’s Orchestra (that also recorded for Vocalion as the 
Ambassadors) in the reed section, Bennie Krueger’s band gets to meet 2 tunes written by George Gerswhin & his brother Ira Gershwin for 
their musical play “Tell Me More”, and they make a nice musical combination. Too bad that the saxopone & piano duets recorded in the same
day went rejected, but it would have been interesting to hear the wonderful interplay between Krueger & Phil Ohman, the latter being 
nevertheless present in the 2nd title.
The 1st title was recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor & William Conrad Polla’s (Clover Gardens) Orchestra.
Bennie Krueger’s rendition uses the publisher’s stock arrangement doctored up by the leader, and also includes a superb interpolation of  
“Kickin’ The Clouds Away” (also written by the Gershwin brothers for the same musical), as well as Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy 
trumpet leading the band back home in the last chorus.
The 2nd title was again recorded among others by Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra for Victor, William Conrad Polla’s (Clover Gardens) Orchestra 
for Columbia & Louis Katzman’s Orchestra as the Ambassadors for Vocalion (which also featured Farberman, Krueger, Greenberg & Reser).
Bennie Krueger’s recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Charles N. Grant, and among the highlights, dig out Phil Ohman’s quotation 
of  Sergei Rachmaninov’s “Prelude In  Charp Minor”, Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus with Phil Ohman’s piano background & 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leading the band back home in the 3rd & last chorus by the full ensemble. 
If  you like Gershwin & Krueger, this is one of  the sessions you can check out for good!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.
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092 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, June 23, 1925
LeRoy “Roy Johnston – tpt; Miff Mole -  tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Frank DiPrima –bjo; Louis Chassagne – bb; Ward Archer – d; Elmer Schoebel (1), Joe Jordan (2) - arr.
920W What-Cha-Call-’Em Blues Voc 15068 Hep CD 1018
922W Milenberg Joys Voc 15068 Hep CD 1018

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
LeRoy “Roy” Johnston is again on this exciting session comprising 2 jazz classics enlivened by Krueger & Bloom’s Tennessee Tooters with no 
extra charge. Too bad it’s Johnston’s very last session, but his playing is in full force again.
The 1st title written by Steve L. Roberts would have been forgotten hadn’t been for superb recordings such as that of  Fletcher Henderson’s 
Orchestra for Columbia (with Joe “Fox” Smith taking the wah-wah muted trumpet solo in the 1st chorus). 
The Tennessee Tooters recording uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Elmer Schoebel doctored up by both Krueger & Bloom with great 
effect. 
Among the highlights of  that version, dig out Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solos in the 1st & 3rd choruses, the 2nd chorus by the ensemble with 
the unknown hot trumpet player with straight mute, Frank DiPrima’s banjo breaks in the first reading of  the tune’s patter, the unknown hot 
trumpet player’s wah-wah muted solo in the 2nd reading of  the patter & the superb trombone break in the 4th & last chorus that is played by 
Miff  Mole.
We all know the classic 2nd title being written by Jelly Roll Morton & the NORK, who also did their first version 2 years before this recording 
for Gennett, and by the time this recording was made, a lot of  new versions of  that title contributed greatly to the tune’s status as a jazz 
standard of  the trad jazz & swing repertoire. 
Krueger & Bloom’s recording of  the 2nd title uses the tune’s stock arrangement written by the legendary African-American jazz composer, 
pianist, bandleader & arranger Joe Jordan.
Dig out the superb hot alto sax solo by Bennie Krueger in the 1st chorus including his famous slap tongue technique, LeRoy “Roy” Johnston’s 
trumpet solo in the 2nd chorus, the half  trombone solo played again by Miff  Mole & the last chorus starting with Rube Bloom’s piano solo in 
bars 1 to 14 before the trombone break prepares the ensemble’s last bars of  the chorus with the extra help of  Ward Archer’s cymbal, who 
promptly closes the arrangement in the last beat of  the coda’s last bar with great success.
Man, what a fine session for them!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  Unknown t – tb – as – p – bj – bb – d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Unknow t - ?Vincent Grande, tb – Bennie Krueger, as – Lucien Smith, ts - ?Rube Bloom, p – Harry Reser, bj 
- ?Gus Helleberg, bb - ?Harry Lottman, d.

093 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, August 12, 1925
?Mickey Bloom – tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Tony “Toots” Colucci –bjo; Joe Tarto – bb, arr; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Walter Paul – arr (1).
1130/32W Charleston Voc 15086 Hep CD 1018
1135W I Had A Sweet Mama, But She's Turned Sour Now Voc 15086 Hep CD 1018

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Ladies and gentlemen (plus many more people), here we have another classic session by the Tennessee Tooters led by Bennie Krueger & Rube 
Bloom.
First, let’s say a few things about the personnel for this session.
Previously published discographies listed the drummer for this & the August 13 of  1925 session as being Ray Bauduc, but again, they got it 
wrong. 
Worth is the following information shared by Mark Berresford that this author (aka me) will quote with no extra charge: “I think we can 
discount Bauduc from any Tennessee Tooters sessions - I located the letter he wrote to Brian Rust in 1977 (which really should be published in 
VJM as there's loads of  information about playing with Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey's Wild Canary's (sic) in 1926 and then joining Joe Venuti 
and Eddie Lang's band, along with Jimmy Dorsey, at Tommy Guinan's Playground Club. Pertinently, he writes 'Jimmy got me on a Memphis 
Five date, my first hot jazz record. Phil Napoleon trumpet, Miff  Mole, trombone, Jimmy Dorsey clarinet, Frank Signorella (sic) piano, and me
on cymbal, wood block and Tom Tom (no Bass) The Old Horn Recording - 4 sides for Pathe Records "Go Joe Go" - "Missouri Squabble" - 
"One Sweet Letter From You" - "The Chant" 1926." (all verbatim). As these sides were made in c. October 1926, they post date the last 'proper'
Tennessee Tooters session by eleven months. Interesting to see that he even remembered the rejected title!”.
Having in mind Ray Bauduc’s invaluable words, it’s time to say that the drummer on this & the next session is Sid “Happy” Reiss, brought 
again by Bennie Krueger, and Reiss’s drumming work shows tasteful results, even when he’s just using a cymbal. And  
Again, Miff  Mole’s return is clearly welcome, and the same can be said for Joe Tarto, whose tuba shines here.
Once again, previously published discographies list the trumpet as either Herman “Hymie” Farberman or Harry Gluck, but this author doesn’t
detect any stylistical traces of  them in this & the next session. 
This author suggests that the trumpet player on this & the next session is almost possibly Milton “Mickey” Bloom in view of  the fact that in 
one of  his letters to Stan Hester, Stephen Hester & Woody Backensto that he sat on some of  the Tennessee Tooters sessions.
In any case, let’s get into the tune description.
Everybody knows that the 1st tune is the famous “Charleston” (aka “The Original Charleston”) written for the “Runnin’ Wild” revue by 
legendary African-American stride pianist James P. Johnson & legendary lyricist Cecil Mack, who was also African-American by the way. 
Albert Haim wrote an interesting article about that tune that you can find out on this link with no trouble: https://ininet.org/the-charleston-
in-the-1920s-the-dance-the-composers-and-the-re.html [JSLas2: the Texas Ten recording of  the “Charleston” was actually made by William 
Conrad Polla’s (Clover Gardens) Orchestra under that name. Read my personnelography of  “The Recordings Of  William Conrad Polla's 
Clover Gardens Orchestra” for more details.]
Anyway, on Krueger’s recording of  that tune, he uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Walter Paul (r.n. Walter Paul Duzet) [which was 
doctored up by either Krueger, Bloom or Tarto, although there could be a possibility that all three doctored it together with each suppying 
different ideas] with great success. Among the highlights of  Krueger’s recording, dig out the tune’s verse by Krueger & Mole, and the 2 
improvised solos by Bloom & Krueger.
Gene Austin, who wrote the 2nd title alongside Charles Bates & Rubey Cowan, recorded a rejected version of  that tune for Victor on April 16 
of  1925, but it was Krueger’s recording as the Tennessee Tooters for Brunswick’s then subsidiary Vocalion that fortunately got issued & 
survived, so that it can be heard on its full glory.
Among the superb moments of  that side, dig out Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus followed by the hot straight muted trumpet 
solo in the 3rd chorus. It’s followed by an impressive piano vamp by Rube Bloom leading into a blues interlude with Bloom taking the 1st 
chorus followed by Bennie Krueger’s soaring alto sax in the 2nd blues chorus before they get back into the 4th & last chorus of  the tune by the 
entire band.

https://ininet.org/the-charleston-in-the-1920s-the-dance-the-composers-and-the-re.html
https://ininet.org/the-charleston-in-the-1920s-the-dance-the-composers-and-the-re.html
http://www.vjm.biz/newpage6.htm
http://www.vjm.biz/newpage6.htm


Another well deserved applause for Krueger, Bloom & company!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  ?Hymie Farberman or Harry Gluck, t - Miff  Mole, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - Lucien Smith, ts - Rube Bloom, p – 
unknown bj - Joe Tarto, bb - Ray Bauduc, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  ?Hymie Farberman or Harry Gluck, t - Miff  Mole, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - Lucien Smith, ts - Rube Bloom, 
p – unknown bj - Joe Tarto, bb - Ray Bauduc, d.

094 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, August 13, 1925
?Mickey Bloom – tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Tony “Toots” Colucci –bjo; Joe Tarto – bb, arr; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Joe Jordan (1), Arthur Lange (2) - arr.
1155W Deep Elm (You Tell ‘Em I’m Blue) Voc 15109 Hep CD 1018
1157W Sweet Man Voc 15109 Hep CD 1018

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 7 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Same remarks for session 093 apply here.
We start this impressive session with the 1st title written by Willard Robison, and on Bennie Krueger’s version, which uses the tune’s doctored 
up stock arrangement by legendary African American composer, bandleader & arranger Joe Jordan, we can dig out among the many 
highlights Krueger’s impressive alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus before the band strikes back home in the 3rd & last chorus.
The 2nd title belongs to the pen of  Maceo Pinkard & Roy Turk, and it was recorded among others by Harry Raderman’s Orchestra (as 
Raderman’s Roysterers) for Columbia’s budget label Harmony, Harry Reser’s Syncopators for Columbia, Lou Gold for the Plaza group (later 
renamed ARC) & many more people.
On this version of  the 2nd title, Bennie Krueger uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Arthur Lange as an offspring to showcase the impressive 
talents of  Rube Bloom’s 16 bar hot piano solo with Sid “Happy” Reiss’s tasteful cymbal work before Miff  Mole’s trombone jumps to finish out
the last 16 bars of  the tune with a superb straight-muted solo just in time for the 2nd verse. Krueger’s hot alto sax jumps in the 2nd chorus 
before the entire band takes the impressive 3rd & last chorus well propelled by Sid “Happy” Reiss’s crash cymbal.
Again, Krueger, Bloom & company manage to do a superb session, which is also another proof that Sid “Happy” Reiss’s drumming is still on 
top form!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  ?Hymie Farberman or Harry Gluck, t - Miff  Mole, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - Lucien Smith, ts - Rube Bloom, p – 
unknown bj - Joe Tarto, bb - Ray Bauduc, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  ?Hymie Farberman or Harry Gluck, t - Miff  Mole, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - Lucien Smith, ts - Rube Bloom, 
p – unknown bj - Joe Tarto, bb - Ray Bauduc, d.

095 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, August 14, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p, cel (2); 
unknown –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Arthur Lange – arr (2).
E-16135/36 Yes, Sir! That’s My Baby Br rejected not on LP/CD
E-16138/40 If I Had A Girl Like You Br 2936 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men, plus saxophone [Krueger]. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
In spite of  the 1st title being rejected, we’re lucky that the 2nd one was thankfully issued.
However, this is also Bennie Krueger’s first Brunswick recording made with the infamous Light Ray system, but we’d better dig out the 
description of  the 2nd tune written by Ray Henderson, Mort Dixon & Billy Rose.
Krueger’s band struts out on that tune’s version on which he uses the tune’s stock arrangement by Arthur Lange, but with several own touches 
such as George LeClair’s celesta heard in the 2nd chorus, the 3rd chorus with Vincent Grande’s trombone showing his tender side on bars 1 to 
8 & 17 to 24 of  that chorus greatly complimented by LeClair again, but on piano. 
Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet leads the band’s rideout in the 4th & last chorus with Krueger’s improvised alto sax obbligato 
soaring all over the ensemble.
Excellent job by Krueger & company, by the way!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – unknown bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

096 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, August 27, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
unknown –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Arthur Lange – arr (2).
E-16257/60 Charlestonette Br 2948 not on LP/CD
E-16261/63 Kinky Kids Parade Br 2948 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 12 men. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
The band of  Bennie Krueger is on board again on this superb session on which the 1st title was the superb Paul Whiteman & Fred Rose tune 
“Charlestonnette”. On Krueger’s version, dig out the superb piano breaks in the 2nd trio strain by George LeClair’s piano, who of  course, 
backs Bennie Krueger’s alto saxophone solo in the B strain before the entire band takes that strain back home with the help of  Herman 
“Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet.
The 2nd title was written by Walter Donaldson & Gus Kahn, and it spawned several recordings such as those of  Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra 
for Victor, Mike Speciale’s Orchestra for Edison, Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion, Nathan Glantz’s Orchestra (as the Manhattan Dance 
Makers, which was a pseudonym that was previously attributed to Ben Selvin by Rust’s ADBD, but Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley’s
ADBORAF put a doubt about the identity of  the leader of  these Manhattan Dance Makers and suggested Nathan Glantz as another 
possibility. It was bandleader Vince Giordano who definitely mentioned that Glantz’s band was the one responsible for the Manhattan Dance 
Makers sides, which someday will deserve a personnelography in the future) for Columbia’s budget label Harmony & many more.

https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/adbm-finding-aid.pdf


Krueger’s recording follows the tune’s stock arrangement by Arthur Lange with no extra charge in a nicely done way.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – unknown bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

097 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, August 31, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Larry Abbott – alt, sop; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Elmer Schoebel (1), William Schulz (2), Ted Eastwood (3) - arr.
E-16280/83 Angry Br 2949 not on LP/CD
E-16284/86 In The Purple Twilight Br 2949 not on LP/CD
E-16287/88 Yes, Sir! That’s My Baby Br 2936 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 11 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
The Jules Cassard, Dudley Mecum, Albert Brunies & Henry Brunies tune is the 1st title of  this session, and Krueger’s band weaves it nicely 
with the extraordinary help of  Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet (Farberman is also on Bob Haring’s version for Cameo & Harry
Reser’s version as the Tuxedo Orchestra for Vocalion), Larry Abbott’s alto sax doubling on soprano sax for that title during the 2nd chorus, 
Bennie Krueger’s superb alto sax solo in the 3rd chorus with George LeClair’s solid piano obbligato before the modulation to B flat for the 4th 
& last chorus led by Farberman.
The Percy Wenrich tune is the 2nd title, and Krueger uses the tune’s stock arrangement by William Schulz with great results. Among the 
highlights of  Krueger’s version, dig out Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin solo in the 1st chorus with Krueger’s alto sax obbligato, the 2nd 
verse with Greenberg’s violin present on bars 5 to 8, the saxophone trio being featured in the 2nd chorus with Harry Reser’s banjo twinkling 
here, and the 3rd and last chorus featuring Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet with straight mute with no extra charge.
And last but not least, the Walter Donaldson & Gus Kahn classic gets the Bennie Krueger treatment, even with Ted Eastwood’s stock 
arrangement doctored up by Krueger himself  to showcase the talents of  the whole band, including the leader himself ’s alto sax solo in the 2nd
chorus, among other highlights.
Another well scored session by the Krueger band, whose only fault is that it was done with the infamous Light Ray system.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – unknown, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

098 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, September 15, 1925
Earl Oliver, unknown – tpt; Sam(my) Lewis – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr;
Harry Reser – bjo; unknown – bb; Sammy/Sonny Tudor – d; Elmer Schoebel – arr.
1348W I Ain’t Got Nobody (And Nobody Cares For Me) Voc 15135 not on LP/CD
1352W Everybody Stomp! Voc 15135 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 6 men, plus saxophone and banjo. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”.
Here we are, back with the next to last session by the small Krueger & Bloom led group known as the Tennessee Tooters, and this time with an
stellar personnel including Earl Oliver’s growling trumpet, Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone & Sammy/Sonny Tudor’s drums.
Since both Oliver, Lewis, Reser & Tudor were present on the Ben Selvin Orchestra session made for Vocalion in the same day, but in the 
morning, we can count on Tudor’s presence on this session as well.
A notation for this session (likely in the Brunswick recording sheets of  that session via Ross Laird) called for the session a violinist (Reuben 
“Ruby” Greenberg) & a cello player (Bennie Altschuler), although these weren’t used. 
However, we can hear an unknown 2nd trumpet in the 2 titles alongside Oliver, Lewis, Krueger, Bloom, the unknown tuba player & Tudor. 
Nevertheless, the 2 titles use the stock arrangements of  Elmer Schoebel, and we can expect nothing but great results.
On the 1st title (which is still very well known thanks to the many jazz artists that covered it), dig out Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo with Rube
Bloom’s piano accompaniment in the 2nd chorus before Oliver’s growling trumpet with straight mute takes over the ensemble’s 3rd chorus, 
although Oliver’s growling trumpet with the same mute was featured before in the 1st chorus as answering Sam(my) Lewis’s crazy trombone 
on bars 5 to 8, 13 to 16 & 29 to 31 as well.
The 2nd title is Elmer Schoebel’s own tune that was already recorded by many other groups such as the Original Indiana Five for Columbia’s 
budget label Harmony, the Savoy Havana Band for British HMV, etc. 
And here, Krueger & company tackle it out with verve, as it can be perceived for example in the leader’s improvised alto sax solo with Rube 
Bloom’s piano accompaniment on the 2nd chorus & the hot 16 bar solo by Earl Oliver’s growling trumpet in the 3rd and last chorus before the
unknown 2nd trumpet takes over in the last 16 bars of  that chorus.
It’s a pity that it’s the very last recording of  the Tennessee Tooters made with the acoustical recording system, but on the other side, all the 
following recording sessions (including the very last Tennessee Tooters session from November 20 of  1925 led by Krueger & Bloom) will be 
electrical.
Thanks again, Krueger & company!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  Earl Oliver, t – Sam Lewis, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - unknown p – Harry Reser, bj - unknown d – Elmer Schoebel, 
a.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Earl Oliver, t – Sam Lewis, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - unknown ts - unknown p – Harry Reser, bj – unknown 
bb - unknown d – Elmer Schoebel, a.



099 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, October 2, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
E-16488 The Dance Of Down Yonder Br 2859 not on LP/CD
E-16491 What Could Be Sweeter Than You? Br 2859 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men, plus saxophone. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
We’re off  to another session by Bennie Krueger’s band, and with 2 interesting titles that have lots of  sparkle.
On the first title written by Joseph Meyer, B. G. “Buddy” DeSylva & James F. Hanley, dig out the interlude featuring Harry Reser’s banjo plus 
some of  Vincent Grande’s best trombone breaks in the 2nd chorus.
The 2nd title was written by Lew Brown & Cliff  Friend, and it was recorded among others by Red Sanders’s Orchestra for Gennett.
Krueger’s version is a nicely done chart drawn from the publisher’s stock arrangement featuring an impressive trick soli in the 2nd chorus on 
which we can hear also Harry Reser’s banjo ringing around. After the interlude, we get to the 3rd & last chorus featuring Herman “Hymie” 
Farberman’s snappy trumpet leading the band in a nicely done rideout with Vincent Grande’s trombone soaring a bit from bar 17 onwards.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

100 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, October 30, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; Bam Danka - arr.
E-16811/14 Five Foot Two, Eyes Of Blue (Has Anybody Seen My Gal) Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 11 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
Of course, we’d like to know who was Bam Danka.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – Bam Danka, a.

101 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, November 6, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; ?Miff Mole – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
unknown – vln; unknown – p; ?Harry Reser –bjo; unknown – bb; unnknown – d.
E-16853/56 Bamboola Br rejected not on LP/CD
E-16857/60 Five Foot Two, Eyes Of Blue (Has Anybody Seen My Gal) Br rejected not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 11 men”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. 2 t - ?Miff  Mole, tb – 2 cl,s – vn – p - ?Harry Reser, bj – bb – d. (11 musicians
present)

102 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 16, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Phil Ohman – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; John Helleberg Jr. – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
E-16861/63 Let’s Wander Away Br 2859 not on LP/CD
E-16864/66 Someone’s Stolen My Sweet, Sweet Baby Br 2859 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men, plus saxophone [Krueger], banjo [Reser], and piano [Ohman]. Session indicated as 
recorded in the AM”.
Here’s another interesting session by Bennie Krueger’s band on which we’re lucky to have Phil Ohman back here.
Dig out the stop time banjo solo by Harry Reser in the 1st title (written by Earl Burtnett & Harry Owens) followed by Bennie Krueger’s alto 
sax solo, to mention a few highlights of  the 1st title as well.
And the whole arrangement of  the Maceo Pinkard tune (recorded among others by Ben Selvin’s Orchestra for Vocalion & the Plaza group 
(later renamed ARC)) is superb from the start to finish.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, t – Vincent Grande, tb – unknown s – Ruby Greenberg, 
vn – Bennie Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.



103 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, November 19, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; Phil Ohman – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; unknown – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d; unknown – voc (2); Arthur Lange - arr.
E-1753 Bamboola Voc 15152 not on LP/CD
E-1754/55 Five Foot Two Eyes Of Blue Voc 15152 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 8 men, plus saxophone, banjo, and piano. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “Vocalion 15152 & [British Vocalion] X-9761 as FLEETWOOD ORCHESTRA; Aco G-15933 as 
LOS ANGELES DANCE ORCHESTRA. These are remakes of  the titles rejected on November 6, 1925”.
‘Nuff  said, although these 2 recordings of  this session aren’t available online, thus nothing can be said regarding musical content or personnel 
other than the confirmed presence of  Krueger, Ohman & Reser.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

104 TENNESSEE TOOTERS New York, November 20, 1925
Herman “Hymie” Farberman – tpt; Miff Mole – tb; Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Rube Bloom – p, ldr, arr; 
Harry Reser –bjo; Joe Tarto – bb, arr; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
E-1768/70 Hot Aire Voc 15169 Hep CD 1018
E-1771/72 Back Home In Illinois Voc 15169 Hep CD 1018

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 6 men, plus saxophone. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
We’re just in time for the very last of  a string of  10 small group sessions led by Bennie Krueger & Rube Bloom under the Tennessee Tooters 
banner. 
And this session is also the only Tennessee Tooters sessions covered here that was made with the infamous Light Ray system.
In any case, the 2 titles of  this session can be rated top notch as usual.
And if  that’s not enough, we’re lucky to have Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet & Harry Reser’s banjo sitting here as well.
Thus, we have a personnel made up of  Bennie Krueger & 2 sidemen from his band (Farberman & Reser) plus Miff  Mole & Rube Bloom
The 1st title belongs to the pen of  Elmer Schoebel, and was recorded among others by the Original Memphis Five as the Original Indiana Five
for Columbia’s budget label Harmony, Richard Hitter’s Cabineers for Gennett, etc.
Krueger’s version has also some fine highlights such as Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s hot trumpet solo with wah-wah mute in the 2nd chorus
followed by the 3rd & last chorus featuring featuring Krueger’s alto sax solo with Miff  Mole’s superb trombone obbligato in the first 16 bars to 
boot.
The 2nd title (and also the last title of  the Krueger & Bloom small group recorded under the Tennessee Tooters banner) written by Sam H. 
Stept, Coleman Goetz & Milton Charles (recorded among others by the Arcadian Serenaders for Okeh with a young Sterling “Bozo” Bose on 
trumpet) gets a superb treatment by the entire group, featuring among other things Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s derby muted trumpet solo 
in the patter, Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 2nd chorus (on which you can hear Reser’s banjo ringing around) & the impressive rideout 
of  the 3rd and final chorus led by Farberman with Miff  Mole shining over here.
Another hooray for Krueger & company, who finished this string of  small group sessions under the Tennessee Tooters’s name with a BANG!
-Rust’s JRR (6th edition):  Earl Oliver, t – Sam Lewis, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - unknown p – Harry Reser, bj - unknown d – Elmer Schoebel, 
a.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Earl Oliver, t – Sam Lewis, tb - Bennie Krueger, as - unknown ts - unknown p – Harry Reser, bj – unknown 
bb - unknown d – Elmer Schoebel, a.

105 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, January 20, 1926
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, Benny Bloom – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; unknown – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d, chimes (1).
E-17591/93 Lo-Nah Br 3044 not on LP/CD
E-17594/97 Don’t Be A Fool, You Fool! Br 3029 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men, plus saxophone [Krueger]. [Regarding “Lo-Nah”] Masters renumbered for 
Vocalion use as E2309-E2311. Vocalion numbers assigned on February 1, 1926 (Erroneously stated as the date of  the non-existent remake of  
“Lo-Nah” by Johnson & Shirley’s ADBORAF). [Regarding “Don’t Be A Fool, You Fool!”] Masters renumbered for Vocalion use as E2299-
E2302. Vocalion numbers assigned on January 29, 1926”.
The full Bennie Krueger band is on full flight again, as it can be perceived in the 2 titles of  this session.
The 1st title written by Sam H. Stept & Bud Green has several highlights such as Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet solo in the 
2nd chorus with Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg’s violin in the bridge (remember, “Lo-Nah” is an AABA tune), the band’s modulation to A flat 
major key for Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo in the 3rd chorus followed by the ensemble taking the 4th & last chorus. All in all using the 
publisher’s stock arrangement as a roadmap complete with Sid “Happy” Reiss’s chimes in the coda.
The 2nd title by Con Conrad is a showcase for Krueger’s band, including Herman “Hymie” Farberman’s snappy trumpet strutting out even in 
the 1st chorus, to mention one of  the many highlights of  that side.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Complete-1924-1926-Sessions-Tennessee-Tooters/dp/B00080M9E2
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Complete-1924-1926-Sessions-Tennessee-Tooters/dp/B00080M9E2


106 BENNIE KRUEGER New York, January 21, 1926
Herman “Hymie” Farberman, unknown (?Julius Berkin) – tpt; Vincent Grande – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown – alt; unknown – ten; 
Reuben “Ruby” Greenberg – vln; George LeClair – p; 
Harry Reser –bjo; unknown – bb; Sid “Happy” Reiss – d.
E-17604/07 Hot Coffee Br 3029 not on LP/CD
E-17608/11 As Long As We’re In Love Br 3044 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 9 men, plus saxophone. Masters renumbered for Vocalion use as E2290-E2293 [“Hot 
Coffee”] & E2294-E2297 [“As Long As We’re In Love”]. Vocalion numbers assigned on January 27, 1926”.
An unknown 2nd trumpeter replaces Bloom on this session, and his playing style sounds very reminiscent of  Julius Berkin, which may be a 
clue to his POSSIBLE presence on this session.
Again, it’s on this session on which Krueger’s own tune gets his due after the rejected take of  that tune made on April 10 of  1925, and the 
recording by the composer’s band shows the full gamut, even if  it’s the publisher’s stock arrangement (or it’s perhaps Krueger’s own 
arrangement that became the stock arrangement? In view of  the fact that he composed it, he possibly wrote it with no extra charge, but more 
research is really needed), and among the highlights of  that side, dig out his alto saxophone on which he manages to insert some funny effects 
such as that of  a cackling hen, although these could be considered corny to the ears of  any jazz purists (except the ones like me, who like to 
find any comedy touch that can make the listener enjoy and even laugh).
The 2nd title written by Lew Brown & Sidney Clare is another tour de force for Krueger’s band in the New York period (1920 to February of  
1926), including the almost Berkinesque trumpet work heard in the 3rd & last chorus.
Regarding Krueger’s band sides, this can be a great close to Krueger’s New York period band before he moves to Chicago between late March 
of  1926 & early April of  1926.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – unknown, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

107 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, February 10, 1926
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; unknown personnel drawn from his band
E-17930/31 Dinah Br 3060 not on LP/CD
E-17932/33 Forever And Ever With You Br 3060 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: These are saxophones (sic) solos accompanied by band members”. 
Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 5 men. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
As no copy of  the recordings mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or 
personnel.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, as acc. by 4 musicians.

108 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA Chicago, April 21, 1926
Jack Schwartz, Nick Braebrook – tpt; Archie Jones – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Abe Cholden or Louis Epstein – alt; Don Mangano – ten; 
Victor Young, Irving Kaplan – vln; Jules Styne (aka Jules Stein) – p; 
unknown –bjo; Sam Johnson – bb; Sam Baum – d; Frank Sylvano - voc.
C-188 Bye Bye Blackbird Br 3186 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 10 men, plus leader/saxophone. Masters renumbered by Brunswick as E18863-E18865 
[“Bye Bye Blackbird”]. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
This single title session comprising the legendary jazz standard “Bye Bye Blackbird” is the debut of  Bennie Krueger’s band of  the Chicago 
period (from about April of  1926 to 1929), and the lineup comprises several stars such as former Paul Ash trumpeter Jack Schwartz, 
trombonist Archie Jones hired from Paul Specht’s band, tenor saxophonist Don Mangano from the Dan Russo & Ted Fio Rito Oriole 
Orchestra, future composer Victor Young’s violin (Young would later return the favo(u)r to Krueger by employing him in several sessions held 
at the ARC group in the early 30s) & legendary composer Jules Styne (then using his real name Jules Stein), who later co-wrote “Sunday” with
Krueger. 
Not a bad lineup for a superb Chicago band led by Krueger, hey?
Although the vocalist’s identity on this title isn’t known, I’d suggest that the vocalist is probably Frank Sylvano, but as I mentioned it before, 
any suggestions and/or corrections are deeply welcome.
This recording’s arrangement is nearly similar to the one used by Lou Gold on his 2 renditions of  that tune for Pathé Actuelle & Columbia’s 
budget label Harmony, only that the vocal chorus on Krueger’s version is done in B flat major.
Nevertheless, what a nice start for Krueger & his men in the Chicago period!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d – unknown v.

https://www.jazzstandards.com/compositions-2/sunday.htm


109 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA Chicago, April 22, 1926
Jack Schwartz, Nick Braebrook – tpt; Archie Jones – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Abe Cholden, Louis Epstein – alt; Don Mangano – ten; 
Victor Young, Irving Kaplan – vln; Jules Styne (aka Jules Stein) – p; 
unknown –bjo; Sam Johnson – bb; Sam Baum – d; Frank Sylvano - voc.
C-203 What Was I To Do? (But Fall In Love With You) Br 3186 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Masters renumbered by Brunswick as E18870-E18873. Orchestra: 10 men, plus leader/saxophone.
Session indicated as recorded in the AM”. 
Same observations for session 108, but with the title of  this session being written by William Castle & Richard Ried, equally well rendered by 
Bennie Krueger’s band & now with Cholden & Epstein definitely present. 
The 3rd chorus Archie Jones’s straight trombone solo with the violin duo of  Young & Caplan heard on bars 17 to 24 with Krueger’s alto sax 
obbligato is one of  the superb highlights of  this version.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

110 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 16, 1925
Jack Schwartz, Nick Braebrook – tpt; Archie Jones – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Abe Cholden, Louis Epstein – alt; Don Mangano – ten; 
Victor Young, Irving Kaplan – vln; Jules Styne (aka Jules Stein) – p; 
unknown –bjo; Sam Johnson – bb; Sam Baum – d.
C-435 How Many Times? Br 3237 not on LP/CD
C-437 Leave Me Something To Remember Br 3237 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Masters renumbered by Brunswick as E19647-E19649 [“How Many Times?”] & E19650-E19651 
[“Leave Me Something To Remember”]. Session indicated as recorded in the PM”. 
Irving Berlin’s “How Many Times?!” is the 1st title of  this 3rd session by Bennie Krueger’s band from the Chicago period, and among the 
many highlights of  Krueger’s version, dig out Archie Jones’s superb trombone solo full of  pep. 
Benny Davis & Joe Burke’s “Leave Me Something To Remember” is the 2nd title that was also recorded among others by Willie Creager for 
Gennett. 
Krueger’s version of  that title is very impressive, and dig out the 4 bar saxophone section soli breaks (written out by Bennie Krueger himself, 
who proves to be an interesting experiment seeker).
Also the trumpet solos on both titles made by either Jack Schwartz or Nick Braebrook are superb too!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

111 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, June 22, 1926
Jack Schwartz, Nick Braebrook – tpt; Archie Jones – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Abe Cholden, Louis Epstein – alt; Don Mangano – ten; 
Victor Young, Irving Kaplan – vln; Jules Styne (aka Jules Stein) – p; 
unknown –bjo; Sam Johnson – bb; Sam Baum – d; Frank Munn - voc.
C-624 Gone Again Gal Br 3323 not on LP/CD
C-627A No-One But You Knows How To Love Br 3323 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Orchestra: 11 men. Masters renumbered by Brunswick as E20150-E20151 [“Gone Again Gal”] & 
E20152-E20153 [“No-One But You Knows How To Love”]. Session indicated as recorded in the AM”.
As Ross Laird points out, the 'A' suffix is used on masters C626-7 (“No-One But You Knows How To Love”) to indicate that they duplicate 
masters C626-7 which were also allocated to a selection from the following session. The usual Brunswick practice was to add '½,' but this form
was not always followed (even by the New York office and regional branches sometimes developed their own unique variants on what was 
elsewhere considered standard practice).
Technical matters aside, Bennie Krueger’s band turns out 2 nice numbers with the presence of  vocalist Frank Munn, although Munn isn’t 
listed on the Brunswick files for this session, which may explain why Johnson & Shirley identified him aurally.
The 1st title written by Isham Jones & Gus Kahn is a superb voyage for Krueger’s band, and they surf  it nicely. Among the highlights of  that 
version, dig out the 4 part saxophone section soli in the 3rd chorus with Don Mangano’s superb hot tenor sax solo on bars 17 to 24 before the 
modulation to C major on which Jack Schwartz & Nick Braebrook take over the ensemble in the 4th and last chorus to wrap things up.
Jo Trent, May Shingi Breen, Peter DeRose & Allan Frazer wrote the tune covered in the 2nd title by Krueger’s band, with Archie Jones’s 
trombone shining on the 4th & last chorus by the entire band.
What a joy for Krueger’s band to have fun on this next to last session from Krueger’s Chicago period!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.



112 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA Chicago, February 24, 1927
Jack Schwartz, Nick Braebrook – tpt; Archie Jones – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Abe Cholden, Louis Epstein – alt; Don Mangano – ten; 
Victor Young, Irving Kaplan – vln; Jules Styne (aka Jules Stein) – p; 
unknown –bjo; Sam Johnson – bb; Sam Baum – d; Frank Sylvano - voc.
C-705/06 Why Can’t You Find Time For Me? Br 3478 not on LP/CD
C-707/08 Hoosier Sweetheart Br 3478 not on LP/CD

Ross Laird Brunswick via the DAHR: “Masters renumbered by Brunswick as E21673-E21674 [“Why Can’t You Find Time For Me?”] & 
E21675-E21676 [“Hoosier Sweetheart”]. Orchestra: 12 men”.
In spite of  Frank Sylvano’s presence, we must remark that Brunswick 3478 was eventually not issued, so as no copy of  the recordings 
mentioned on this personnelography isn’t available online, nothing can be said regarding musical content or personnel.
However, 4 years later, Krueger would eventually return to Brunswick, as it can be perceived in the next session, and now being able to adapt 
to the times, both as leader of  his own band & sideman with Victor Young’s studio band for Brunswick (later absorbed into the ARC group), 
although he returned to New York earlier on 1929.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Hymie Farberman or Benny Bloom, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Perry Billitzer, as - Herman 
Kaplan or Ruby Greenberg, vn – vc – Lester Morris, p – Bill Arenburg, bj – Dick Cherwin, bb, sb – Happy Reis or William Farberman, d.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts, a dir. Hymie Farberman, sometimes another, t – Vincent Grande, tb – Benny 
Altschuler, vc – George LeClair, p – Phil Ohman – Harry Reser, bj – John Helleberg, bb – Sid Reiss, d.

113 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, September 14, 1931
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob (4); Vernon “Mutt” Hayes – clt, alt, bcl (4); Joe Dubin – ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown (2), unknown (2) – vlns; Joe Meresco – p;  Eddie Lang - g; unknown – bb, sb; Larry Gomar – d; 
Frank Sylvano (as KEN CASEY on the 1st title) (1), Bing Crosby, Dick Robertson (3), Smith Ballew (4,5) – voc; Frank Skinner (4) – arr.
E-37153- There’s A Time And Place For Everything Mt M-12246 not on LP/CD
E-37156-A Sweet And Lovely Br 6179 not on LP/CD
E-37157- Me! Mt M-12246 not on LP/CD
E-37158-A I Don’t Know Why (I Just Do) Br 6185 not on LP/CD
E-37156-A I Idolize My Baby’s Eyes Br 6185 not on LP/CD

This is Bennie Krueger’s first session for Brunswick as leader 4 years later. 
The lineup brought by Krueger for this period that lasted until September 13 of  1932 is drawn from a pool of  great jazzmen & studio 
musicians (also capable of  playing jazz) provided by Victor Young, with whom Krueger was working also as sideman in a number of  sessions 
from the Brunswick studio band (Brunswick was later absorbed into the ARC group on 1932).
First, let’s introduce the vocalists of  these 5 recordings, although there’s no copies of  the first & 3rd titles available online.
Frank Sylvano was already mentioned on Krueger’s 3 sessions from his Chicago period, and of  course, Bing Crosby needs no introduction as 
one of  the most famous crooners.
Smith Ballew later became a cowboy star, and before his singing career, he was the banjoist of  Jimmy Joy’s band on its recordings from 1923.
And last but not important, this is the first session covered on this work that also has our good friend Dick Robertson, one of  the most versatile
vocalists from the late 20s onwards, and also an impressive gentleman too!
Now, to the musicians. As said before, the presence of  several stars in the lineup is impressive.
For example, the lead trumpet is Ruby Weinstein, a Milt Shaw & Ben Pollack veteran that was also making the rounds in other studio 
recordings alongside Benny Goodman.
Trumpeter Mannie Weinstock is on the 2nd chair, and also worked with Freddy Martin, Harry Breuer, the Boswell Sisters & many more.
Trombonist Charlie Butterfield came from the bands of  Paul Specht & worked also with Ben Selvin, the Grey Gull studio band, Nathan 
Glantz’s Orchestra (including the Campus Cut-Ups sides for Edison), Freddy Martin & many more artists to follow.
The lead alto sax is Arnold Brilhar(d)t, who fulfills his role as the lead chair playing only the written passages, but never as an improvisator. 
Brilhar(d)t’s resume included working with Harry A. Yerkes’s S.S. Flotilla Orchestra, Ben Selvin, the California Ramblers, Lloyd “Ole” Olsen, 
Nat Shilkret, Hoagy Carmichael (the 1930 Victor sides that included legendary jazz player Bix Beiderbecke’s cornet), Richard Himber & many
great musicians too many to mention.
The 2nd alto sax chair is held by Vernon “Mutt” Hayes (who never played the tuba despite what Johnson & Shirley said) came from Dan 
Russo & Ted Fio Rito’s Oriole Orchestra and worked his life up in Chicago before coming to New York.
Tenor saxophonist & arranger Joe Dubin was an impressive veteran that sat with the bands of  Al Burt, Adrian Schubert, Ben Selvin, Nat 
Shilkret, etc.
Two of  the 4 violinists present in this lineup are great gentlemen to be mentioned. The first one is British man Harry Bluestone & the 2nd one 
Walter Edelstein.
Pianist Joe Meresco was an stalwart of  Victor Young’s sides since the early 30s. 
And who’s the gentleman of  the guitar chair? No one and no other than the jazz pioneer Eddie Lang! 
And wow, the drumkit is held by Larry Gomerdinger, better known as Larry Gomar. He made his way to New York as sideman with Charles 
Dornberger’s Orchestra, with whom he recorded for Victor on 1925.
Everybody knows that Bing Crosby’s rendition of  the Gus Arnheim, Charles Tobias & Jules Lemare tune is top notch, and the superb backing 
by Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra with Eddie Lang as part of  the rhythm section proves it right.
The well-known Fred E. Ahlert & Roy Turk tune is the 4th title of  this session, and the superb arrangement (which is the tune’s stock 
arrangement by Frank Skinner) pays it off  as a superb showcase for Smith Ballew’s vocals in the 3rd chorus, Vernon “Mutt” Hayes’s bass 
clarinet solo in the 2nd chorus & also Arnold Brilhar(dt)’s nice oboe melody in the modulation to A flat major key before the 4th chorus (on 
which Krueger gets to sound a little bit like Louis Armstrong, particularly on bars 15 to 16).
M. K. Jerome & Joan Jasmyn’s tune is the 5th & last title, and in addition to Smith Ballew’s superb vocals, we get to hear Harry Bluestone’s 
superb violin solo over Vernon “Mutt” Hayes’s bass clarinet taking the melody on bars 1 to 8 & 17 to 24 well complimented by Eddie Lang’s 
guitar, bringing out the reasons why he & Joe Venuti’s recordings were highly influential in the jazz world, and still do.
What a joy to hear these tunes from the Depression era (also known in the other side as the romantic 30s (that also brought the Swing Era) 
with a lineup like this.
-Rust & Debus’s CED:  Bing Crosby, v acc. by studio orchestra. [Regarding “Sweet And Lovely”.]
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Smith Ballew, v. [Regarding “I Don’t Know Why (I Just
Do)” & “I Idolize My Baby’s Eyes”.]



-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Eddie Lang, 
g – unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Frank Sylvano (as KEN CASEY), Dick Robertson, Smith Ballew, v.

114 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, November 23, 1931
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob; Vernon “Mutt” Hayes – clt, alt; Joe Dubin – ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown, unknown – vlns; Joe Meresco – p; 
Carl Kress (1,2), Eddie Lang (3) - g; unknown – bb; Larry Gomar – d; Dick Robertson (1,2) – voc; Bing Crosby (3) – voc, whistling.
E-37371-A She’s So Nice Br 6222 not on LP/CD
E-37372-A (You Knew You’d Hurt Somebody) Why Did It Had To Be Me? Br 6222 not on LP/CD
E-37373-A-B Where The Blue Of The Night (Meets The Gold Of The Day) Br 6226 not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: Matrices E-37373 & E-37374 [actually Abe Lyman’s recording of  “Pagan Moon”, which 
was made on November 24 of  1931], made on the same day by Bing Crosby, are accompanied by Bennie Krueger and his Orchestra with 
Eddie Lang (g) replacing Kress”.
Nothing farther from the truth, because both jazz guitar greats are present on this session, which also features vocalists Bing Crosby & Dick 
Robertson delivering those 3 tunes (Dick Robertson is on the 1st two titles whereas Bing Crosby is on the 3rd one) with no extra charge.
Too bad there are no copies of  the first 2 titles online, Bing Crosby’s rendition of  the 3rd title can be widely found over here (even on 
Internet!!!).
And what a classic recording featuring Eddie Lang & the Old Groaner himself  with a superb backing from Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra all the 
way. 
No one can miss this great chance to hear this nice session, even if  it’s just any of  the 3 titles covered here.
-Rust & Debus’s CED:  Bing Crosby, v acc. by studio orchestra. [Regarding “Where The Blue Of The Night (Meets The Gold Of The Day)”.]
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Dick Robertson, v. [Regarding “She’s So Nice” & “(You
Knew You’d Hurt Somebody) Why Did It Had To Be Me?”.]
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Dick Robertson, v.

115 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, around mid January (11-20), 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob; Vernon “Mutt” Hayes – clt, alt; Joe Dubin – ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown, unknown – vlns; Joe Meresco – p; 
Carl Kress - g; unknown – bb; Larry Gomar – d; Frank Sylvano – voc; Paul Weirick (1), Frank Skinner (2) – arr.
B-11149-4 By The Sycamore Tree Br A-9124 not on LP/CD
B-11150-4 All Of Me Br A-9124 not on LP/CD

The personnel is still the same as for November 23 of  1931, only that Carl Kress is now present in the remaining sessions. 
The 2 titles are expertly rendered, including the well known “All Of  Me”, which was written by Gerald Marks & Seymour Simons, and the 
way Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra navigates through the tune’s doctored up stock arrangement by Frank Skinner (also used by Louis Armstrong 
on his Okeh recording) is gorgeous. Same thing for the 1st title written by Haven Gillespie & Pete Wendling, on which Krueger uses the tune ‘s
doctored up stock arrangement by Paul Weirick with great effect, as you can hear the verse nicely played by either Vernon “Mutt” Hayes or 
Arnold Brilhar(d)t in bars 1 to 4 answered on bars 5 to 8 by Mannie Weinstock, who gives it a stylish and hot treatment without missing the 
melody. 
Stephan Wuthe has kindly posted them on his Youtube channel (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zapSNiFrCNo), although he gives the 
matrix numbers as B-11055 with take 4 for “By The Sycamore Tree” & B-11057 with take 4 for “All Of  Me”. However, these matrix numbers 
were already used for the 2 recordings of  the same titles by Frank & Milt Britton’s Orchestra made on December 4 of  1931 for the ARC group 
that was headed by Brunswick. Nevertheless, there might be a possibility that the ARC group executives might have used these numbers for the
2 recordings of  the same titles by Bennie Krueger described in this session, although this is a matter that deserves more research. 
-Rust’s ADBD:  Not listed.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Frank Sylvano, v.

116 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, January 21, 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt; Vernon “Mutt” Hayes – clt, alt; Joe Dubin – clt, ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown, unknown – vlns; Joe Meresco – p, cel; 
Carl Kress - g; unknown – bb; Larry Gomar – d, vib (1), glockenspiel (2).
B-11161- Was That The Human Thing To Do? Br 6246 not on LP/CD
B-11162- Lies Br 6246 not on LP/CD

Again, we have the personnel for November 23 of 1931, but with Carl Kress being now the regular guitarist in the remaining sessions.
And our good friend Frank Sylvano is back here!
On the 1st title, dig out Joe Meresco’s celesta work in the entire arrangement in addition to Frank Sylvano’s vocal and Charlie Butterfield’s soft
trombone during the 1st chorus. And how beautiful are the chordal voicings provided by Carl Kress. 
Nobody has even noticed that, but have you ever been aware of Larry Gomar’s excellent cymbal work? It’s quite wonderful the way he drives 
the rhythm section with just a cymbal (check out Nick Ball’s excellent article about the snappy Turkish cymbal (possibly the one used by 
Gomar) and more goodies on this link: https://drumsinthetwenties.com/instruments/) much like Chauncey Morehouse & Max Bacon. 
No wonder he was well rated by Victor Young in the early 30s that he hired him for many sessions from that period!
And talking about Gomar’s cymbal work, hear him on the 2nd title (where he doubles on glockenspiel during bars 17 to 24 of the 1st chorus), 
which also features Sylvano’s superb vocals & some excellent solo work by Bennie Krueger contrasting with the straight solo by Charlie 
Butterfield in the 3st chorus. 
Add to this Carl Kress’s prominent strumming (with those wonderful chordal voicings), and you’ll get a great story hereª

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zapSNiFrCNo
https://drumsinthetwenties.com/instruments/


-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Frank Sylvano, v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Frank Sylvano, v.

117 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 9, 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Bunny Berigan – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, Cms, ldr, arr; Fran Frey – alt, voc (2,4); Jimmy Dorsey – clt, alt; Joe Dubin – ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein – vlns; Justin Ring – p; 
Carl Kress - g; Joe Tarto – bb, arr; Larry Gomar – d; Phil Neely (1,3) - voc.
B-11423-A Lovable Br rejected not on LP/CD
B-11424-A Sing A New Song Br 6280 Mosaic MD7-219
B-11425-A Somebody Loves You Br 6280 Mosaic MD7-219
B-11426-A I’m So In Love! Br 6287 Mosaic MD7-219

This session is even special because we’re lucky to have the presence of 3 great stars.
The 1st one is no one and no less than the great jazz trumpeter Bernard Rowland Berigan or better yet, Bunny Berigan! His trumpet solos in the
3 issued titles of this session bring a lively energy to the Krueger group, including the 2nd title, on which Larry Gomar’s cymbals reinforce his 
Louis Armstrong-influenced approach with taste. The same can be said of the 4th & last title.
The 2nd one is our good friend Jimmy Dorsey, also a superb alto saxophonist in his own right who also doubles on clarinet with no trouble and
even shows his chops in the rideout of the 2nd title with force.
And last but not least, we have the legendary Justin Ringleben, better known as Justin Ring, Fred Hager’s close friend & employee on many 
ventures including the Okeh studio, where he also led the house band as well (read Ramona S. Baker’s articles about Ring written for the 
Syncopated Times, which are priceless).
Ah, one more thing, we have the George Olsen star Fran Frey’s alto sax, who also shows his superb vocal talents in the 2nd & 4th titles. 
[JSLas2: I love Fran Frey’s clarinet & saxophone playing & singing, but for those who don’t like Frey’s singing, I’d tell you that Dick 
Robertson would have been a better choice for the 2nd & 4th titles of this session.]
And don’t forget former Abe Lyman vocalist Phil Neely, who appears in the 1st & 3rd titles with a gentle approach.
With a star lineup like this, the session flows one, even though it the first take of the 1st title got rejected, but no worries, it was remade on 
March 18 of 1932 (see session 118 for more details).
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Phil Neely, Fran Frey, v; the latter probably plays as 
also.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Phil Neely, Fran Frey, v; the latter probably plays alto sax also. Bunny Berigan, t & Jimmy 
Dorsey, cl reported present on this session.

118 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, March 18, 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob; Vernon “Mutt” Hayes – clt, alt; Joe Dubin – ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein – vlns; Joe Meresco – p; 
Carl Kress - g; unknown – bb; Larry Gomar – d; Phil Neely - voc.
B-11533-A Lovable Br 6287 not on LP/CD

We have the same personnel as for January 21 of 1932, but with Neely providing the vocal refrain with gusto.
And we’re lucky that the remade title sound very great. 
Pay attention to Carl Kress’s lush harmonies in the guitar, even when he’s just in the rhythm section.
You can’t get nothing better than this in sessions like this one!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Phil Neely, v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF:  Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Phil Neely, v.

119 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, April 6, 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Bunny Berigan – tpt; unknown (?Russ Morgan or ?Carl Loeffler) – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob; Vernon “Mutt” Hayes – clt, alt; Joe Dubin – ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown – vlns; Arthur Schutt – p; 
Carl Kress - g; unknown – bb; Larry Gomar – d; Dick Robertson – voc; Art McKay (4) - arr.
B-11652-A Gosh Darn! Br 6296 Mosaic MD7-219
B-11653-A The Roses Are Red, The Violets Are Blue (If You Were Only With Me) Br 6294 not on LP/CD
B-11654-A I’m So Alone With The Crowd Br 6294 not on LP/CD
B-11655-A Crazy People Br 6296 Mosaic MD7-219

In spite of the fact that there are no copies of the second 2 titles, we’re lucky that the opposite happened with the 1st & 4th titles.
In addition to Dick Robertson’s excellent vocals, Bunny Berigan’s trumpet solos on both titles enliven the proceedings. Dig out Berigan’s 
tradings with Bennie Krueger in the 2nd title, which make a great contrast between Krueger’s novelty jazz sax style with Berigan’s Armstrong-
influenced approach.
The Tommy Dorsey-esque trombone licks detected in at least the 1st title, although previously suggested to be possibly him, aren’t actually 
played by him, of course. [Info corroborated by Robert L. Stockdale’s book “The Dorsey Brothers: That’s It!” via Google Books.]
I’d like to propose for the trombone chair either Russ Morgan (who later led his Music In The Morgan Manner Orchestra) or Carl Loeffler, 
who could play in the Dorsey/Teagarden stylistic school [both influenced by Miff Mole & Louis Armstrong] very well.
And definitely Arthur Schutt as the pianist here, whose ivories can be heard with effect particularly in the 4th title.
The 4th title was by the way, written by James V. Monaco & Edgar Leslie, and also recorded among others by Gene Kardos for Victor (which 

https://tomsmithjazz.wixsite.com/music/single-post/2016/05/29/EARLY-JAZZ-TROMBONE-MISSING-LINKS-AND-THE-REST-OF-THE-STORY-1
https://web.archive.org/web/20060328145902/http://www.mosaicrecords.com/discography.asp?number=219-MD-CD
https://web.archive.org/web/20060328145902/http://www.mosaicrecords.com/discography.asp?number=219-MD-CD
https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20060328145902/http://www.mosaicrecords.com/discography.asp?number=219-MD-CD
https://web.archive.org/web/20060328145902/http://www.mosaicrecords.com/discography.asp?number=219-MD-CD
https://web.archive.org/web/20060328145902/http://www.mosaicrecords.com/discography.asp?number=219-MD-CD


also included Dick Robertson). Krueger’s recording uses Art McKay’s stock arrangement with great success.
One word to describe this fine session: W-O-W!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Dick Robertson, v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Phil Neely, Fran Frey, v; the latter probably plays alto sax also. Bunny Berigan, t present on 
this session.

120 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, June 18, 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Chuck Campbell – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob (3); Jimmy Dorsey – clt (1,4), alt; Larry Binyon – ten; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown, unknown – vlns; Joe Meresco – p; 
Carl Kress - g; unknown – bb; Larry Gomar – d; Fran Frey (1,2), Harold “Scrappy” Lambert (3,4,5) – voc.
B-11950-A Is I In Love? I Is Br 6331 not on LP/CD
B-11951-A Come On And Sit Beside the Sea Br 6334 not on LP/CD
B-11952-A (I’ve Got The Words- I’ve Got The Tune) Hummin’ To Myself Br 6331 not on LP/CD
B-11953-A You’ve Got Me In The Palm Of Your Hand Br 6334 not on LP/CD
TO-170 You’ve Got Me In The Palm Of Your Hand Br TO rejected not on LP/CD

Richard J. Johnson & Bernard H. Shirley: “NOTE: TI-170 (TO is a “test only” series of matrices) is a different recording to B-11953, but it is 
not known in which order they ere recorded. On July 16, 1932 a dub was made of this title as a recording room test and allocated matrix TO-
184. It is not known which version of the tune was used for this dub”.
Another impressive session by Bennie Krueger’s band is in the order, and Fran Frey is back for the first 2 titles. 
Of course, another vocalist gets added to this session in the person of Harold “Scrappy” Lambert, whose first recordings were done as vocalist 
with Ben Bernie’s Orchestra for Brunswick on September 3 of 1926.
However, Jimmy Dorsey’s presence on this session is evident, particularly in the 3rd during the 3rd chorus sung by Harold “Scrappy” Lambert 
on which Dorsey can be heard taking an improvised clarinet obbligato during the bridge, although softer. Dorsey’s clarinet work can be 
proudly heard in the 4th title, during bars 9 to 12 of the tune’s last chorus.
And we have a newcomer in the person of Chuck Campbell, an impressive trombonist whose recording career included among other artists 
Johnny Johnson, George Olsen, Roger Wolfe Kahn, Ben Selvin, Nat Shilkret, Bob Haring, etc. 
Campbell’s bell-like tone can be detected in the 1  st   title (written by J. Russel Robinson & Mercer Cook)   during the half chorus before Fran 
Frey’s vocal refrain, on which he’s using a mega-mute.
Dig out Mannie Weinstock’s hot trumpet solo in bars 17 to 24 of the 2nd title, which is quite impressive. These same observations can be duly 
applied to Weinstock’s cup muted trumpet solos in the 4th title. 
And of course, we get to hear Larry Binyon’s superb tenor sax on this session, particularly his impressive 8 bar solo in the 4th title during the 
first 8 bars of that tune in 4th chorus.
All in all, an interesting session by Krueger’s group.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Scrappy Lambert.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Scrappy Lambert, Fran Frey, v; the latter probably plays alto sax also.

121 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, August 4, 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob; Jimmy Dorsey – clt, alt; Larry Binyon – ten; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown, unknown – vlns; Joe Meresco – p; 
Carl Kress - g; unknown – bb; Larry Gomar – d, vib (4); Paul Small - voc.
B-12143-A Goodbye To Love Br 6359 not on LP/CD
B-12144-A Sheltered By The Stars,  Cradled By The Moon Br 6366 not on LP/CD
B-12145-A I’m Forgetting Myself For You Br 6366 not on LP/CD
B-12146-A Same Old Moon (Same Old Sky)  Br 6359 not on LP/CD

Though there are no copies of the 1st two titles of this session available online, we’re lucky that the opposite happens with the last 2 titles of 
this session.
And both this & the last session have Paul Small as the vocalist.
This session is also Jimmy Dorsey’s very last session with Bennie Krueger’s band.
Joseph Meyer & Irving Caesar’s “I’m Forgetting Myself For You” has some fine moments such as Carl Kress’s chordal guitar obbligato 
behind Paul Small’s vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus followed by the 3rd and last chorus featuring Mannie Weinstock’s trumpet on the first 8 bars
followed by Krueger’s alto sax solo on bars 9 to 16 & Larry Binyon’s tenor sax solo in the tune’s bridge before the entire band wraps things up.
Billy Baskette & Ed Rose’s “Same Old Moon (Same Old Sky)” has some nice highlights such as the 3rd & last chorus featuring Charlie 
Butterfield’s trombone & Ruby Weinstein’s trumpet with wah-wah mute. 
The latter’s work both in this and previous sessions is always wonderful to hear. In that same title, Larry Gomar doubles on vibes for the 
single note & chords detected here.
We have a nice change of pace here in this session led by Krueger & company, who also feel relaxed & calm.
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Paul Small, v.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Paul Small, v. Jimmy Dorsey, cl, as present.

122 BENNIE KRUEGER AND HIS ORCHESTRA New York, September 13, 1932
Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock – tpt; Charlie Butterfield – tb; 
Bennie Krueger – alt, ldr, arr; Arnold Brilhar(d)t – clt, alt, ob; Vernon “Mutt” Hayes – clt, alt; Joe Dubin – ten, arr; 
Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, unknown, unknown – vlns; Joe Meresco – p; 
Carl Kress - g; Dick Cherwin – bb, sb (4); Larry Gomar – d, vib (4); Paul Small - voc.
B-12285-A How Can You Say “No” (When All The World Is Saying “Yes”?) Br 6387 not on LP/CD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJ4shm7Z2t4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8p7oxUdIYg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuWLF6M1KZU
https://www.ebay.com/itm/1932-IS-I-IN-LOVE-I-IS-Vintage-Sheet-Music-ETHEL-SHUTTA-by-Robinson-Cook-/383176991879


B-12286-A As You Desire Me Br 6387 not on LP/CD
B-12287-A Sweetheart Hour Br 6386 not on LP/CD
B-12288-A Moon Br 6386 not on LP/CD

In contrast with the previous session, we’re lucky that the 4 titles of this session are available online. 
Vernon “Mutt” Hayes is back here, as it happens with Joe Dubin.
This is also Mannie Weinstock, Ruby Weinstein, Charlie Butterfield, Arnold Brilhar(d)t, Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, Joe Meresc, Carl 
Kress & Larry Gomar’s very last session with Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra for Brunswick here.
And here, Krueger’s former sideman Dick Cherwin is back for this time not only on tuba, but also doubling on string bass.
The 1st title (written by Al Dubin, Joe Burke & Irving Kahal) has some nice moments such as Carl Kress’s chordal voicings in the 1st chorus & 
Paul Small’s vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus with Bennie Krueger’s obbligato complimented by Carl Kress’s chordal comments in the guitar, for
example. 
The Allie Wrubel tune recorded among others by Russ Columbo is the 2nd title of this session, and we can hear also Kress’s chordal voicing 
work in the rhythm section, including Paul Small’s vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus. Kress gets to shine in the 3rd & last chorus during the tune’s 
bridge played by Charlie Butterfield’s trombone. 
The Ned Washington & James V. Monaco tune is the 3rd title that was recorded among others by Don Bestor’s Orchestra. On Krueger’s 
version, we have several highlights in addition to Paul Small’s vocals.
For example, dig out the 3rd chorus featuring Bennie Krueger’s alto sax solo answered by Butterfield & the remaining saxes on bars 1 to 8 & 17
to 24 with Mannie Weinstock’s hot cup muted trumpet solo filling in the other bars with no extra charge.
And the last title is the Michael Caleo & Jack Miles tune “Moon”, also Krueger’s very last title for Brunswick as leader.
It was recorded among others by Bert Ambrose’s Hotel Mayfair Orchestra for British HMV, the Blue Mountaineers for British Broadcast & 
Victor Young’s ARC Studio Orchestra with Will Osborne for the ARC group.
And again, on Krueger’s recording, we can hear Carl Kress’s nice guitar rhythm work behind Paul Small’s vocal refrain in the 2nd chorus.
And with Larry Gomar’s vibes playing the final chord of that recording, we get to say goodbye to Bennie Krueger’s Brunswick & Vocalion 
period covered in this work.
Thanks for everything, Bennie Krueger & company!
-Rust’s ADBD:  Probably an entirely different personnel, but similar instrumentation. Phil Neely, Fran Frey, v; the latter probably plays as 
also.
-Johnson-Shirley’s ADBORAF: Bennie Krueger, cl, as, ts dir. Ruby Weinstein, Mannie Weinstock, t – Charlie Butterfield, tb – Arnold 
Brilhart, cl, as – Joe Dubin, ts or Mutt Hayes, cl, as, ?bb – Harry Bluestone, Walter Edelstein, 2 others vn – Joe Moresco (sic), p – Carl Kress, g
– unknown bb (if  not Hayes) – Larry Gomar, d – Paul Small, v.
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The transfers of  any of  the recordings covered here can be found on the DAHR, Robert’s Old Schmaltz Archives & on some of  the following 
links (even if  it just the same take on a different medium (no grimriper versions allowed)): 
1. Transfers by Edward Mitchell (VictrolaJazz):
-”All By Myself ”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ju24_VywW9A 
-”Cutie (Intro. I Found A bud Among The Roses): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtXu85WMJ_U 
-”Jimmy, I Love But You”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Br0GOAd9Yvs 
-"Barcarolle (Tales Of  Hoffman)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uakpivUrbnE  
-"Blue": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PacIb7NBB5o  
-"Haunting Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8DkbMqTob0  
-"Boardwalk Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEIh5K77tCY  
-"Mr. Gallagher And Mr. Shean": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjhDEddW1VY 
-"It's Getting Dark In Old Broadway": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrWzb-kNUbE 
-"Come On Home": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2UCsAXkkns 
-"Some Of  These Days": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCjlAUiXqSc 
-"Bring On The Pepper": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxKl185cDFc 
-"You've Got To See Mamma Every Night": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AY3VI-MMjnI 
-"Wild Papa": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwkF-uyxciA 
-"Apple Sauce": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIFUW8fD_ZE 
-"Some Day You'll Cry Over Someone (As I Have Cried Over You)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4V0rlmNwXQ 
-"Don't Be Too Sure": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5l_YhUml9IE 
-"Yes! We Have No Bananas": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwGtIdoCkLw 
-"I Cried For You (Now It's Your Turn To Cry Over Me)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sP6R1Cd2oX8 
-"Mad ('Cause You Treat Me This Way)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXHRN0iGIOA 
-"Wonder If  She's Lonely Too": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rBo85_DvMM 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtXu85WMJ_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ju24_VywW9A
https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/adbm-finding-aid.pdf
https://library.princeton.edu/music/valva?items_per_page=1000
https://library.umkc.edu/Manuscripts/Collections/HelpingAid/giordano-finding-aid.pdf
http://www.mgthomas.co.uk/Soundfiles/US%20Dance/US-Dance-Soundfiles.htm
http://bixbeiderbecke.com/RedMiffSubmittedCorrected.doc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiOoY2RUx-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfPvTUIETLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aH5pssWSwXw


-"That Old Gang Of Mine": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0dLTBK3GTw 
-"Sittin' In A Corner": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwWRp5Kyhhg 
-"Learn To Do The Strut": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTdYBR2ljtY 
-"Old Fashioned Love": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xl_mrEZCex8 
-"Out Of  Sight, Out Of  Mind": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szdZ65gmvps 
-"Linger Awhile": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8wwIyQmwLM 
-"Steppin' Out": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IL2gxakKIHw 
-"Sleep": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMgtlteY570 
-"Dancin' Dan": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2CEp-JHlWY 
-"Home In Pasadena": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSmfsmF0DzA 
-"31st Street Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyuITWzZQDc 
-"There's Nobody Else But You": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iapX_g5T0S8 
-"Twelve O'Clock At Night": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_CaRwxUZOo 
-"Why Did I Kiss That Girl?": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gcHhard0a88 
-"I Wonder Who's Dancing With You Tonight?": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PkcTY_tY7A 
-"In The Evening": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tddlCTdLjoo 
-"Deep In My Heart": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuFrIFL17bA 
-"Tell Me, Radio": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gn_nvw3xWJo 
-"Wait'll You See My Gal": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4N88a_sM3-4 
-"Easy Goin' Man": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEcuGO5E2BY 
-"Ray And His Little Chevrolet": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTTgUqF2ZDo 
-"Charley, My Boy": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojHInCkL5pY 
-"Pleasure Mad": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDSi8NXGtLw 
-"Prince Of Wails: "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lyY5y9nxjcM 
-"I Ain't Got Nobody To Love" (Tennessee Tooters): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hA1uu-bm5p0 
-"Peter Pan (I Love You)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEDKwVsrBfI 
-"Everything You Do": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdikVzbRMKM 
-"Hot-Hot-Hottentot": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EysCRrVImAI 
-"How Come You Do Me Like You Do?": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtRArCPOEYY 
-"Yearning (Just For You)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M9cVtoZ6Ixc 
-"Don't Bring Lulu": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7C7_fCpoXtU 
-"Those Panama Mamas (Are Ruinin' Me)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pp7EhVEMzc 
-"Red Hot Henry Brown": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pp7EhVEMzc 
-"Deep Elm (You Tell 'Em I'm Blue)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyghpaVo36o 
-"Sweet Man": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DeNrytvNwc 
-"If  I Had A Girl Like You": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eASHywotEkM 
-"Angry": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-GQBxyopHk 
-"In The Purple Twilight": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sC9dt8ZSu5Q 
-"Yes, Sir! That's My Baby!" (August 31 of  1925 remake): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=knqI3rUZmFI 
-"Hot Aire": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7cuTd2QAxA 
-"Back Home In Illinois": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-fZ60xV2dE 
-"Don't Be A Fool, You Fool!": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdWidye-dr8 
-"Hot Coffee" (January 21 of  1926 remake): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPvGNYJhG6M 
-"As Long As We're In Love": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBcppxeVY7Y 
-"What Was I To Do? (But Fall In Love With You": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrXt9-n7XkA 
-"How Many Times?": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D97rLLSkAVE 
-"Leave Me Something To Remember": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmxU0SgL14c 
-"Gone Again Gal": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48S9mtTxasA 
-"No-One But You Knows How To Love": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekLf6DVEDRc 
2. Transfers available at archive.org in the George Blood, L.P. project: https://archive.org/details/georgeblood?and%5B
%5D=Bennie+Krueger%27s+Orchestra&sin=&sort=-publicdate&page=3     
3. Transfers by Youtube user 240252:
-"Singin' The Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMV41_h8VO8 
-"I Cried For You (And Now It's Your Turn To Cry Over Me)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx_gQx5mqbk 
-"That Old Gang Of Mine": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZTiDqsRDPI 
-"I Want To See My Tennessee": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95rD1HmZ3-4 
-"No One Knows What It's All About": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mv-b6Niru34 
-"Charleston": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rtbg5YzYEjA 
-"Hot Coffee" (January 21 of  1926 remake): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcFc9wxO8ao 
-"How Many Times?": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyjkOtWfK8A 
-"Gone Again Gal": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_DrX1HdEbWI 
-"No-One But You Knows How To Love": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1acPl5sGvg
4. Transfers by Youtube user Valery5852: 
-"Crazy Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49ucQfKYaHw 
-"Royal Garden Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15nrs_gFTZ8 
-"State Street Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScPgWJ6gZns 
5. Transfers by Cliff  Bolling (cdbpdx):
-"Dangerous Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vip6DsjCszo 
-"Ain't We Got Fun?": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qog0dzKmkZ4 
-"School House Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hk8Y8xt1KTQ 
-"Hot Lips": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAfs9k2--Gw 
-"State Street Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BN8Q2dZ8rs 
-"Long-Lost Mama (Daddy Misses You)": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkQYI8_utqU 
-"Yes! We Have No Bananas": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=al8a_weQioc 
-"Don't Bring Lulu": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYwiAf8qkxw 
-"What-Cha-Call 'Em Blues": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AcRl9IdOWU 
-"Milenberg Joys": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vf8d_-jSfGs 
-"If  I Had A Girl Like You": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVr4dAqzsP8 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2CEp-JHlWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMgtlteY570
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IL2gxakKIHw
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-"Yes, Sir! That's My Baby" (August 31 of  1925 remake): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ahPY8VmWoU 
6. Transfers by Doc Murph:
-”Sleep”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQUFJVFjpS0 

And of  course, many many more channels from Youtube, Dailymotion, Vimeo, etc. 
You can also find them in many places all over the Internet as well.
Don’t forget the hiperlinks that can be found in this document by pressing  Command + K (Mac) or Ctrl + K (PC) to click them.⌘

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQUFJVFjpS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ahPY8VmWoU
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